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v   Velocity [m/s or kt] 
w   Fuel flow [kg/s] 
φ   Bank angle [rad] or equivalence ratio [-] 
η   Thrust specific fuel consumption [g/s/kN] 
μ   Bypass ratio of an engine [-] 
π   Overall pressure ratio [-] 
ρ   Density [kg/m³] 
ω   Specific humidity [-] 
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Units 
ft   Feet 
g   Gram 
h   Hour 
kg   Kilogram 
km  Kilometre  
kN  Kilonewton 
kt   Knot 
K   Kelvin 
lb   Pound 
lbf   Pound-Force 
m   Metre 
Mt   Megatons 
N   Newton 
NM  Nautical miles 
Pa  Pascal 
Pkm  Passenger-Kilometres 
s   Second 
t   Metric ton 
tkm  Tonne-Kilometres 
W   Watt 
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 PREFACE 
PREFACE 
Aviation contributes to economic growth, but also has negative impacts on the environment. 
Considering traffic growth in the order of 5% per year, sustainability of the air transport sector 
is difficult to achieve. This study deals with gaseous and particulate emissions from global air 
traffic. It describes a newly developed simulation tool that quantifies historical emissions and 
forecasts emissions in the future. In order to demonstrate the functionality of this tool, fuel 
burn and emissions are calculated for the years 2000 until 2010. In addition, a forecast of 
emissions from air traffic until the year 2030 is conducted.  
A summary of major results from this study is found in chapter 1. An overview on aviation’s 
impact on atmospheric physics and climate is presented in chapter 2 of the report. This 
chapter also describes technical measures to limit aviation’s impact on the environment. The 
newly developed simulation model that can be used to quantify emissions of current and 
future aviation is presented in chapter 3. This model can be regarded as an automated chain 
of software consisting of the following programs:  
• The engine performance software VarCycle.  
• The flight mission simulation tool VarMission.  
• The Air Traffic Emissions Module based on worldwide flight schedules.  
• The Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module considering traffic growth 
and future fleet composition.  
• The FATE software that creates four-dimensional inventories  
of global air traffic emissions. 
While VarCycle and FATE are well-established and validated software developed at DLR, 
the remaining modules have been specifically created by the author. These modules are 
based on publicly available data, can be run on any personal computer with Microsoft 
Windows and can be adopted easily for a number of different assessments.  
Results from an application of the model are discussed in chapter 4. Emissions from 
scheduled air traffic have been calculated for the years 2000 until 2010 and are 
supplemented by a forecast until the year 2030. The assessment for the years 2000-2010 
covers transport performance and fuel burn as well as emissions of nitric oxides (NOx), 
carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC) and soot. In the forecast until 2030, future 
transport performance, fleet composition, fuel burn and emissions of NOx are predicted. An 
evaluation of selected sensitivities regarding e.g. the variability of future emissions with traffic 
growth and fleet composition are also discussed in chapter 4.  
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
1.1 OBJECTIVES OF THIS STUDY 
This report describes the methodology of a newly developed simulation model that can be 
used to quantify gaseous and particulate emissions from air traffic. The automated tool 
provides a means to calculate historical emissions from air traffic and to forecast emissions 
in the short-term and medium-term future. It consists of a chain of software modules that are 
flexible enough to perform a range of different assessments. Developed at the DLR Institute 
of Propulsion Technology, the software will be used to quantify the environmental effects of 
future aircraft and engine technology both for flight missions and for global air traffic. While 
some modules in the tool chain have been specifically developed for this study, others are 
based on existing software, namely the VarCycle engine performance tool used at the DLR 
Institute of Propulsion Technology and the FATE software for global emission inventories 
developed by the DLR Institute of Air Transport and Airport Research.  
First results from an application of the simulation model are presented in this study and cover 
emissions from scheduled air traffic for the years 2000 to 2010 as well as forecasted 
emissions until the year 2030. These results have been validated against reference data 
from various sources including statistics from the International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO), the International Energy Agency (IEA) and simulation results from research projects. 
Besides total emission quantities, three-dimensional emission inventories can be calculated 
by the model that can be processed further to assess aviation’s impact on climate.  
1.2 ABSTRACT OF METHODOLOGY  
The simulation model developed for this study is a chain of software tools covering engine 
performance and emissions, aircraft flight simulation, air traffic movements and forecast 
scenarios. A schematic of the automated tool chain is shown in Figure 1. The model 
calculates fuel burn and emissions of air traffic in a bottom-up approach, i.e. starting from a 
database of flight movements and calculating emissions for each flight. As will be described 
below, this approach is followed both for historical air traffic and for the emissions forecast. 
 
Figure 1: Schematic of model architecture 
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The first tool in the chain is the software VarCycle, which simulates an engine’s performance 
and emissions at different operating conditions. Developed at the DLR Institute of Propulsion 
Technology, the well-established and validated software can be linked to a newly developed 
flight simulation module named VarMission.  
The VarMission module is an aircraft performance tool capable of calculating fuel burn and 
emissions on given flight missions (see Figure 2). A flight mission can be described as any 
sequence of flight segments. Using the EUROCONTROL BADA database of aircraft models 
[46] in combination with emission correlation methods developed by Boeing [14] and DLR 
[31], VarMission covers a broad range of aircraft-engine combinations. Besides BADA, 
aircraft models from other sources and in different formats can be used with this module. 
VarMission is coupled to the VarCycle engine simulation. This way, detailed performance 
and emissions models of aircraft engines can be evaluated on flight mission level. 
 
Figure 2: Schematic of VarMission Module 
The Air Traffic Emissions Module developed for this study is based on worldwide flight 
schedules compiled by the Official Airline Guide (OAG) [100]. The module consists of several 
database scripts linking and combining information from various sources. Initially, OAG flight 
schedules are converted into a database of flight movements. The movements data is 
supplemented by information on engine types from the ASCEND fleets database [11] and by 
load factors from ICAO statistics [77]. Provided with this information, the module uses on 
look-up tables produced by VarMission to calculate fuel burn and emissions for each flight. 
Assumptions are made regarding inefficiencies from Air Traffic Management which influence 
fuel burn and emissions of air traffic. In order to account for these inefficiencies, the module 
simulates flight distance extensions compared to the great-circle, holding patterns and 
increased taxi times on the ground based on information from the Civil Air Navigation 
Services Organization (CANSO) [27]. A schematic of the module is shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Schematic of Air Traffic Emissions Module 
The Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module, which has been newly developed for this study, 
predicts fuel burn and emissions of air traffic in the short-term and medium-term future. Using 
a common database structure with the Air Traffic Emissions Module, the model applies 
regional traffic growth rates from the Airbus Global Market Forecast (GMF) [4] to flight 
movements for a base year. It predicts the future fleet composition based on fleet statistics, 
typical aircraft lifetimes, assumptions about new aircraft types and aircraft market shares. In 
a year-by-year forecast, traffic growth and fleet rollover are simulated and applied to the base 
year flight movements. Similar to the approach for historical aviation, VarMission is used to 
determine fuel burn and emissions of each flight. For this purpose, simplified models of 
future aircraft types have been developed for VarMission, which are used in combination with 
engine models simulated by VarCycle. Assumptions about future load factors, ATM 
efficiency and regulatory standards for engine NOx emissions are also used for emissions 
prediction. Figure 4 presents a schematic of the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module.  
 
Figure 4: Schematic of Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module  
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Both the Air Traffic Emissions and Emissions Forecast Modules provide an optional link to 
the FATE software developed at the DLR Institute of Air Transport and Airport Research. 
This software is capable of calculating four-dimensional emission inventories, i.e. emission 
quantities in a three-dimensional grid around the Earth, supplemented by an additional time 
coordinate. Gridded emissions are typically used to evaluate aviation’s influence on climate. 
The flight movements data required by FATE can be created directly by the Air Traffic 
Emissions Module and the Emissions Forecast Module.  
1.3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
1.3.1 OVERVIEW ON APPLICATION STUDIES  
To demonstrate the capabilities of the newly developed tool chain, it was applied to calculate 
aviation’s fuel consumption and emissions from 2000 until 2030. Flight schedules from the 
Official Airline Guide (OAG) [100] covering the years 2000 and 2003-2010 were used for the 
simulation of air traffic. The forecast until 2030 is based on traffic growth rates from the 
Airbus Global Market Forecast [4]. Simulation models of future aircraft and engine types are 
used for fuel burn and emissions prediction.  
Figure 5 shows the development of passenger-kilometres and tonne-kilometres for 
scheduled aviation. The diagram also includes fuel consumption and emissions of nitric 
oxides (NOx) obtained from the simulation. Forecast results shown in the figure refer to a 
baseline scenario using technology assumptions that are regarded as “most likely”. Selected 
variations from this scenario were also evaluated and are presented in chapter 4.4. By use of 
the newly developed tool chain, additional scenarios for future aviation can be evaluated at 
comparably low effort. Such analyses are planned for the near future. 
 
Figure 5: Development of transport performance, fuel burn and NOx emissions 2000-2030 
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1.3.2 EMISSIONS FROM AIR TRAFFIC 2000-2010 
The Air Traffic Emissions Module was applied to calculate fuel burn and emissions for 
historical air traffic. Besides emissions of nitric oxides (NOx), the module considers emissions 
of carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC) and soot. Results are summarized in Table 1.  
Year RPK  [1012 Pkm] 
TKT  
[109 tkm] 
Fuel 
[109 kg] 
NOx  
[109 kg] 
CO  
[106 kg] 
HC  
[106 kg] 
Soot  
[106 kg] 
2000* 3.24 412 155 1.95 630 1073 6.78 
2003** 3.20 399 145 1.83 554 804 5.62 
2004** 3.60 451 156 1.99 582 795 5.83 
2005** 3.92 495 168 2.14 600 804 6.01 
2006 4.15 519 172 2.21 603 771 6.02 
2007 4.48 557 181 2.34 615 740 6.08 
2008 4.58 567 185 2.40 621 713 6.17 
2009 4.53 549 178 2.33 583 622 5.75 
2010 4.95 603 188 2.47 604 622 6.09 
* September 2000 schedules available only. Results have been scaled for the estimation of yearly values. 
** January and July schedules available for 2003-2005. Results have been scaled to estimate yearly values. 
Table 1: Transport performance and emissions of scheduled aviation 
The transport performance of scheduled aviation measured in revenue passenger-kilometres 
(RPK) has increased by 53% between 2000 and 2010. Tonne-kilometres transported (TKT), 
which include both passenger and freight transport, have increased by 46%. According to the 
model, fuel consumption has grown by 21% from 155 Mt to 188 Mt while NOx emissions 
have increased by 27%. HC emissions show a decreasing trend while emissions of CO and 
soot remain approximately constant. Soot emissions were estimated by use of a DLR-
developed correlation method [33]. Only limited reference data is available to validate this 
method, particularly on air traffic system level. As yet, the accuracy of any calculations of 
soot emissions from global aviation must be regarded as low.  
From 2000 to 2010, the relative growth in fuel consumption is lower than the increase in 
transport performance, which is caused by a more fuel efficient aircraft fleet and – to a 
smaller degree – by improved load factors and air traffic management. Using fuel burn per 
tonne-kilometres as a measure of fuel efficiency, efficiency has improved from 376 g/tkm to 
313 g/tkm. This corresponds to a 17% improvement between 2000 and 2010. In the same 
timeframe, specific emissions of NOx have decreased by 13% from 4.74 g/tkm to 4.11 g/tkm.  
Fuel consumption and emissions calculated in this study compare well to results from 
reference studies using similar methodologies (see Figure 6). This includes publications by 
NASA ([13], [14], [126]), DLR ([26], [118]), AERO-MS [95] and ANCAT [63], but also more 
recent calculations from AERO2k [53], the SAGE inventories ([55], [87]) and AEDT [133]. 
Differences between results from the aforementioned studies can be explained by different 
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coverage of global air traffic and by the applied emission models. The comparably large delta 
between fuel burn calculations from inventories of global aviation to statistics from the 
International Energy Agency (IEA) can be explained by real-world inefficiencies not 
considered in the simulations (e.g. wind and weather conditions, aircraft and engine 
deterioration) and by incomplete coverage of global flight movements particularly in the 
military sector.  
 
 
 
Figure 6: Comparison of fuel burn and NOx emissions calculations for global aviation 
1.3.3 FORECAST OF EMISSIONS FROM AIR TRAFFIC 2011-2030 
Using 2010 as a base year, the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module was applied to predict 
emissions from civil aviation until the year 2030. For this purpose, the model assumes 
regional traffic growth rates from the Airbus Global Market Forecast (GMF) [4]. A fleet 
rollover model accounts for the retirement of old aircraft and the introduction of new aircraft 
types. The Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module covers transport performance, fuel burn 
and NOx emissions of scheduled aviation whereas emissions of CO, HC and soot are 
currently not forecasted. Table 2 summarizes the main results. 
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Year Flights [106] 
Distance 
[109 km] 
RPK  
[1012 Pkm] 
TKT  
[109 tkm] 
Fuel  
[109 kg] 
NOx  
[109 kg] 
2010 30.5 37.5 4.95 603 188 2.47 
2015 38.1 47.7 6.59 801 241 3.20 
2020 46.2 58.8 8.38 1032 293 3.89 
2025 54.2 70.1 10.33 1301 344 4.43 
2030 64.1 84.0 12.74 1640 405 4.96 
Table 2: Forecast of flight movements, transport performance and emissions until 2030 
Transport performance in terms of passenger-kilometres is expected to increase by 157% 
between 2010 and 2030, while transported tonne-kilometres will increase by 172%. Major 
changes in the worldwide fleet of aircraft include the introduction of new aircraft types, most 
notably the Boeing 787, 737 MAX, Airbus A350 XWB and A320 NEO aircraft. A successor 
(or major update) of the Boeing 777 aircraft family is also assumed in the baseline scenario, 
while older aircraft types are gradually phased out. Figure 7 shows the forecasted fleet of 
large passenger aircraft.  
  
Figure 7: Forecasted fleet shares for large passenger aircraft 
Simulation models of the most influential new aircraft and engine types have been created 
for this study and were applied for fuel burn and emissions prediction. According to these 
models, fuel consumption of scheduled aviation will grow from 188 Mt in 2010 to 405 Mt in 
2030, which corresponds to a 115% increase. Fuel efficiency is forecasted to improve from 
313 g/tkm to 247 g/tkm, a 21% improvement. NOx emissions will increase from 2.47 Mt to 
4.96 Mt, which implies an improvement of specific NOx emissions by 27% from 4.1 g/tkm in 
2010 to 3.0 g/tkm in 2030. The comparably high improvement of NOx emissions per tonne-
kilometre is caused by a large-scale introduction of lean burn combustors for aircraft engines 
assumed for the timeframe 2015-2025. Given the uncertainty of many forecast assumptions 
(e.g. future traffic growth, development of the fleet and improvement of engine combustors), 
alternative scenarios have been evaluated and are discussed in the main part of this study.  
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Figure 8: Forecasted fuel consumption and NOx emissions until 2030 
The upper diagram in Figure 8 highlights the individual contributions to the improvement of 
fuel efficiency that are considered in the simulation. Between 2010 and 2030, fuel efficiency 
is predicted to improve by 1.18% per year on average. The aircraft fleet rollover has the 
largest contribution and is responsible for an annual efficiency improvement of 0.76% on 
average. Increasing load factors (0.16% p.a.) and ATM improvements (0.1% p.a.) also 
contribute to improved fuel efficiency. Another 0.15% annual improvement results from the 
above-average growth of the cargo sector and a trend towards longer distances per flight. 
The lower diagram in the above figure compares the NOx forecast from this study to 
reference studies from NASA [125], Aero2k [53] and ICAO CAEP [82]. Different base year 
emissions between the aforementioned studies are partly due to different coverage of global 
air traffic. The calculation method applied for the prediction of NOx emissions during cruise 
flight also affects the emissions in the base year. The NOx forecast from this study is in 
between the NASA and Aero2k predictions for 2020 and 2025 respectively. From 2020 
onwards, the slope of the forecasted NOx increase is roughly comparable to the ICAO S2 
scenario whereas in earlier years a higher slope similar to the ICAO S1 scenario is predicted.  
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2 ECOLOGICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL BACKGROUND  
2.1 DEVELOPMENT OF AIR TRAFFIC 
Aviation creates economic and social benefits at the cost of adverse environmental impacts. 
Civil aviation facilitates tourism and trade in our globalized world. Aircraft and airline 
industries are major direct and indirect employers. In the past decades, growth rates of air 
traffic have shown a close link to the growth of the world gross domestic product (GDP). 
Negative effects of aviation include noise and gaseous emissions from aircraft, the use of 
limited resources like fossil fuels as well as land use for airport infrastructure. Besides noise 
and local air quality around airports, which have a negative influence on human health, the 
potential contribution of aviation to climate change has recently come into the public focus.  
Since 1980, the transport performance of civil aviation measured in passenger-kilometres 
has increased by roughly 5% per year on average. This corresponds to a doubling of traffic 
volumes every 15 years. Annual growth rates in the cargo sector are even larger and in the 
order of 6%. Latest forecasts by Airbus and Boeing predict continuous traffic growth of 
similar magnitude in the foreseeable future1. It is the rapid growth of air traffic that gives rise 
to concerns, particularly regarding aviation’s atmospheric impact. The consumption of fossil 
fuel is a major factor in this respect: Fuel burn is directly related to emissions of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) that are contributing to global warming. Figure 9 compares the development of 
passenger air traffic to the demand for aviation fuels compiled by the International Energy 
Agency (IEA) [84].  
 
Figure 9: Development of air traffic and sold aviation fuel [74], [84] 
                                                
1  4.8% average annual growth of passenger air traffic from 2011 to 2030 according to Airbus [4]; 
   5.1% (passenger) / 5.6% (cargo) annual growth of air traffic from 2011 to 2030 according to Boeing [19]  
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As can be seen in Figure 9, the fuel use of aviation is increasing, yet at lower rates than the 
transport performance measured in passenger-kilometres2. This implies an improvement of 
fuel efficiency with time, which is attributable (to a large extent) to progress in aircraft and 
engine technology. So far, efficiency improvements cannot keep pace with the rapid growth 
of air transport. This development, which exemplifies the challenges of high-growth 
industries, cannot be considered sustainable from an ecological point of view. 
Considering growth rates in the order of 5% per year, it is difficult to uncouple traffic growth 
and environmental effects. Aircraft fuel efficiency, for example, has improved by 50-70% 
since the 1960s, depending on metrics and reference point [104]. As technology has 
matured, further efficiency improvements are increasingly hard to achieve. Ambitious targets 
have been set by the aircraft industry, governments and airline associations in order to limit 
aviation’s environmental effects in the future: Besides goals for aircraft noise and emissions 
of nitric oxides (NOx), the Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe (ACARE) 
aims at a 50% reduction of aircraft fuel burn between 2000 and 2020 [10]. This target, which 
must be regarded as challenging, requires substantial innovation in aircraft and engine 
technology along with a contribution from air traffic management. The more recent Flightpath 
2050 [52] published by the European Commission aims at a 75% reduction of aircraft CO2 
emissions per passenger kilometre by 2050 compared to year 2000 levels. On the global 
level, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) agreed on a fuel efficiency 
improvement of 2% per year as a target through 2050 [75]. Similarly, the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) targets a 1.5% annual improvement of fuel efficiency until 2020 
and “carbon-neutral growth” from 2020 onwards [68]. Until 2050, IATA aims at reducing 
aviation’s greenhouse gas emissions to 50% of the emissions from 2005 [68]. It is almost 
impossible to reach such ambitious targets by evolutionary improvements of aircraft and 
engine technology. Besides innovation in aircraft design, aircraft operations and air traffic 
management, the potential of biofuels regarding a reduction of life-cycle CO2 emissions as 
well as carbon offset mechanisms (i.e. emissions trading with other sectors) are to be taken 
into account if the objectives are to be met [68].  
Besides emissions of CO2, other gaseous and particulate emissions that result from the 
combustion of fuel in aircraft engines influence atmospheric physics and local air quality. 
This includes emissions of nitric oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), unburned 
hydrocarbons (HC) and soot particles. Given the focus of this study on global aviation 
emissions, the atmospheric impact of such emissions will be described shortly in the 
following chapter. Measures to reduce aviation emissions will be covered in chapter 2.3.  
                                                
2 IEA data in Figure 9 refer to fuels for civil and military aviation; civil aviation is the largest consumer [84]. 
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2.2 CLIMATE IMPACT OF AVIATION EMISSIONS 
Gaseous and particulate emissions from aviation result from the combustion of fuel in aircraft 
engines. Kerosene-based fuels like JET A-1 are used by jets and turboprops, which account 
for the majority of all large transport aircraft. The main combustion products of such 
hydrocarbon fuels are carbon dioxide (CO2) and water vapour (H2O). Emissions of CO2 and 
H2O are proportional to fuel burn: The combustion of 1 kg of JET A-1 with air results in 
emissions of 3.156 kg of CO2 and 1.237 kg of H2O [108]3.  
As the combustion of fuel in aircraft engines is not an ideal process, products of non-ideal 
combustion are also found in the exhaust. This includes nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen 
dioxide (NO2), together called nitric oxides (NOx). Carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned 
hydrocarbons (HxCy – mostly referred to as HC) are also emitted. The emission rates of 
these products from non-ideal combustion depend on engine and combustor technology, 
ambient conditions and the operating point of the engine: Emissions of nitric oxides (NOx) are 
influenced by pressure and temperature in the combustor and are mostly produced at high 
engine power settings [67]. Emissions of CO and HC, on the contrary, are mainly emitted at 
low power settings, when fuel/air mixing processes are rather inefficient [67]. Unlike NOx, 
emissions of CO and HC are of minor importance with respect to aviation’s climate impact.  
Furthermore, emissions from aircraft engines include sulphur oxides (SOx) due to the sulphur 
content in the fuel. Particulate emissions include soot, often referred to as black carbon. Soot 
from aircraft engines consists of 1014 to 1015 carbonaceous particles per kg of burnt fuel 
which have a diameter of 10-30nm and which may quickly form larger aggregates [120]. 
Besides, volatile aerosols are also emitted by aircraft engines or formed within milliseconds 
in the exhaust plume [120]. Figure 10 gives an overview on the combustion process and 
visualizes the approximate shares of different emissions in cruise flight.  
 
Figure 10: Combustion process (left) and typical share of emissions in cruise (right) [67] 
                                                
3 See chapter 3.2.4 for more details about emissions quantification.  
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Together with anthropogenic emissions from other sources, air traffic emissions influence the 
energy balance of the earth-atmosphere system. The regional distribution of aviation’s fuel 
burn (and hence CO2 and H2O emissions) is shown in Figure 11. Air traffic is predominantly 
performed in the northern hemisphere between 30° and 60° northern latitude. Unlike 
emissions from ground-based sources, aviation emissions occur to a large extent around the 
tropopause level, where ambient conditions, background concentrations and residence times 
e.g. of NOx are different from ground conditions.  
 
Figure 11: Global distribution of fuel burn from civil aviation [133] 
The atmospheric effects of aviation emissions that influence climate can be grouped into 
three categories [67]: 
• Direct emissions of greenhouse gases (CO2 and H2O). 
• Emissions that contribute to the formation of greenhouse gases (NOx).  
• Emissions that influence the formation of contrails and clouds (e.g. soot particles).  
CO2 is a greenhouse gas with an atmospheric residence time in the order of 100 years [67]. 
Consequently, CO2 emissions from various sources get widely distributed by atmospheric 
exchange processes. Aviation is responsible for around 2.5% of the yearly CO2 emissions 
from fossil fuel consumption, which corresponds to 12% of the CO2 emitted by the 
transportation sector [89]. Water vapour is also a greenhouse gas. Besides its radiative 
effect of small magnitude, aviation-induced H2O is influencing contrail formation [121].  
NOx emissions from aircraft engines influence atmospheric ozone (O3) and methane (CH4) 
concentrations via chemical reactions and transport processes [67]. Aviation emissions alter 
the concentration of NOx at cruise altitude and have a significant influence on atmospheric 
chemistry. The production rate of tropospheric O3 was found to be enhanced by NOx [67]. 
This leads to a warming effect, as O3 around the tropopause level acts as a greenhouse gas. 
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Besides increasing tropospheric O3, which has a lifetime of months, NOx causes a decrease 
of CH4. CH4 is a greenhouse gas with a lifetime of approximately 10 years. The CH4 
reduction has a cooling effect and reduces aviation’s contribution to global warming [120]. 
Soot and sulphate particles emitted by aircraft engines alter the aerosol concentration in the 
upper troposphere. The radiative effect of these aerosols is rather small, but they may 
influence the formation of condensation trails (contrails) and cirrus clouds [121]. Contrails 
form at low ambient temperature, when the warm and moist engine exhaust mixes with cold 
air and saturation with respect to water is reached in the plume. They result from 
condensation and freezing of water vapour on aerosol particles [121]. Contrails are typically 
linearly shaped and short-lived, but may sometimes persist for hours or longer, depending on 
ambient conditions. In addition to their influence on contrails, particles emitted by aircraft 
may later act as condensation nuclei for cirrus clouds [121]. Scientists assume an influence 
of aircraft emissions on cloud properties including frequency of formation [121].  
Greenhouse gases like CO2, O3, CH4 and H2O influence the Earth’s mean surface 
temperature by absorbing and reemitting outgoing radiation. Clouds affect both energy and 
water budgets of the Earth. A cloud cover absorbs and reflects solar radiation back to the 
ground and infrared radiation back to space. Integrated over day and night, both contrails 
and cirrus clouds have a warming effect [89]. In order to quantify and compare various 
anthropogenic impacts on climate, radiative forcing may be used as a metric. Radiative 
forcing (RF) is a measure of the perturbation of the Earth’s energy budget since 
preindustrialized times. RF results for example from changes in atmospheric gas or particle 
concentrations and is measured in units of watts per square metre at the top of the 
atmosphere [89]. Positive RF causes a warming of the planet while negative values indicate 
a cooling effect. An approximately linear relationship can be assumed between a change in 
RF and the corresponding change of the equilibrium mean surface temperature [67].  
By means of climate models, the RF of global aviation can be estimated [67], [112], [89]. 
Figure 12 presents the radiative forcing components from aviation and classifies the level of 
scientific understanding (LOSU) for the individual effects. The total RF from aviation until 
2005 is currently estimated as 0.055 W/m² [89]. Main contributors are CO2, the impact of NOx 
on O3 and CH4 as well as linear contrails. Not included in the total are the potential effects of 
aviation emissions on cirrus cloudiness, as the level of scientific understanding in this 
respect must still be regarded as very low. Until 2005, aviation is responsible for about 3.5% 
of the total anthropogenic RF. When including current estimates for aviation-induced cirrus 
clouds, this share would even rise to 4.9% [89]. Until 2050, RF from aviation is expected to 
increase by a factor of 3-4, depending on traffic growth and technological progress. This also 
implies an increasing share of aviation amongst the total anthropogenic RF, which may 
reach 4-4.7% (without cirrus cloud effects) by 2050 [89].  
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Figure 12: Aviation radiative forcing components in 2005 [89] 
Global warming must be regarded as a risk for human society and the Earth’s ecosystem. 
The economic impact of rising surface temperatures, rising sea levels or glacial retreat is 
difficult to assess and even more difficult to quantify. The extensive Stern Review on the 
Economics of Climate Change (2006) produced for the British government estimates a loss 
of 5-20% of the global GDP if current emission trends continue [123]. The report also 
suggests that spending 1% of the world’s GDP annually on emissions reduction would avoid 
the most serious damage.  
Given current limitations with respect to the scientific understanding of climate change and 
its economic effects, the quantitative results of the Stern Review must be treated with 
caution. Nevertheless, a considerable economic impact of global warming seems plausible. 
As a consequence, it is desirable to limit the anthropogenic influence on climate by reducing 
anthropogenic emissions. Technological measures can be taken in order to reduce 
emissions from aviation. These measures will be described shortly in the following section.  
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2.3 TECHNOLOGY MEASURES TO LIMIT AVIATION EMISSIONS 
2.3.1 IMPROVING AIRCRAFT FUEL EFFICIENCY 
Aircraft fuel efficiency has improved by roughly 50-70% since the beginning of the jet age, 
depending on chosen metrics and reference aircraft [104]. Figure 13 shows the development 
of aircraft fuel burn per available seat kilometre (ASK) from the 1960s until today. More than 
half of the improvement can be attributed to progress in the field of propulsion systems [67]. 
As aircraft and engine technology have matured, further progress is increasingly hard to 
achieve. The following key drivers for improved aircraft fuel efficiency can be identified:  
• Improvements in aerodynamics (i.e. increasing the lift-to-drag ratio).  
• Improvements in engine efficiency (i.e. reducing thrust-specific fuel consumption).  
• Progress in lightweight construction (i.e. reducing aircraft mass).  
Compared to state-of-the-art aircraft, evolutionary improvements in aerodynamics like 
advanced wingtip devices and wing design methods have only a limited potential to improve 
the lift-to-drag ratio of future aircraft. Methods for laminar flow control are currently in 
development and may result in more drastic reductions of friction and form drag components. 
From 2020 onwards, laminar flow control could be applied in new aircraft designs and is 
expected to deliver fuel efficiency benefits in the order of 5-15% [71]. For the more distant 
future, non-conventional configurations like blended wing bodies are on the roadmaps of 
aircraft manufacturers. Such concepts integrate fuselage and wings resulting in better 
aerodynamic properties than for conventional aircraft configurations. However, these 
concepts have disadvantages, e.g. with respect to pressurization and passenger comfort, 
which make it difficult to predict whether and when such aircraft will be used in civil aviation.  
 
Figure 13: Development of aircraft fuel efficiency [67], [104] 
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On the engine side, thrust-specfic fuel consumption (TSFC) is mainly dependent on an 
engine’s thermal and propulsive efficiencies. Most modern turbofan engines have higher 
overall pressure ratios (OPR) and combustor exit temperatures than their predecessors, 
which translates into improved thermal efficiency. In addition, the increased bypass-ratios 
(BPR) of recent turbofans enable a larger propulsive efficiency than reached by earlier 
designs. The trends towards higher OPRs, temperatures and BPRs are expected to continue 
in the future. Besides advanced turbofans with ultra-high BPRs, geared-turbofan and open 
rotor concepts are currently in the focus of the engine industry. A geared turbofan enables 
higher BPRs by decoupling the rotational speeds of fan and low pressure turbine. Pratt & 
Whitney claim a fuel burn advantage in the order of 15% for its PW1000G geared turbofan 
engine compared to its predecessors [98]. The PW1000G will be used on the Bombardier 
CSeries and the Airbus A320 NEO aircraft that are planned to be introduced in 2013 and 
2016 respectively. Open rotor or propfan engines may enable even lower TSFCs at the cost 
of reduced flight speed and increased noise emissions: a 20% fuel burn advantage 
compared to current turbofans can be expected [71]. Considering the challenges particularly 
with respect to noise and aircraft-engine integration, it is questionable if open rotor engines 
will be used for the next generation of short and medium range aircraft in the 2020s.  
  
Figure 14: The link of TSFC to thermal and propulsive efficiency [39] 
Besides lift-to-drag ratio and engine TSFC, the mass of an aircraft has a considerable 
influence on its fuel efficiency. Light-weight composite materials are increasingly used for 
modern aircraft, supplemented by advanced aluminium alloys and titanium. Major parts of 
the Boeing 787 and Airbus A350 XWB aircraft that are due to enter service in 2011 and 2013 
are made from composites. The 787 consists of 50% composites, 20% aluminium, 15% 
titanium and 15% other materials (by mass) [128]. While weight has a direct influence on fuel 
burn, light and heat-resistant materials as well as advanced manufacturing processes enable 
further improvements in engine technology and aerodynamics.  
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Time Horizon Technology TRL* Fuel Reduction Benefit Combined Benefit** 
New engine systems architecture 5 15-20% 
Hybrid laminar flow 6 10-15% 
New Aircraft 
before 2020 
Natural laminar flow 6 5-10% 
25-35% 
Variable cycle engine (2nd GEN) 4 10-20% 
Hybrid-wing-body 4 10-25% 
Truss-braced wing 2 10-15% 
New Aircraft 
2020-2030 
Fuel cell system 5 1-5% 
25-50% 
* Technology Readiness Level ranging from 1 (basic principles observed and reported) to 9 (system flight proven). 
** The technologies are not independent; the combined effect may be smaller than the sum of individual effects.  
Table 3: Potential measures for improving aircraft fuel efficiency [71] 
The Boeing 787 and Airbus A350 XWB long-range aircraft that will be introduced in the near 
future are claimed to be 15-25% more fuel-efficient than their predecessors [9]. Given 
numerous interrelations and trade-offs between aerodynamics, engine TSFC and aircraft 
weight, it is difficult to predict the combined effect of new technologies for the more distant 
future. Engines with ultra-high BPR, for example, have large dimensions, resulting in 
drawbacks with respect to drag and weight. Active laminar flow control systems also add 
weight to the aircraft and require additional power. Better fuel efficiency, on the other hand, 
leads to smaller fuel amounts that are to be carried, which may finally reduce aircraft weight. 
The aircraft gross weight (including fuel and payload) influences lift and thrust requirements. 
Such trade-offs and “snow-ball effects” are to be considered during aircraft design and make 
it difficult to forecast future fuel efficiency. Table 3 summarizes results from a recent IATA 
study, which predicts a potential efficiency improvement in the order of 25-35% for a 
hypothetical short-range aircraft introduced before 2020. Until 2030, an efficiency 
improvement of 25-50% compared to current aircraft is forecasted in the report [71]. 
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2.3.2 REDUCING ENGINE NOX EMISSIONS 
While emissions of CO2 are proportional to fuel burn, emissions of nitric oxides (NOx) depend 
on engine and combustor technology, the actual power setting of the engine and ambient 
conditions. NOx emissions are mainly produced at high power settings, e.g. during the take-
off, climb and cruise flight segments. The emission index (EI) for NOx, i.e. the mass of NOx 
emitted per kg fuel, is influenced by both the combustion temperature and pressure as well 
as by the residence time of the fuel/air mixture in the peak temperature regions of the 
combustor. The higher these influencing factors, the higher the resulting EI NOx [67]. The 
peak temperatures in the combustor depend on combustor air inlet temperature and 
pressure and on the local fuel to air mass ratio [67]. As high combustor temperatures and 
pressures are favourable to minimize fuel consumption, advanced combustor technology is 
required in order to keep NOx emissions under control.  
In Annex 16 to the Convention on International Civil Aviation [73] the ICAO defines emission 
standards for large jet engines which include limits for NOx. These standards are set by the 
ICAO Commitee on Aviation Environmental Protection (CAEP) and were originally created to 
reduce adverse effects of aircraft emissions on air quality around airports. The regulations 
refer to a generic landing and take-off (LTO) cycle, for which limits regarding the emissions 
(Dp) of an engine per kilo-Newton take-off thrust (F00) are defined. The limits for NOx have 
been strengthened several times and depend on an engine’s overall pressure ratio (π00) at 
take-off conditions. Figure 15 shows the latest emission standards and also the mid-term and 
long-term technology goals defined by a group of independent experts for the years 2016 
and 2026 [109]. Today, the CAEP/6 standard is to be met by newly certified aircraft engines 
while the CAEP/2 requirement still defines the limit for in-production engines. A production 
cut-off for engines not compliant to CAEP/6 was agreed for the year 2013. In 2014, the more 
stringent CAEP/8 regulation for newly certified engines will come into effect [81].  
      
Figure 15: NOx emission standards and NOx levels for selected engine families [78], [110]  
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Advanced combustor technology enables a reduction of LTO and cruise NOx emissions, 
while minimizing trade-offs e.g. with respect to flame stability, fuel burn or CO/HC emissions. 
Most modern aero engines use the Rich-Burn / Quick-Mix / Lean-Burn (RQL) concept for 
reasons of stability and performance (see left hand side of Figure 16). The RQL concept can 
also be used to limit NOx production. As peak flame temperatures and peak NOx formation 
rates are reached at the stoichiometric fuel to air ratio, the RQL concept aims at minimizing 
the residence time at stoichiometric conditions by means of fast fuel/air mixing [109]. The 
Rolls-Royce Trent 1000 engines for the Boeing 787 use an advanced RQL combustor with 
improved characteristics regarding NOx emissions compared e.g. to Trent 700 engines used 
on the Airbus A330. Evolutionary improvement of the RQL concept can be expected in the 
future, enabled by progress in computational fluid dynamics and modelling capabilities. It is 
regarded as likely that RQL combustors will meet the mid-term goal for NOx emissions that is 
shown in Figure 15 [109].  
 
Figure 16: Schematic of RQL (left) and LDI (right) combustor concepts [110]  
A more drastic reduction of NOx emissions becomes feasible by using lean burn direct 
injection (LDI) concepts (see right hand side of Figure 16). Such combustors combine the 
advantages of a lean burn main zone with those of a parallel rich zone. Most fuel is injected 
into the main zone where stoichiometric peak flame temperatures are never reached [109]. 
This results in comparably low NOx formation rates. The rich zone (also referred to as pilot 
zone) ensures optimum low power performance and stability. This zone is fuelled over the 
entire range of operating conditions while the main zone is active at intermediate and high 
power settings only. Although the pilot zone degrades the overall NOx characteristics of the 
engine, the concept has a higher potential for NOx reduction than the RQL process [109]. 
The General Electric GEnx-1B engine for the Boeing 787 is the first certified engine that 
applies this concept in its TAPS (Twin Annular Premixing Swirler) combustor. As can be 
seen in Figure 15, the GEnx-1B family already meets the mid-term technology goal for the 
year 2016 except for the highest thrust versions. The next generation of LDI combustors is 
expected to meet the long-term technology goal set by the group of independent experts for 
the year 2026 [110].  
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About 90% of all NOx emissions from aviation are produced during cruise flight [110]. 
However, no regulation exists for cruise NOx levels of aero engines. For aircraft with RQL 
combustors, emissions during cruise flight are known to be broadly correlated to emissions in 
the LTO cycle [109]. It is questionable if the correlation still holds for LDI combustor 
concepts. Initial evidence presented by General Electric suggests that cruise NOx emissions 
of the company’s TAPS combustor are substantially lower compared to a RQL reference 
design. The NOx reduction in cruise flight is claimed to be higher than the benefits in the LTO 
cycle [110]. As long as no quantitative data on cruise NOx emissions from LDI combustors 
are available, it is difficult to predict their emissions on flight mission level. To a large extent, 
potential benefits during cruise flight depend on the exact transition point from the combined 
pilot and main zone operating mode to pilot mode (see Figure 17).  
 
Figure 17: Fuel staging in TAPS combustor [88]  
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2.3.3 OPTIMIZING AIR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS 
Besides aircraft and engine technology, constraints resulting from Air Traffic Management 
(ATM) have a negative influence on air transport emissions. An assessment performed by 
the Civil Air Navigation Services Organisation (CANSO) found an ATM system efficiency of 
92-94% for the year 2005. In the terminology of the assessment this implies a fuel burn 
penalty of 6-8% on global average [27]. This inefficiency can be broken down into various 
airborne components (en-route inefficiency from increased flight distances, vertical flight 
inefficiency from altitude constraints and holdings) and a ground-based component from 
increased taxi times. Evaluations performed by air traffic service providers from Europe, the 
US and Australia indicate a fuel burn penalty originating from ground operations in the order 
of 0.9%-1.4% and a much larger airborne contribution of 5.5%-7.9% [27]. A number of 
initiatives are under way in order to raise ATM efficiency despite growing traffic volumes. 
Major projects include the Single European Sky ATM Research (SESAR) and the US Next 
Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) programmes. On the global level, CANSO 
agreed on efficiency goals of 93-95% for 2020 and 95-98% for 2050 [27]. 
Additional potential to increase the fuel efficiency on air traffic system level lies in aircraft 
operations. This includes improvements of passenger and cargo load factors, but also 
optimization in flight planning. According to ICAO statistics, average seat load factors are 
close to 80% in recent years [77]. As a consequence, potential for improvement exists, but 
must be regarded as limited. Flight planning includes aspects like choosing optimum 
trajectories and flight speeds – a topic which is closely linked to ATM. Improved weather 
forecasts and advanced communication, navigation and surveillance (CNS) equipment will 
enable improvements in this field. It should be noted that airlines often trade some fuel 
efficiency against lower flight times to minimize total operating costs and ensure punctuality 
in their network. The associated fuel burn penalty, however, can be regarded as low [94].  
Current research on climate optimized flight planning takes a more integrated approach that 
is not limited to reducing fuel consumption. Persistent contrails produced by aircraft, amongst 
other effects, are believed to contribute to global warming. The effects of contrails depend on 
their location in terms of region and altitude, the season and the time of day. The warming 
effect of contrails is particularly strong in the winter months and at night time [94]. Contrail 
formation could be reduced if flights through ice-supersaturated regions were avoided. In 
many cases slight changes of flight altitudes in the order of 2000 feet were found to be 
sufficient in order to leave such regions [94]. Changes in altitude, on the other hand, result in 
a fuel burn penalty. The trade-offs between a short-term benefit from contrail avoidance and 
longer-term effects of fuel burn, CO2 and NOx emissions need to be understood before 
climate optimized flight planning becomes feasible. Besides, ATM constraints and airspace 
capacity need to be taken into account if such strategies are put into practise. 
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2.3.4 ALTERNATIVE FUELS 
Alternative fuels are in the focus of the airline industry, mainly due to the potential of biofuels 
for reducing CO2 emissions. Besides, alternatives to conventional jet fuel will be required in 
the longer term in order to reduce aviation’s dependency on fossil ressources. Considering 
the short and medium-term options, jet fuel produced from biomass by the Fischer-Tropsch 
process (F-T) and from hydroprocessed esters and fatty acids (HEFA) are regarded as the 
most promising options [70]. Both F-T and HEFA fuels are able to meet the certification 
requirements for use in aviation, can be blended in conventional fuel and typically require no 
modifications on the aircraft and engine sides. Using biofuels, a reduction of fuel 
consumption by about 2% can be expected due to their higher energy content per kg fuel4.  
Furthermore, biofuels have a considerable potential for reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
from a life-cycle perspective, as CO2 is absorbed while the feedstock is grown.  
According to an assessment funded by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) [124], life-
cycle greenhouse gas (GHG5) emissions from biofuels differ widely. Significant benefits in 
terms of reduced life-cycle emissions are possible, but depend on feedstock and production 
process. Effects on GHG emissions resulting from land-use change also need to be 
considered and are surrounded by high uncertainty [124]. F-T fuels produced from biomass 
were found to deliver GHG reductions in the order of 80-90%, but have a limited production 
potential at comparably high costs. A considerable GHG reduction of 40-70% is attributed to 
HEFA fuels produced from jatropha, salicornia or excess rapeseed, soy or palm [124]. On 
the other hand, large-scale use of such fuels is questionable due to limited availability of 
cropland and low fuel yield per hectare [124]. The most favourable production potential can 
be attributed to HEFA fuel produced from algae. However, the GHG reduction of such fuel 
was estimated as only 42% compared to conventional jet fuel in a baseline scenario, 
however at high variability depending on details of feedstock recovery [124].  
The compatibility of F-T and HEFA fuels with aircraft engines has been demonstrated in a 
number of military and civil flights. 50% blends of F-T and HEFA fuels in conventional jet fuel 
have been approved under the American ASTM D7566 standard. Market shares of biofuels 
in the order of 5-30% for 2030 and up to 100% for 2050 are currently discussed in the 
aviation community [12], [40]. These numbers appear ambitious in the light of less optimistic 
forecasts from other institutions. In their BLUE Map scenario, for example, the International 
Energy Agency predicts a biofuel availability of 200 billion litres in 2050, which corresponds 
to roughly 30% of the prospective demand of civil aviation [83].  
                                                
4 For a flight with 100% biofuel, assuming 44.1 MJ/kg for biofuel compared to 43.2 MJ/kg for JET A-1 [66].  
   A 0.3% reduced energy demand can be assumed on average, as the flight’s take-off weight is reduced [66].  
5 Results refer to GHG emissions per unit of energy. The study considers emissions of CO2, CH4 and N2O [124].  
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2.4 APPROACH AND FOCUS OF THIS STUDY 
A simulation tool has been developed for this study which quantifies fuel consumption and 
emissions of civil aviation. Based on publicly available data, the model considers current and 
future air traffic using a bottom-up approach6. This report contains a detailed description of 
the tool and presents initial results from model application. Developed at the DLR Institute of 
Propulsion Technology, the tool enables a more comprehensive consideration of 
environmental aspects when evaluating concepts for future aircraft and aircraft engines. It 
can be regarded as an automated chain of different software covering engine performance 
and emissions, aircraft flight simulation, current air traffic movements and respective forecast 
scenarios. A schematic of the tool chain is shown in Figure 18.  
 
Figure 18: Schematic of tool chain applied in this study 
The VarCycle software, the first tool in the chain, is designed to simulate an engine’s 
performance and emissions at different operating conditions. The well-established and 
validated tool can be linked to a newly developed aircraft performance module named 
VarMission. Using aircraft data from various sources, VarMission simulates flight missions 
and calculates fuel burn and emissions along a flight profile. The Air Traffic Emissions 
Module analyses each flight in a database of worldwide flight movements. It is linked to 
VarMission, which performs the required fuel burn and emission calculations. Using base 
year flight movements along with assumptions about traffic growth and aircraft lifetimes, the 
Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module predicts future fleet composition as well as future fuel 
burn and emissions. Models of future aircraft-engine combinations simulated by VarMission 
and VarCycle can be used. Besides new aircraft and engine technology, efficiency 
improvements originating from Air Traffic Management and aircraft operations are 
considered for the forecast. Both the Air Traffic Emissions Module and the Emissions 
Forecast Module can be linked to the FATE software developed at the DLR Institute of Air 
Transport and Airport Research. Using this software, the temporal, horizontal and vertical 
distribution of air traffic emissions can be evaluated in detail. The three core modules 
developed for this study will be described in chapter 3 of this report.  
                                                
6 When creating emission inventories for aviation, a bottom-up approach starts at a database of flight movements.  
   Emissions for each flight are calculated and summed up in order to determine the total emissions amount.  
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In order to demonstrate the functionality of the Air Traffic Emissions Module, it was applied to 
determine gaseous and particulate emissions from scheduled aviation for the years 2000 to 
2010. The evaluation is based on worldwide flight schedules from the Official Airline Guide 
(OAG) [100]. Besides global fuel consumption, which is proportional to emissions of carbon 
dioxide (CO2) and water vapour (H2O), emissions of nitric oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide 
(CO), hydrocarbons (HC) and black carbon (soot) are calculated for historical aviation. A 
discussion of results is found in chapter 4.2. In addition, four-dimensional inventories 
covering air traffic emissions from 2000 until 2010 have been created from the above results 
by use of the FATE software. The inventories may be used for further analyses of air traffic’s 
climate impact which are beyond the scope of this study.  
In a second step of the assessment, the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module was applied 
to predict aviation’s fuel consumption and emissions of NOx until the year 2030. Regional 
traffic growth rates from the Airbus global market forecast [4] were used as input data to the 
model. Furthermore, assumptions about new aircraft and engine types have been made in 
order to simulate future air traffic. The VarCycle engine simulation was applied to predict 
performance and NOx emissions of future engines types. Characteristics of future aircraft 
have been estimated and respective VarMission models have been created. Besides, further 
stringency of regulatory standards for engine NOx emissions according to current technology 
goals is assumed. Emissions of CO, HC and soot are not covered by the forecast due to 
limited availability of suitable reference data. Model results include traffic volumes, fleet 
composition, fuel burn and emissions of NOx for future aviation and will be presented in 
chapter 4.3.  
Sensitivity analyses regarding certain forecast assumptions are presented in chapter 4.4. 
This includes an analysis of the assumptions made for future engine combustors and 
emission standards. Besides, the influence of traffic growth on fuel efficiency and the effects 
of delivery delays for new aircraft types will be assessed in this chapter. An assessment of 
potential effects from biofuels and an outlook on future model improvements are finally found 
in chapter 5. 
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3 METHODOLOGY FOR AVIATION EMISSIONS CALCULATION 
3.1 MODEL OVERVIEW  
A comprehensive model has been developed for this study in order to quantify fuel burn and 
emissions of global air traffic. Both current and future air traffic are covered by the simulation. 
Using a bottom-up approach for emissions calculation, the model consists of a chain of 
software and database tools (see Figure 18 on page 23). The core modules of this tool chain 
have been specifically developed for this assessment. These core modules are:  
• The VarMission Flight Mission and Emissions Module.  
• The Air Traffic Emissions Module.  
• The Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module.  
The VarMission Flight Mission and Emissions Module is an aircraft performance tool capable 
of calculating fuel burn and emissions on given flight missions. Built around the BADA 
database of aircraft models [46] and using reference emissions information from the ICAO 
engine emissions database [78], VarMission covers a broad range of aircraft-engine 
combinations. Furthermore, the tool can be coupled to DLR’s engine performance software 
named VarCycle. Aircraft models from various sources and in different formats can be used 
with this module. VarMission will be described in detail in chapter 3.2. 
The Air Traffic Emissions Module is based on worldwide flight schedules compiled by the 
Official Airline Guide (OAG) [100]. The module consists of several database scripts linking 
and combining data from various sources. Initially, OAG flight schedule information is 
converted into a database of flight movements. This movements database is supplemented 
by fleets information from the ASCEND fleets database [11] and by load factor information 
from ICAO statistics [77]. The Air Traffic Emissions Module relies on the VarMission module 
for calculating fuel burn and emissions for each flight. Assumptions are made regarding 
inefficiencies from Air Traffic Management that influence fuel burn and emissions. More 
information on the Air Traffic Emissions Module is found in chapter 3.3. 
The Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module described in chapter 3.4 predicts fuel burn and 
emissions for the short- and medium-term future. The module applies regional traffic growth 
rates obtained from the Airbus Global Market Forecast (GMF) [4] to given flight movements 
of a base year. It predicts the future fleet composition based on aircraft lifetime assumptions, 
entry-into-service dates of new aircraft types and aircraft market shares. VarMission aircraft 
models are used to determine fuel burn and emissions for each flight. Assumptions about 
future load factors, ATM efficiencies and NOx emission standards are considered for 
emissions calculation.  
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3.2 VARMISSION – FLIGHT MISSION AND EMISSIONS MODULE  
3.2.1 OVERVIEW 
An aircraft performance tool named “VarMission” has been developed for this study and can 
be used to calculate fuel consumption and emissions of NOx, CO, HC and soot for a wide 
range of aircraft-engine combinations. The tool aims at analysing flight missions and, for this 
purpose, provides a flight mission planner with an easy-to-use interface. The user of the 
software selects an aircraft and an engine type, specifies the payload to be transported and 
describes a flight as a sequence of flight phases. Given this information, the tool simulates 
the flight mission and calculates the required fuel quantities and emissions.  
Figure 19 shows a schematic of the VarMission module with input and output data. The 
BADA database provided by EUROCONTROL [46] serves as the primary source for aircraft 
models, while ICAO’s engine exhaust emissions databank [78], FOI’s emissions databank for 
turboprop engines [127] and piston engine information from FOCA [57] are sources for 
emissions data. As an alternative to BADA, user-defined aircraft can be described by their 
characteristic masses and aerodynamic drag polars. Furthermore, VarMission can be 
coupled to external engine simulations like DLR’s VarCycle software. This way, emission 
calculation methods implemented in engine simulations can be used with VarMission. 
Historical fleet statistics from the ASCEND Fleets Database [11] are used to identify aircraft-
engine combinations in the worldwide fleet. The VarMission tool is written in Microsoft Visual 
Basic for Applications (VBA) with input and output in Microsoft Excel. A Microsoft Access 
database contains aircraft and engine data. In the following sections, the approach towards 
flight modelling and emissions calculation will be described in detail.  
 
Figure 19: Schematic of the VarMission module 
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3.2.2 THE BADA AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE MODEL 
The Base of Aircraft Data (BADA) is an aircraft performance database maintained by the 
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre. BADA is the primary source of aircraft data in 
VarMission. The BADA version 3.9 is used in this study and contains information on 117 
aircraft types, provided by aircraft manufacturers or gathered from reference sources like 
aircraft manuals [43]. This chapter gives an overview on the database and the underlying 
performance model. A more detailed description is found in [43] and [46].  
The BADA database in its original form consists of ASCII files containing performance and 
operating parameters for all supported aircraft models. For each aircraft type, the data is 
stored in the following files: 
• Operations Performance Files (*.OPF) incl. aircraft-specific performance parameters.  
• Airline Procedure Files (*.APF) with aircraft-specific operational data.  
• Performance Table Files (*.PTF) and Performance Table Data Files (*.PTD)  
with a summary of an aircraft’s performance.   
The PTF and PTD files provide look-up tables for instantaneous cruise, climb and descent 
performance under different flight conditions. For detailed performance calculations, only 
OPF and APF data are required. Furthermore, a Global Parameter File (BADA.GPF) is 
provided containing non-aircraft-specific data like maximum accelerations or holding speeds. 
The OPF files include a total of 55 parameters per aircraft which specify an aircraft’s 
characteristic masses and flight envelope together with its aerodynamic and engine capa-
bilities (see Table 4 on page 28). The APF files supplement the performance data by 
providing typical speeds or Mach numbers for climb, cruise and descent conditions. BADA 
data in combination with the underlying performance model can be used to calculate lift and 
drag as well as thrust and fuel flow at any point of a flight profile.  
In principle, the aircraft model behind BADA balances the rate of work done by forces acting 
on the aircraft and the rate of increase in potential and kinetic energy. This approach, mostly 
referred to as a Total Energy Model, is represented by the following equation:   
 (1) ( )
dt
dv
vm
dt
dhgmvDT TASTASTAS ⋅⋅+⋅⋅=⋅−   
Equation (1) contains three independent variables which represent typical aircraft control 
inputs: thrust T, true airspeed vTAS and rate-of-climb (or descent) dh/dt. Controlling any two of 
these, the third variable can be calculated. When modelling a cruise flight segment, the Total 
Energy Equation can be used to calculate thrust, while speed and rate-of-climb are usually 
known. For climb and descent segments, thrust and speed are typically given or can be 
calculated from BADA-suggested formulae while equation (1) may be used to determine the 
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resulting rate-of-climb (or rate-of-descent)7. As the aerodynamic drag force D is required in 
equation (1), lift and drag coefficients CL and CD as well as the respective forces need to be 
calculated using equations (2) to (5): 
 (2) φρ cos
2
2 ⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅=
SV
gmC
TAS
L     (3)  
2
20 LDDD CCCC ⋅+=  
 (4) SCvL LTAS ⋅⋅⋅⋅= 221 ρ      (5) SCvD DTAS ⋅⋅⋅⋅= 221 ρ  
Equation (2) assumes a flight path angle of zero, while a correction for the bank angle φ is 
applied. The coefficients CD0 and CD2 of a parabolic drag polar are given for up to five 
configurations (i.e. flaps / slats settings) per aircraft. Landing gear extension is modelled by a 
ΔCD0. Compressibility effects at high Mach numbers and the resulting drag rise are currently 
not implemented in BADA [43]. Air density ρ can be obtained from International Standard 
Atmosphere (ISA) assumptions, unless more precise or measured data is available.  
Category Parameter and Description Category Parameter and Description 
aircraft 
type  
neng – number of engines [-] 
engine type – Jet/Turboprop/Piston 
wake category – Heavy/Medium/Light 
mass 
 
mref – reference mass [t] 
mmin – minimum mass [t] 
mmax – maximum mass [t] 
mpyld – maximum payload [t] 
engine 
thrust 
 
CTc,1 – 1st max. climb thrust coefficient [N] 
CTc,2 – 2nd max. climb thrust coefficient [ft] 
CTc,3 – 3rd max. climb thrust coefficient [1/ft²] 
CTc,4 – 1st thrust temperature coefficient [°C] 
CTc,5 – 2nd thrust temperature coefficient [1/°C] 
CTdes,low – low alt. descent thrust coefficient [-] 
CTdes,high – high altitude descent thrust coef. [-] 
hdes – transition altitude [ft]  
CTdes,app – approach thrust coefficient [-] 
CTdes,ld – landing thrust coefficient [-] 
Vdes,ref – reference descent speed [kt] 
Mdes,ref – reference descent Mach number [-] 
flight  
envelope 
 
vMO – max. operating speed [kt] 
MMO – max. operating Mach number [-] 
hMO – max. operating altitude [ft] 
hmax – max. altitude at MTOW and ISA [ft] 
GW – weight gradient on max. altitude [ft/kg] 
Gt – temp. gradient on max. altitude [ft/C] 
fuel flow 
Cf1 – 1st TSFC coefficient [kg/min/kN] 
Cf2 – 2nd TSFC coefficient [kt] 
Cf3 – 1st descent fuel flow coefficient [kg/min] 
Cf4 – 2nd descent fuel flow coefficient [ft] 
Cfcr – cruise fuel flow correction coefficient [-] 
ground  
operation 
TOL – take-off length [m] 
LDL – landing length [m] 
span – wingspan [m] 
length – aircraft length [m] 
aero- 
dynamics 
 
S – reference wing surface area [m²] 
CD0,i – parasitic drag coefficient  
          for five different flaps / slats settings [-] 
CD2,i – induced drag coefficient  
          for five different flaps / slats settings [-] 
CD0,ΔLDG – delta drag for ext. landing gear [-] 
(Vstall)i – stall speeds for TO,IC,CR,AP,LD [kt] 
CM16 – Mach drag coefficient [-] 
CLbo(M=0) – Buffet onset lift coef. [-]  *jets only* 
K – Buffeting gradient [1/M]   *jets only* 
Some parameters may vary for turboprop and piston aircraft 
Table 4: Operations performance parameters in BADA [46] 
                                                
7 For accelerated climb/descent, an energy share factor is assumed to solve equation (1), see Appendix A. 
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In the BADA model, the thrust specific fuel consumption η of an aircraft is estimated as a 
function of airspeed. Given the thrust from equation (1), η and hence the fuel flow f can be 
calculated based on aircraft-specific fuel flow coefficients8:  
 (6) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +⋅=
2
1 1
f
TAS
f C
vCη       (7) fcrcr CTf ⋅⋅= η  
For simplicity, equation (6) is shown in the version for jet aircraft only, while equation (7) is 
shown for cruise segments with a cruise fuel flow correction factor Cfcr. The respective 
formulae for turboprop and piston aircraft as well as more details regarding the BADA data 
and methodology are found in [46].  
As was described above, BADA provides the data and formulae to determine the 
instantaneous fuel flow of an aircraft at any point of a flight profile. The fuel consumption in a 
flight segment can be estimated by multiplying fuel flow with time. As the aircraft mass is not 
constant during a flight, an iterative approach needs to be used for this purpose: starting at a 
given aircraft mass, the fuel consumption can be calculated for a sufficiently small flight 
segment. For the following segment, equations (1) through (7) are applied again with the 
aircraft mass debited by the amount of fuel burnt in the previous segment. 
 
Figure 20: VarMission main input mask (screenshot) 
                                                
8 Note that BADA coefficients are not always dimensionless (see Table 4).  
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3.2.3 FLIGHT MISSION SIMULATION IN VARMISSION 
The VarMission software has been developed for fuel burn and emissions calculations of 
whole flights. Designed as a flight mission calculation tool for BADA aircraft, it can also be 
used with aircraft and engine models from other sources. VarMission is built around a 
Microsoft Access database that contains aircraft data from BADA [46] as well as engine 
emissions data from the ICAO [78], FOI [127] and FOCA [57]. In order to assign engine types 
to aircraft models, aircraft and engine fleet statistics from the ASCEND Fleets Database [11] 
are included in the database. The software is written in Microsoft Visual Basic for 
Applications (VBA) with input and output in Microsoft Excel. It features a graphical user 
interface that simplifies the selection of an aircraft and an engine type, the specification of an 
aircraft’s initial mass or payload and the description of a flight as a sequence of flight phases. 
A screenshot of the main input mask is shown in Figure 20.  
For compatibility with aircraft models from BADA, all flight phases except the landing and 
take-off cycle (LTO) are based on the Total Energy Approach described in chapter 3.2.2. 
When describing a flight mission, every input parameter per flight phase can be specified. 
The mission analysis functionality has been designed in a way that requires minimum user 
input. A number of typical missions are pre-defined in the programme. Table 5 lists the 
available flight phases and summarizes methodologies and input parameters while Table 6 
on page 32 presents the standard flight mission used for most analyses in this study. The 
sequence of flight phases shown in Table 6 is based on the following assumptions:  
• For reasons of simplicity, taxi-out and taxi-in modes are based on the ICAO LTO 
cycle with engines at idle thrust and using given times per mode.  
• The departure procedure resembles the so-called modified ATA procedure that is 
commonly used by many airlines. After lift-off at the origin airport, engine thrust is  
cut back from take-off thrust to climb thrust at around 1500 ft above ground followed 
by an acceleration segment at reduced climb rate [64].  
• Climb is performed at two different calibrated airspeeds with an acceleration phase 
on flight level 100. After reaching the transition altitude between high-altitude climb 
speed and climb Mach number, the climb is continued at constant Mach number.   
• Cruise flight is performed at a constant cruise Mach number and may include one or 
more step climbs. Typical aircraft- and distance-specific cruise altitudes are 
suggested by VarMission (see Appendix D); user-defined altitudes may also be used.  
• Descent is performed at a constant descent Mach number above the transition 
altitude and two calibrated airspeeds below transition altitude with a deceleration 
before reaching flight level 100. 
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 Flight phase Main input parameters Methodology 
1a 
LTO 
(“landing and take-off cycle”) 
Time per LTO mode 
Thrust per LTO mode 
LTO cycle as defined by ICAO [78] with user-
defined times-in-modes and thrust settings 
Modes at origin: taxi-out, take-off, initial climb 
Modes at destination: app./landing, taxi-in 
1b 
Take-off  
(may replace LTO take-off mode) 
Landing  
(may replace LTO landing mode) 
Aircraft gross weight 
Initial and final airspeed* 
Thrust 
Take-off and landing model considering roll 
friction and the aircraft’s drag characteristics; 
based on methods from [129]  
2 
BADA Climb 
(at given climb thrust and at a 
given speed schedule) 
BADA Descent 
(at given descent thrust and at a 
given speed schedule) 
Aircraft gross weight 
Initial and final flight levels* 
Climb and descent thrust given by BADA  
CAS/Mach schedule given by BADA 
Rate-of-climb/descent calculated by Total 
Energy Equation 
3 
Cruise / Horizontal 
(at constant flight level and Mach 
number) 
Aircraft gross weight 
Flight level 
CAS or Mach number 
Cruise distance* or time* 
Thrust calculated by Total Energy Equation 
4 
Acceleration / Deceleration 
(at constant flight level) 
Aircraft gross weight 
Flight level 
Initial & final CAS or Mach* 
Acceleration 
Thrust calculated by Total Energy Equation 
5 
Climb at given thrust 
(at constant CAS or Mach) 
Descent at given thrust 
(at constant CAS or Mach)  
Aircraft gross weight 
Initial and final flight levels* 
CAS or Mach Number 
Thrust 
Climb and descent thrust given by BADA or 
other sources, see Appendix B for details 
Rate-of-climb/descent calculated by Total 
Energy Equation 
6 
Climb at given rate-of-climb 
(at constant CAS or Mach) 
Descent at given rate-of-descent 
(at constant CAS or Mach) 
Aircraft gross weight 
Initial and final flight levels* 
CAS or Mach Number 
Rate-of-climb/descent or gradient 
Thrust calculated by Total Energy Equation 
7 
Accelerated / decelerated climb 
at given thrust 
Accelerated / decelerated 
descent at given thrust 
Aircraft gross weight 
Initial and final flight levels* 
Initial & final CAS* 
Thrust  
Accel. or energy share factor 
Climb and descent thrust given by BADA or 
other sources, see Appendix B for details 
Rate-of-climb/descent calculated by Total 
Energy Equation 
8 
Accelerated / decelerated climb 
at given rate-of-climb 
Accelerated / decelerated 
descent at given rate-of-descent 
Aircraft gross weight 
Initial and final flight levels* 
Initial & final CAS* 
Rate-of-climb/descent or gradient 
Accel. or energy share factor 
Thrust calculated by Total Energy Equation 
* Target parameter for the iteration. In case of multiple target parameters, the iteration stops if one of the targets is reached.   
Table 5: Available flight phases in VarMission 
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• The approach procedure resembles the so-called low-drag-low-power procedure. 
Speed is reduced and configuration is changed in a horizontal flight segment at about 
3000 ft above ground, before starting final approach at a 3° gradient [64].  
• Additional flight phases R1-R3 are necessary in order to estimate the reserve fuel on 
board. Typical reserve fuel policies from [53] for short-range and long-range flights 
are suggested by the software and can be modified by the user if necessary.  
More details regarding characteristic speeds and assumptions about accelerations are found 
in Appendix A. The thrust levels available for take-off, climb and descent are explained in 
Appendix B. 
 Flight phase Description  
1 LTO (taxi-out mode only) Engine start (2 min) and taxi-out (9 min) at idle thrust 
2 Take-off  Acceleration on runway at take-off thrust until take-off speed is reached 
3 Climb at given thrust Climb at take-off thrust and constant CAS to 1500 ft above ground 
4 Accelerated climb at given thrust Accelerated climb at climb thrust until low-altitude climb CAS is reached 
5 Climb at given thrust  Climb at climb thrust and constant CAS to flight level 100 
6 Acceleration Acceleration from low-altitude climb CAS to high-altitude climb CAS 
7 Climb at given thrust Climb at climb thrust and constant CAS / Mach to Initial Cruise Altitude 
8 Cruise Cruise flight at constant Mach number (with step climbs if necessary) 
9 Descent at given thrust Descent at descent thrust and constant CAS / Mach to flight level 120 
10 Decelerated descent at given thrust  Decelerated descent at descent thrust until low-altitude descent CAS  is reached 
11 Descent at given thrust Descent at descent thrust and constant CAS to 3000 ft above ground 
12 Horizontal Horizontal flight segment while preparing for approach 
13 Deceleration  Deceleration to approach speed 
14 Decelerated descent at given rate-of-descent Decelerated descent at 3° gradient until landing CAS is reached 
15 Descent at given rate-of-descent Descent at 3° gradient and at constant CAS until ground level 
16 Landing Deceleration on runway at idle thrust 
17 LTO (taxi-in mode only) Taxi-in (5 min) at idle thrust 
R1 Missed approach Missed approach at destination airport. 
R2 Alternate Cruise flight to alternate airport at constant altitude and Mach number. 
R3 Holding Low-altitude holding phase at alternate airport. 
Remarks: 
1. Flaps/slats configuration can be set manually for each flight phase or automatically using an altitude-dependent 
configuration schedule. Each configuration is assigned its own drag polar.  
2. Take-off and climb thrust can be calculated according to [129] and [46]. Descent thrust is calculated according to 
[46]. More details are found in Appendix B. 
3. Missed approach fuel can be specified by the user or may be neglected. Alternate and Holding phases are, in 
principle, modified cruise phases with given distance to the alternate airport and given holding time respectively. 
During the Holding phase, a standard racetrack holding pattern is simulated. 
Table 6: Default flight mission as sequence of flight phases 
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VarMission analyses each flight mission from taxi-out to taxi-in and determines fuel burn and 
emissions along the flight profile. As fuel is burnt during the flight, the aircraft mass is 
recalculated every time step Δt. A time step in the order of 1-5 minutes is typically assumed 
for cruise flight while smaller intervals in the order of 10-20 seconds are used for climb and 
descent. An iterative algorithm is required in order to determine a flight’s cruise distance, 
which is initially unknown. As an option, the flight’s payload or load factor can be specified 
instead of the aircraft’s initial mass. In this mode, a flight is analysed “backwards”: starting at 
the aircraft’s empty mass plus payload, reserve fuel quantities can be calculated and are 
added to the aircraft’s gross weight. Hence, all flight phases are analysed in reverse order 
from taxi-in at the destination airport to taxi-out at the origin airport.  
An example flight profile of an Airbus A319 on a 1500 km mission is shown in Figure 21. The 
aircraft’s flaps and slats configuration can be set manually for each flight phase or by an 
altitude- and airspeed-dependent configuration schedule as shown in the figure. International 
Standard Atmosphere (ISA) and no wind are assumed in this example, although a 
temperature delta to ISA and a headwind component can be specified in VarMission.  
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Departure Procedure: 
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Figure 21: Typical flight profile, flaps/slats schedule, 
departure and approach procedures for an Airbus A319 example mission 
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3.2.4 EMISSION CALCULATION IN VARMISSION 
3.2.4.1 OVERVIEW ON CALCULATION METHODS 
As was described in the previous chapter, VarMission is capable of simulating flight missions 
and predicting the corresponding fuel consumption. Furthermore, gaseous and particulate 
emissions can be calculated. Figure 22 shows common methods to compute in-flight 
emissions from aircraft engines. Carbon dioxide (CO2) and water vapour (H2O) are the main 
combustion products of hydrocarbon fuels and can be assumed to be proportional to fuel 
consumption. Emissions of nitric oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), hydrocarbons (HC) 
and soot are influenced by a number of parameters, most prominently the engine type, its 
power setting, current flight speed, altitude and ambient atmospheric conditions.  
 
Figure 22: Overview on methods for emission calculation used in this study  
For NOx, CO, HC and soot, correlation methods exist that can be used to predict in-flight 
emissions based on reference emissions for sea-level static conditions. The fuel flow 
correlation methods for NOx developed by DLR [31] and Boeing [14] as well as the fuel flow 
correlations for CO and HC developed by Boeing [14] have been implemented into 
VarMission. The Omega correlation for CO and HC and DLR’s soot prediction method are 
more difficult to integrate into aircraft performance software as they require internal engine 
parameters as input data. These methods are implemented in DLR’s engine simulation 
software VarCycle. For flight mission simulations, VarCycle can be coupled to VarMission in 
order to provide the respective in-flight emission indices.  
3.2.4.2 EMISSIONS OF CO2 AND H2O 
Jet fuel is typically used for transport aircraft with turbofan and turboprop engines. The main 
products resulting from the combustion of jet fuel are carbon dioxide (CO2) and water vapour 
(H2O). The relation of CO2 to H2O in the engine exhaust depends on the carbon to hydrogen 
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ratio of the fuel. Given a chemical mean formula for jet fuel and assuming complete oxida-
tion, the mass of CO2 and H2O in the exhaust can be calculated. Assuming ideal combustion, 
emissions of these gases are proportional to fuel burn. Emission indices in gram per 
kilogram fuel were determined in studies on jet fuel properties as summarized in Table 7. 
The values from Hadaller and Momenthy are used by VarMission to calculate emissions of 
CO2, H2O (and also SOx) for all aircraft powered by turbofan or turboprop engines.  
Aircraft with piston engines use aviation gasoline (AVGAS) instead of jet fuel. AVGAS fuel 
properties were examined by FOCA [57] and emission indices for CO2 (3170 g/kg) and H2O 
(1210 g/kg) were suggested to be used for emission calculations. Consequently, VarMission 
assumes the aforementioned values for piston-powered aircraft.   
Emitted substance Emission index [g/kg] [Rachner (1998)] 
Emission index [g/kg] 
[Nüßer and Schmitt (1990)] 
Emission index [g/kg] 
[Hadaller and Momenthy (1989)] 
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) 3156 3154 3155 
Water (H2O) 1237 1239 1237 
Sulphur oxides (SOx) - - ~ 0.8 depending on sulphur content 
  Table 7: Emission indices for CO2, H2O and SOx from various studies (quoted in [113]) 
3.2.4.3 EMISSIONS OF NOX, CO AND HC 
Engine emissions of NOx depend mainly on pressure, temperature and residence time of the 
reacting species in the hot flame region of a combustor. Consequently, NOx emission indices 
vary with engine type, the power setting of the engine and ambient atmospheric conditions. 
While emissions of NOx are mainly produced at high engine power settings, products of 
incomplete combustion like CO and HC are mostly emitted at low power levels, when fuel/air 
mixing processes are rather inefficient [67].  
A number of semi-empirical methods exist which predict in-flight emissions of NOx, CO and 
HC based on reference emission indices for sea level static conditions. Such reference data 
are available from the ICAO engine emissions databank for jet engines [78] and the FOI 
emissions databank for turboprop engines [127]. Given the exact engine identification from 
one of these sources, in-flight emissions can be calculated. For aircraft with piston engines, 
emission measurements were performed by FOCA [57] both for sea-level and cruise 
conditions. The FOCA data is included in the VarMission database and can be used for flight 
mission simulation. Given the limited amount of piston engine data and aircraft data, piston 
engine emissions other than CO2 and H2O were not evaluated in this study. 
Calculation methods for NOx emissions typically concentrate on pressure and temperature in 
the combustion zone as the most influential parameters. The so-called p3T3 approach [119] is 
commonly used by engine manufacturers, yet it requires the knowledge of combustor inlet 
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pressures and temperatures. In order to simplify emission calculations, fuel flow correlation 
methods were developed by DLR [31] or Boeing [14]. These methods calculate in-flight 
emissions of NOx as function of engine fuel flow, ambient atmospheric conditions and flight 
speed. Fuel flow correlations are based on the idea that emission indices under various 
conditions are correctable to reference conditions and may collapse into a single function of 
corrected fuel flow. A common principle of these methods is to determine a ratio of emission 
indices at flight conditions versus reference conditions, which eliminates the influence of 
internal engine parameters. This scheme is represented by the following formula: 
 (8) ( )HF
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w
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While the Boeing method and the equivalent DLR approach share the above principle, they 
differ in the way the parameters are manipulated. Both methods have been implemented into 
VarMission and can be used to calculate emissions of NOx on flight missions. In the following 
paragraphs, the DLR fuel flow method and its implementation in VarMission is described in 
more detail. A description of the Boeing-developed fuel flow methods for NOx, CO and HC 
emissions are found in [14].  
The DLR Fuel Flow Method  
When using fuel flow correlation methods to calculate in-flight emissions of NOx, a reference 
function of NOx emission index (EINOx) versus fuel flow needs to be established for 
reference conditions. In the ICAO and FOI engine emissions databases, four data points of 
fuel flow and EINOx are published for each engine that represent different thrust settings at 
sea level static and International Standard Atmospheric (ISA) conditions. VarMission typically 
assumes a parabolic fit through the four data points as a reference function. Figure 23 shows 
an example for a CFM56-5A3 engine.  
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Figure 23: EI NOx vs. fuel flow at sea level static conditions for a CFM56-5A3 engine 
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Given the reference function, the engine fuel flow wfuel for current flight conditions needs to 
be corrected (or “reduced”) to reference conditions:  
 (9) 
totaltotal
fuel
redfuel
w
w θδ ⋅=,   with  Pa
ptotal
total 101325
=δ   and  
K
Ttotal
total 15.288
=θ  
The reduced fuel flow wfuel, red calculated by formula (9) can be used in order to determine the 
EINOxred for reference conditions from the function plotted in Figure 23. In the following step, 
the emission index for reference conditions needs to be re-corrected for flight conditions. 
This is done in equations (10)-(11):  
 (10) Htotaltotalred eEINOxEINOx ⋅⋅⋅= 34.0 θδ  with  )00634.0(0.19 −⋅−= ωH  
H represents a humidity correction factor that can be calculated as function of the specific 
humidity ω. The specific humidity depends on altitude and is approximated as follows:  
 (11) )12900(0001426.0310 −⋅−− ⋅= heω   with  h = altitude in feet 
Details regarding theory and validation of the DLR fuel flow method can be found in [31]. The 
direct implementation of the fuel flow correlation methods enables VarMission to calculate 
NOx emissions of turbofan and turboprop powered aircraft without the need for a detailed 
engine model. CO and HC emissions can be estimated using Boeing’s fuel flow method.  
Emission indices can also be imported from external engine simulation software: DLR’s 
VarCycle tool for turbofan simulation and its equivalent for turboprop engines named TPVar 
can be linked to VarMission. Additional correlation methods for NOx like e.g. the p3T3 method 
[119] are implemented in this software. VarCycle and TPVar calculate emissions of CO and 
HC by DLR’s Omega correlation method [31], which can be regarded as more accurate than 
respective fuel flow correlations. More importantly, the software provides the opportunity to 
model advanced combustion technology like e.g. lean burn combustors. The GEnx engine 
equipped with such technology is currently being introduced into the fleet. At the time of 
writing, quantification of NOx emissions from lean burn combustors is difficult due to lack of 
reliable data. Fuel flow correlations are believed to overestimate NOx emissions during cruise 
flight for engines equipped with such technology. The VarCycle model of the GEnx [106] 
uses a manually defined reference function describing the NOx emission index vs. combustor 
inlet temperature T3 for sea level static conditions. The switching point from pilot mode to the 
combined pilot/main mode is assumed to occur at a constant temperature T3. Given this 
reference function, a p3T3 approach [119] is applied to estimate emissions of NOx during 
cruise flight. The switching point is selected such that the engine is operated in the combined 
pilot/main mode during cruise. While this assumption reflects one of the design targets of 
lean burn combustors (see Figure 17 on page 20), it is also a source of uncertainty. 
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3.2.4.4 EMISSIONS OF SOOT / BLACK CARBON 
Emissions from aircraft engines include particulate emissions of soot, also referred to as 
black carbon. The formation of soot is a complex process and influenced by various engine 
parameters including the fuel injection system and combustor technology. Only few 
measurements of soot emissions for in-flight conditions are publicly available. Furthermore, 
the ICAO engine emissions database contains the smoke number instead of an emission 
index for soot.9 No suitable data are available from the FOI emissions database for turboprop 
engines, but DLR has obtained smoke number information for a small number of turboprop 
engines from engine manufacturers. 
A semi-empirical correlation method with variable reference functions was developed at DLR 
that determines the in-flight emission index of soot from smoke number measurements at 
sea level static conditions [33]. This method is implemented in DLR’s VarCycle and TPVar 
engine simulation software. In principle, the following tasks are performed:  
• The soot concentration CSoot in mg/m³ is estimated from smoke number 
measurements at sea level static conditions.  
• A reference function of CSoot versus combustor inlet temperature T3 is determined  
for sea level static conditions (separately for each engine type considered).  
• Emission indices are calculated from the reference functions using corrections for 
combustor inlet pressure p3, flame temperature Tfl and equivalence ratio Φ.  
A more detailed description and validation of this method is found in [31] and [33]. By 
coupling VarMission to engine simulation software, emissions of soot on flight mission level 
can be calculated (by mass). This requires, of course, the availability of suitable engine 
models.  
Besides calculating soot emissions by mass, an estimation of the soot particle number can 
be provided. However, current knowledge regarding the number of soot particles emitted by 
aircraft engines must be regarded as low. Very few detailed measurements of particle size 
distributions are available. In [33], average characteristics of particle number per kilogram 
soot vs. altitude could be developed. VarMission uses a relation from [33] in order to provide 
an estimation of soot particle numbers. More details are found in Appendix E. It should be 
noted that the accuracy of this method for soot particle estimation is unknown and probably 
low. Consequently, results for soot particle numbers presented in chapter 4.2 should be 
regarded as rough estimates only.  
                                                
9 The smoke number (SN) is determined from collecting soot on white filter paper  
   and evaluating the intensity of light reflection, see [78]. 
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3.2.5 VARMISSION VALIDATION  
3.2.5.1 MISSION FUEL BURN VALIDATION 
The accuracy of mission fuel burn results produced by VarMission depends on the quality of 
available input data. Aircraft models from the BADA database – the main source of aircraft 
data in VarMission – are created by EUROCONTROL. The implementation of the BADA 
methodology in VarMission was validated against EUROCONTROL’s reference 
implementation by comparing point performance data tables from the BADA Performance 
Table Files (*.PTF) and Performance Table Data Files (*.PTD) with VarMission calculations. 
VarMission is able to reproduce the data in the aforementioned files, which indicates a 
correct implementation of the BADA methodology in the software. The BADA aircraft models 
themselves are validated by EUROCONTROL and a Model Accuracy Summary Report [45] 
is released with each BADA version. The report contains a comparison of BADA model 
output for each aircraft and the reference performance data the aircraft model is based on. 
For each aircraft type, vertical speed and fuel flow of climb, cruise and descent trajectories 
are analysed and a statistical evaluation is presented. The accuracy summary reports are 
plausibility checks for BADA aircraft models, but have limited value for conditions other than 
those of the reference data.  
In the course of this study, mission fuel burn results from VarMission were compared to fuel 
burn data provided by two European airlines: Airline A provided high-quality FDR (flight data 
recorder) information on 14 flights performed by Airbus A310 and Boeing 747-300 aircraft 
[61]. The data from airline B include mission simulation results by the airline’s performance 
software for two Boeing 747-400 transatlantic flights [32]. ISA standard atmospheric 
conditions with no wind were assumed for these simulations. The aircraft’s take-off mass, 
flight profile and Mach number were matched to the reference data. As can be seen from 
Figure 24, the delta in fuel burn between VarMission and the airline software is less than 2%. 
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Figure 24: Comparison of mission fuel burn (B747-400, VarMission vs. Airline Software) 
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While the comparison in Figure 24 covers generic flight missions at standard atmospheric 
conditions, the FDR data provided by airline A allows for analyses at realistic conditions. 
Figure 25 shows vertical flight profiles and corresponding fuel burn of two transatlantic flights 
performed by airline A. Take-off weight, flight profile, Mach number and ambient conditions 
(i.e. temperature) were matched to the reference data. Average head- or tailwind 
components were computed for each flight phase based on Mach number and ground 
distance information from FDR data. As can be seen from Figure 25, VarMission is able to 
reproduce the fuel burn of these flights at a good level of accuracy (in the order of +-2%).  
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Figure 25: Comparison of mission fuel burn (B747-300, VarMission vs. FDR data) 
A comparison between the available FDR data and VarMission calculations is presented in 
Table 8. The Boeing 747-300 model is able to reproduce the FDR fuel consumption quite 
well: The mean fuel burn error per flight is -0.2% for this aircraft at a standard deviation of 
2.8%. The Airbus A310 model from VarMission / BADA underestimates total fuel burn from 
the reference source by 6.4% on average at a standard deviation of 1.8%.  
Flight Aircraft Ground Distance [km] FDR total fuel [kg] VarMission total fuel [kg] Delta fuel [%] 
1 B747-300 7620 83000 84454 +1.75 
2 B747-300 7961 122200 119601 -2.13 
3 B747-300 7483 107600 111311 +3.45 
4 B747-300 7382 87800 87508 -0.33 
5 B747-300 6886 88300 88546 +0.28 
6 B747-300 4500 54500 55766 +2.32 
7 B747-300 1170 17100 16649 -2.64 
8 B747-300 1229 17700 16745 -5.40 
9 B747-300 4853 71800 70418 -1.92 
10 B747-300 6901 109000 111521 +2,31 
11 A310 4329 26127 24357 -6.77 
12 A310 4233 25946 23654 -8.83 
13 A310 5498 29719 28205 -5.09 
14 A310 5467 37195 35375 -4.89 
Table 8: Summary of fuel burn comparison with FDR data 
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Unfortunately, high-quality reference data like flight data recordings are rare and not publicly 
available. The large number of aircraft and engine types in the world fleet and the limited 
availability of aircraft performance reference data make a systematic validation of aircraft 
models difficult. Additional validation exercises were performed in a diploma thesis [1] 
including flight-phase-by-flight-phase validation of VarMission simulations and analyses of 
specific range data in cruise flight for an Airbus A330-200 aircraft. The author shows that the 
BADA model implementation in VarMission is able to reproduce the aircraft’s specific range 
given in Airbus reference charts at good accuracy for operating points near the typical 
(BADA-suggested) cruise Mach number. Deviations occur at lower and especially at higher 
Mach numbers, as compressibility effects are currently not modelled by BADA (see chapter 
3.2.2). Besides, payload range diagrams that were calculated with VarMission for both an 
Airbus A330-200 and a Boeing 737-800 match given reference data except for very low 
payload and very long range missions [1].  
The aforementioned results indicate that the accuracy of VarMission’s fuel burn calculations 
may vary with aircraft type, but should be sufficient for the purpose of global aviation studies. 
A number of third-party studies confirm these indications by comparing BADA model results 
with (mostly confidential) reference data. In a validation study for the inventory model SAGE, 
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) concludes: 
• Point-by-point comparison of BADA-calculated fuel flows with FDR data for 10 flights 
and five different aircraft types resulted in a mean error of 6.95% at a standard 
deviation of 36.7%. Analysing additional FDR data for one more aircraft type and two 
flights, a mean fuel flow error of -0.24% at a standard deviation of 37.3% was found.  
• Flight-by-flight comparisons of mission fuel burn between the SAGE model and airline 
statistics were conducted for two large samples of flights resulting in an error of <5% 
on average with no noticeable bias in any direction. The SAGE model uses BADA as 
main input for aircraft performance modelling [56].  
Similar findings result from validation studies for the EUROCONTROL inventory tool AEM3, 
which also relies on BADA as the main source of aircraft performance data [41], [42], [44]. 
Analysing FDR information of more than 6500 flights of 14 aircraft types, EUROCONTROL 
studies find a mean fuel burn error on mission level of -6% to -3% if detailed trajectory 
information is available for all flights [44]. Standard atmospheric conditions and no winds are 
assumed in both the AEM3 and SAGE simulations. While BADA release version, model 
implementation and assumptions in the above mentioned publications vary, all studies 
indicate that the BADA methodology is suitable for modelling fuel burn and emissions of 
global aviation. The fuel burn error for individual flights varies with operating conditions and 
aircraft type, but can be expected to be within +-10% on average if environmental conditions 
and trajectory information are available.   
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3.2.5.2 VALIDATION OF EMISSIONS CALCULATIONS 
Well established correlation methods for the calculation of NOx, CO and HC emissions have 
been implemented in VarMission (see chapter 3.2.4). While the fuel burn model could be 
validated by comparing simulation results with flight data recordings, no such reference is 
available for emission calculations. Given the lack of real-world reference data on mission 
level, VarMission results can only be compared to results from other software, e.g. DLR’s 
VarCycle engine performance tool. This way, a correct implementation of the methods for 
NOx, CO and HC calculation can be assured. 
Figure 26 presents NOx calculations obtained by use of the DLR fuel flow correlation for a 
Boeing 747-400 transatlantic flight with CF6-80C2B1F engines. The fuel burn calculated for 
this mission has already been validated (see Figure 24 on page 39). As can be seen in 
Figure 26, VarMission delivers in-flight emission indices for NOx that are well in line with 
results calculated by VarCycle. The VarCycle data are obtained by using VarCycle-produced 
look-up tables of emission index versus fuel flow, Mach number and altitude together with 
the VarMission aircraft performance model. Fuel flow and environmental conditions are 
calculated by VarMission while emission indices are obtained from the look-up tables. This 
way, deviations in the results of the two programs are only due to differences in the 
implementations of the emission correlation methods. As can be seen in Figure 26, total NOx 
emissions on mission level deviate by less than 0.1% between VarMission and VarCycle, 
which indicates a correct implementation of the DLR fuel flow method in VarMission.  
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Figure 26: Comparison of NOx emissions between VarMission and VarCycle (DLR method) 
While the DLR fuel flow correlation is the default method for NOx calculation in VarMission, 
the implementation of the Boeing fuel flow correlation for NOx emissions can also be 
validated against results from VarCycle. Total NOx emissions on mission level calculated by 
use of the Boeing fuel flow correlation also deviate by less than +-0.1% between the two 
programs (see Figure 27). 
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Vertical Profile (blue) and NOx Emissions (red) vs. Time
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Figure 27: Comparison of NOx emissions between VarMission and VarCycle 
(Boeing method) 
When comparing Figure 26 and Figure 27 it becomes obvious that a considerable delta 
exists between results of the DLR correlation and the Boeing method for NOx calculation. 
Both methods are supposed to predict NOx emissions at an accuracy of +-10% [67]. In the 
example mission discussed above, total emissions calculated by use of the Boeing method 
are nearly 16% higher than results obtained by the DLR method. Calculations for global 
aviation described in chapter 4.2.4 find deltas between the DLR and Boeing methods in the 
order of 6-8% on average. As a consequence, any results for gaseous emissions of aviation 
are to be treated with care and should only be compared when obtained by the same 
method.  
Unlike NOx emissions, which are mostly produced during take-off, climb and cruise flight, CO 
and HC emissions are emitted predominantly during descent, where engine thrust is low. 
Table 9 presents results for CO and HC emissions calculated for the aforementioned flight 
mission by both the VarMission and VarCycle implementations of the Boeing fuel flow 
method. Both the VarMission and VarCycle implementations of the Boeing fuel flow methods 
follow the original write-up of the method from [14] supplemented by corrections for some 
special cases described in [54] and [41]. As can be seen from the table, the results obtained 
by both tools are very close to each other (within +-1%). This indicates a correct 
implementation of the Boeing fuel flow method for CO and HC emissions in VarMission.  
 Fuel [kg] 
NOx [kg]  
(DLR correlation) 
NOx [kg]  
(Boeing correlation) 
CO [kg]  HC [kg] 
VarMission 699.6 834.2 95.3 7.24 
VarMission+VarCycle* 
63 800 
700.2 834.4 95.6 7.24 
* Fuel Flow and environmental conditions from VarMission, calculation of emission indices by VarCycle. 
Table 9: Comparison of emission calculations between VarMission and VarCycle 
on a Boeing 747-400 example flight mission 
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3.2.6 “EMISSION PROFILES” – LOOK-UP TABLES OF AIRCRAFT EMISSIONS  
Given the large number of flights in the worldwide flight schedules, any microscopic 
simulation of global aviation requires low processing times per flight. The simulation of a 
flight by VarMission may take 5-10 seconds on a common personal computer. As a 
consequence, the use of look-up tables and interpolation methods is recommended in order 
to speed up calculations. For applications like global air transport studies, tabulated 
“emission profiles” can be created by VarMission for each aircraft-engine combination. The 
look-up data contain pre-calculated protocols of typical missions for several flight distances 
and load factors. Stored in text files these protocols are used by the Air Traffic Emissions 
Module described in chapter 3.3 and can also be used by DLR’s FATE software [26] for the 
production of global emission inventories (see chapter 3.3.7).  
The file format used by FATE was extended for the VarMission-produced profiles in order to 
provide mission results as function of mission distance and load factor. For reasons of 
compatibility, the file structure used by FATE was retained. For each aircraft-engine 
combination, a set of emission profiles consists of the following files: 
• An information file containing aircraft and engine names, the aircraft’s payload-range-
capabilities and its characteristic masses (MTOW, MLW, OEW, Fuel Capacity). The 
file also lists the distances and load factors for which profile files are available.  
• A number of profile files representing flight mission protocols. There is one profile file 
per simulated flight, i.e. for each mission distance and load factor. A profile file 
contains tabulated data of altitude, distance, fuel burn and emissions versus time.  
A more detailed description of the file formats is found in Appendix C. For the purpose of this 
study, profile sets were produced for more than 500 aircraft-engine combinations. Each of 
these data sets comprises profile files for four different weight load factors (0%, 33%, 67% 
and 100% of the aircraft’s maximum payload) and 3-13 mission distances, depending on the 
aircraft’s maximum range. In total, more than 18,000 mission look-up tables for fuel burn and 
emissions were produced.  
For calculating fuel burn, NOx, CO and HC emissions in world-wide emission inventories, 
profile sets were created for all BADA aircraft in combination with the engine types from the 
ICAO/FOI databases that can be attributed to the respective aircraft. Typical mission rules 
and flight profiles were assumed based on the mission description shown in Table 6 on page 
31. VarMission’s default settings were applied for speeds, Mach numbers, cruise altitudes 
and thrust levels as described earlier in chapter 3.2.3. For simplicity, the International 
Standard Atmosphere (ISA) and no winds were assumed for the emission profiles. NOx 
emissions were calculated by both the DLR and Boeing fuel flow correlation methods while 
emissions of CO and HC were calculated by the Boeing fuel flow approach.  
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For the calculation of soot emissions, detailed engine models from the VarCycle software 
need to be used. Given the limited number of available VarCycle models, one representative 
engine model (with respect to soot emissions) was selected per aircraft type for which soot 
emissions were calculated. The selection of the representative engines was performed 
during DLR’s PAZI-2 project [86] and will not be covered in this study.  
Given a set of emission profiles for an aircraft-engine combination, mission fuel burn and 
emissions can be calculated for any flight distance and load factor by simple interpolation 
methods. Similarly, an average emission profile can be interpolated, including the vertical 
flight profile as well as fuel burn and emissions along this profile. For this purpose, each flight 
phase needs to be analysed separately. A VarMission module was created that performs 
such calculations using both linear and spline interpolation methods. The module can be run 
independently from VarMission’s core routines and is used in the global air traffic module 
presented in the following chapter.  
In addition to emission profiles intended for the analysis of flight missions, interpolation 
tables of holding fuel flow and emissions were created for each aircraft-engine combination. 
These tables contain fuel flow and emission indices during a holding flight segment as 
function of aircraft gross weight and flight level. The holding tables assume that an aircraft is 
flying racetrack holding patterns (4-minute circles) at the default holding speed suggested by 
BADA [43]. Using these tables and interpolation methods, fuel burn and emissions during the 
holding flight segments can be estimated. The tables are applied by the Air Traffic Emissions 
Module when considering inefficiencies in the Air Traffic System. More details will be 
described later in chapters 3.3.4 and 3.3.5.  
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3.3 AIR TRAFFIC EMISSIONS MODULE 
3.3.1 OVERVIEW 
The air traffic module is required in order to calculate transport performance and emissions 
of global air traffic. The model focusses on commercial scheduled aviation, whereas military 
flights and general aviation are not considered. The approach chosen for this study 
supplements worldwide flight schedules by load factor data and combines them with fuel 
burn and emission calculations. Results are stored in a Flight Movements and Emissions 
Database in Microsoft Access format. A schematic of the air traffic model is shown in Figure 
28. All database operations are automated using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). 
 
Figure 28: Schematic of Air Traffic Emissions Module with optional link to the FATE software 
OAG flight schedules for the years 2000-2010 [100] are the core of the Movements and 
Emissions Database. Worldwide flight plans compiled by OAG contain information on all 
scheduled civil flights including – amongst other data – departure and destination airports, 
aircraft types, great-circle distances between the airport pairs as well as seat- and payload 
capacities for each flight. By linking ICAO statistics [77] to the OAG schedules, average load 
factors can be assigned to each flight. Combining these load factors with seat- and payload 
capacities from OAG, aviation’s transport performance in terms of passenger- or ton-
kilometres can be estimated.  
For emission calculation, an engine type needs to be assigned to each flight. This is done 
stochastically based on historical aircraft and engine in-service numbers from the ASCEND 
Fleets Database [11]. Emissions are calculated for each flight based on the emission profiles 
generated by the VarMission module. Inefficiencies in the Air Traffic Management (ATM) 
system are accounted for by simulating increased taxi times, increased flight distances and 
additional holding phases compared to ideal conditions represented by the emission profiles. 
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The resulting Movements and Emissions Database contains information on flight 
movements, passengers and payload transported as well as fuel burn and emissions of NOx, 
CO, HC and soot for each flight. Database queries can be run easily using the Microsoft 
Access interface. As an option, the DLR’s global emissions inventory software FATE can be 
linked to the Air Traffic Emissions Module to create four-dimensional emissions inventories10. 
3.3.2 OAG SCHEDULES AND FLIGHT MOVEMENTS 
The Flight Movements and Emissions Database is based on worldwide flight schedules 
collected in The Official Airline Guide (OAG) [100]. Schedules from OAG were selected for 
this study since information on actual aircraft movements from filed flight plans or radar 
trajectories are not publicly available. OAG schedules are used extensively in the field of 
aviation and airport research and can be regarded as a reference data source for such 
purposes. The OAG flight schedule for September 2000 was used in this study while no 
schedules were available for 2001-2002. For the years 2003-2005, OAG data for January 
and July could be analysed in cooperation with the DLR Institute of Air Transport and Airport 
Research. For 2006 to 2010, all twelve months are covered by available OAG data. Selected 
contents of the OAG flight schedules are shown in Figure 29. 
 
Figure 29: Contents of OAG flight schedule data files 
The flight schedules are converted into flight movements by filtering out ground services and 
helicopter flights and by splitting up entries with one or more intermediate stop(s) into single-
leg operations. In a second step of the filtering process, duplicate entries in the database 
were identified and removed. All processes are automated using Microsoft Access and 
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA).  
OAG data contain virtually all scheduled passenger flights, including services provided by 
most low-cost and leisure carriers. Some charter services operated on behalf of tour 
                                                
10 A 4D emissions inventory contains fuel burn and emissions per three-dimensional grid cell around the globe  
  with an additional time code, see [113] for details. 
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operators and ad-hoc charters are not included in the OAG. Nevertheless, OAG data can be 
regarded as a good approximation for the air transport volume in the passenger sector [115]: 
• According to EUROSTAT figures for 2007, non-scheduled flights account for about 
12% of all IFR passenger flights from and to Europe [51]. As OAG data contains all 
scheduled and some of the unscheduled air traffic, the percentage of non-OAG 
passenger flights should be smaller than this figure.  
• As some flights are typically cancelled, OAG will slightly overestimate the real traffic 
volumes from scheduled services. This overestimation may partly compensate for the 
unscheduled passenger flights not included in the schedules.  
• A large fraction of non-scheduled passenger flights can supposed to be operated by 
small aircraft while flights by very large aircraft are mostly scheduled flights. As a 
consequence, the relative error in terms of passenger-kilometres and fuel burn should 
be smaller than the relative error for the number of flights. 
For the air cargo market, by contrast, OAG’s coverage of the worldwide air traffic is less 
satisfying [115]. While OAG comprises some scheduled cargo services, data on integrator 
flights and ad-hoc services are not included. These services, however, account for a 
relatively large part of the all-cargo market. According to EUROSTAT, more than one third of 
all air cargo shipments (measured in tonnes transported on flights from and to airports in the 
EU27 countries) were carried on non-scheduled flights in the year 2007 [51]. Consequently, 
OAG data for cargo air traffic are to be treated with caution. The evaluations presented in this 
study focus on passenger traffic, where the OAG coverage is much higher11.  
3.3.3 LOAD FACTORS AND PAYLOAD  
Analyses of aircraft emissions and transport performance require payload data. A flight’s 
transport performance can be measured in passenger-kilometres or tonne-kilometres and is 
usually calculated by multiplying the payload transported by the great-circle distance 
between origin and destination airports. While flight schedules from OAG contain the great-
circle distance as well as information on seat- and freight capacities, actual passenger 
numbers and the total payload need to be calculated. For this purpose, seat load factors and 
weight load factors need to be known. By definition, a weight load factor (WLF) is obtained 
by dividing the tonne-kilometres transported by the tonne-kilometres available. Similarly, the 
seat load factor (SLF) is calculated by dividing passenger-kilometres transported by available 
                                                
11 An experimental flight schedule containing all-cargo flights from and to Europe for the year 2010 has been  
   compiled at the DLR Institute of Air Transport and Airport Research. Due to the limited regional scope of the  
   schedule it was not used in this study.  
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seat-kilometres. For a given city pair the distances cancel out. As a result, the number of 
passengers and the total payload of a flight in kg are given by the following equations: 
 (12) Seats ofNumber   SLF   Passenger  ofNumber ⋅=  
 (13) Capacity  Payload   WLF  Payload Total ⋅=  
While the number of seats and the freight capacity are given for each flight in the schedules, 
the (total) payload capacity in kg is not available from OAG. As a consequence, the following 
simplification is introduced:  
 (14) CapacityFreight  Weight Passenger   Seats ofNumber  Capacity   Payload +⋅=  
The assumed passenger weight may vary with airline and type of service. An average 
passenger weight of 90 kg (incl. baggage) is used as a default value in ICAO statistics [77], 
[80]. For reasons of consistency, this value is also assumed in this study. SLF and WLF can 
be assigned to each flight in the OAG schedules using the data sources shown in Figure 30.  
 
Figure 30: Contents of data sources for load factor assignment 
The preferred source of load factor data is the ICAO Traffic by Flight Stage (TFS) database 
[77], which provides yearly statistics on passenger numbers, freight and mail carried per city-
pair, airline and aircraft type. Since the number of seats and the total payload capacities are 
also available from this database, yearly averaged seat- and weight load factors can be 
calculated as follows: 
 (15) 
Available Seats Passenger 
Carried  Passengers Revenue    SLFTFS =  
 (16)  
Capacity Payload Total
Mail Traffic Rev. Freight  Traffic Rev.WeightPassenger   Carried Passengers Rev.WLFTTFS
++⋅=  
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When assigning a TFS load factor to an OAG flight, the assignment function matches year, 
airline code, city pair and aircraft type from OAG to respective entries in the TFS database. 
In case no matching entry is found for the lowest level of data aggregation, the process is 
repeated for a higher level of aggregation (e.g. matching year, airline and city pair only). A 
schematic of the load factor assignment is shown in Figure 31. Due to different identifiers 
used for airlines, cities and aircraft in the OAG and ICAO databases, tables defining 
equivalencies between the identifiers from different sources have been created and are used 
for the automation of the load factor assignment.  
 
Figure 31: Principle of load factor assignment 
Unfortunately, ICAO TFS information only includes data for international air traffic reported to 
ICAO by many (but not all) airlines. For flights with no suitable information in TFS, the ICAO 
Air Carrier statistics [77] are used as second-best data source. This database contains yearly 
averaged seat and weight load factors for a large number of airlines specified separately for 
passenger and cargo flights, domestic and international air traffic and scheduled or 
unscheduled operations. When assigning load factors from the ICAO Air Carrier statistics to 
an OAG flight, the assignment function tries to match year, airline, and types of service (i.e. 
domestic/international, passenger/freight, scheduled/unscheduled). Similar to the approach 
for TFS data, the load factors from the lowest available level of aggregation are chosen in the 
assignment process (see Figure 31). 
As a third-best solution for flights with no matching entry in both ICAO statistics, yearly 
averaged airline-specific load factors from a DLR-compiled load factor database are used in 
the model. The information in this database was looked up manually in airline corporate 
reports or websites. Such load factor data was compiled for around 20 large airlines with no 
entry in the ICAO databases, mostly low-cost and holiday carriers like e.g. Ryanair or 
EasyJet. If no entry is found in this look-up table, average load factors for world-wide air 
traffic from ICAO statistics are assumed. 
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3.3.4 ATM EFFICIENCY 
As radar trajectories of global aviation are not publicly available, generic flight profiles are 
used when calculating fuel burn and emissions of global air traffic. In addition, assumptions 
about inefficiencies due to Air Traffic Management (ATM) are required. ATM inefficiencies 
include ground-based delays as well as horizontal and vertical flight inefficiencies due to 
routing, holdings or altitude restrictions.  
A recent assessment of global ATM efficiency performed by the Civil Air Navigation Services 
Organisation (CANSO) estimates an ATM system efficiency of 92-94% for the year 2005 
[27]. In this report, 100% efficiency corresponds to an ideal system with all aircraft flying at 
the optimum trajectory and at the most fuel-efficient altitudes and speeds. A system 
efficiency of 92-94% implies a fuel burn penalty due to ATM measures of 6-8% on average 
compared to the ideal system. The total ATM inefficiency can be broken down as shown in 
Figure 32. Unfortunately, the individual contributions to system inefficiency are difficult to 
quantify on a worldwide level. So far, no comprehensive study on this matter exists. The 
CANSO reports quotes evaluations of regional air traffic service providers from Europe, the 
US and Australia, which indicate a total fuel burn penalty caused by ground operations in the 
order of 0.9%-1.4% and an airborne contribution of 5.5-7.9% [27]. 
 
Figure 32: Flight inefficiency due to Air Traffic Management (ATM) 
The following assumptions and simplifications are made when modelling ATM inefficiencies 
for the purpose of this study:  
• An average ATM inefficiency of 7% is assumed for the year 2005. This figure, which 
is consistent with the CANSO report [27], is modified as function of time: A linear 
improvement of ATM inefficiency from 8% to 7% between 1999 and 2005 is 
assumed. Improvements for the years 2005-2050 according to industry goals [27] are 
simulated in the baseline forecast. More details will be described in chapter 3.4.6. 
• Based roughly on the numbers quoted in the CANSO report [27], the overall ATM 
inefficiency is broken down into a component for taxiing on the ground (formula 17a) 
and an airborne component (formula 17b) as follows:  
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 (17a)  ATMgroundATM cyInefficiencyInefficien ⋅= 15.0,  
 (17b)  ATMairATM cyInefficiencyInefficien ⋅= 85.0,  
• The airborne inefficiency is broken down further into horizontal (en-route), vertical and 
terminal area (TMA) components. A EUROCONTROL study from 2008 [50] estimates 
the vertical flight inefficiency as around 0.6% of total fuel consumption compared to 
3.8% for the horizontal en-route inefficiency and 2.5%.-6.0% for TMA inefficiencies 
including holdings. Although this data is valid for the European airspace (with a 
slightly higher total inefficiency compared to the global average [27]), the value for the 
vertical inefficiency and the approximately equal shares of horizontal inefficiency and 
TMA contribution are assumed in the model: 
 (18a)  .%6.0,, constcyInefficien verticalairATM =≈  
 (18b)  ( )verticalairATMairATMhorizontalairATM cyInefficiencyInefficiencyInefficien ,,,,, 5.0 −⋅=  
 (18c)  ( )verticalairATMairATMTMAairATM cyInefficiencyInefficiencyInefficien ,,,,, 5.0 −⋅=  
As can be seen from formula (18a), the vertical inefficiency component is assumed to be 
constant and is not affected by improvements of the ATM system efficiency with time. This 
simplification is due to model limitations: The emission profiles used for fuel burn and 
emission calculations simulate typical departure and arrival procedures and assume typical 
cruise altitudes derived from historical radar data (see Appendix D). As a consequence, the 
vertical ATM inefficiency is assumed to be included in the standard missions described by 
the emission profiles. Changing these procedures and parameters would require new sets of 
emission profiles. Considering the relatively small contribution of the vertical ATM inefficiency 
compared to the total system inefficiency, the improvement of the vertical component with 
time can be neglected. All other components that contribute to ATM inefficiency are modelled 
explicitly for the purpose of fuel burn and emission calculations. In principle, the following 
approach is taken:  
• Taxi times of all flights are increased uniformly in order to reflect the given ground-
based ATM inefficiency.  
• Similarly, flight distances larger than the great-circle distances between origin and 
destination airports are assumed in order to model the horizontal flight inefficiency. 
• Holding flight segments are created for all flights in the movements database in order 
to cover inefficiency due to TMA delays.  
The details about the above approach will be described in the following chapter.  
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3.3.5 FUEL BURN AND EMISSIONS OF GLOBAL AIR TRAFFIC 
3.3.5.1 PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING FUEL BURN AND EMISSIONS 
Fuel burn and emissions of NOx, CO, HC and soot are calculated for each flight in the Flight 
Movements and Emissions Database. The calculations are based on look-up tables of 
aircraft emissions for standardized flight missions. These tabulated emission profiles are 
produced by the VarMission Flight Mission and Emissions Module for a large number of 
aircraft-engine combinations (see chapter 3.2.6). Using emission profiles and interpolation 
methods, fuel burn and emissions of global air traffic can be calculated at low processing 
times12. Initially, fuel burn and emissions are calculated for an ideal air traffic system without 
inefficiencies. In a second step, Air Traffic Management (ATM) inefficiencies are accounted 
for in order to determine corrected fuel burn and emission results. As a simplification, 
standard atmospheric conditions and no wind are currently assumed for these calculations. 
Flight schedules from OAG contain information on aircraft types as well as the great-circle 
distances for each flight. Some additional data are required for emissions calculations:  
• Aircraft Model Assignment: Each aircraft type from the OAG flight schedules needs to 
be assigned to a representative aircraft model from the VarMission module.  
• Engine Type Assignment: In this study, engine types are assigned stochastically to a 
given aircraft type according to actual engine shares by airline and in the global fleet. 
The engine type is required for emission calculations.  
• ATM Inefficiency: ATM inefficiency is considered by modelling increased taxi times, 
cruise distance extensions and additional holding flight segments. This way, the 
emissions impact of ATM can be estimated. 
Flight schedules from OAG contain more than 200 specific aircraft types while the 
VarMission Flight Mission and Emissions module is based on 117 aircraft models from the 
EUROCONTROL BADA database. A table of equivalencies was created, which assigns a 
VarMission aircraft model to each aircraft type from OAG. It should be noted that most large 
civil aircraft are available as VarMission / BADA models whereas the broad spectrum of 
small aircraft (with less than 30 seats) cannot fully be covered by the BADA database. In 
case no aircraft model is matching an OAG aircraft, a model with similar fuel burn and 
emissions characteristics needs to be selected as representative model. While the selection 
of a representative aircraft is not a fully deterministic choice (and leaves some scope for 
expert judgement), criteria for the selection include the following aspects:  
                                                
12 Processing times are in the order of few minutes for a month of flight schedules. See chapter 3.2.6 for details. 
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• Take-off weight, year of entry into service. 
• Number of seats and payload capacity, payload-range characteristics. 
• Aerodynamic and engine configuration (i.e. number and type of engines). 
The complete list of aircraft equivalencies is found in Appendix F. Moreover, the engine type 
from the ICAO [78] or FOI engine emissions databases [127] is required for emission 
calculations. A database of the global fleet of aircraft compiled by ASCEND Worldwide Ltd 
[11] was used to assign an engine type to each flight in the OAG schedules. By the use of 
this database, the relative shares of all engines in service on a given aircraft can be 
obtained. An excerpt of the database contents is shown in Figure 33.  
 
Figure 33: Selected contents of the ASCEND Fleets Database 
In principle, the engine assignment to an OAG flight is performed in four steps:  
• Step 1: The VarMission / BADA aircraft model used for the simulation of the flight is 
matched to one or more equivalent aircraft types or aircraft variants in the ASCEND 
Fleets Database using an equivalence table created for this purpose. Similarly, the 
airline code from OAG is matched to an aircraft operator from ASCEND. 
• Step 2: Given the aircraft identifier(s) and the operator from the ASCEND Database 
as well as the year for which the flight schedule is valid, engine variants and their 
market shares on the aircraft type are obtained by a database query.  
• Step 3: One of the engines obtained from step 2 is selected stochastically based on 
the respective market shares13.  
• Step 4: The ASCEND engine identifier selected in step 3 is matched to an entry in the 
ICAO or FOI engine emissions databases by use of another equivalence table14.  
The engine ID from the ICAO or FOI database is finally assigned to the given flight.   
                                                
13 A Monte Carlo simulation could be performed, but is currently omitted. Test runs of the assignment process 
    lead to deltas of total aircraft emissions that are well below 1%.  
14 Sometimes more than one ICAO/FOI entry is matching the engine variant from the Ascend database;  
    In these cases, an ICAO/FOI entry is selected randomly amongst the matching identifiers.  
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A slightly modified approach is followed for flight schedules of the year 2010, which are used 
as base year flight schedules for the Emissions Forecast Module. In order to simulate the 
future fleet rollover, the build year of the aircraft is required in addition to its engine type (see 
chapter 3.4.4). As a consequence, a build year is assigned stochastically to each flight 
depending on aircraft type and airline information from OAG. In a following step, the engine 
assignment process is performed seperately by aircraft type, airline and build year.  
Given aircraft and engine identifiers as well as great-circle distance and payload information, 
fuel burn and emissions of NOx, CO, HC and soot can be calculated for each flight. Emission 
profiles produced by the VarMission module are applied for this purpose. As the emission 
profiles are produced for a discrete number of flight distances and load factors, interpolation 
methods are used in order to calculate a flight’s fuel burn and emissions. The results are also 
written to the Flight Movements and Emissions Database.  
In an additional analysis step, inefficiencies due to ATM are accounted for. Inefficiency 
components are given as fraction of aviation’s total fuel consumption in an ideal air traffic 
system. As was described in chapter 3.3.4, a vertical flight inefficiency of small magnitude is 
implicitly included in the precalculated emission profiles. For reference, the total fuel 
consumption for ideal conditions, i.e. without inefficiencies, can be estimated as follows:  
 (19) ( )∑ ⋅⋅+= FlightsverticalairATMideal FrequencyptionFuelConsumcyInefficienTotalFuel profiles,,1
1
 
Apart from the vertical flight inefficiency, the following contributions to ATM inefficiency are 
considered in the model:  
• A ground-based inefficiency component.  
• A terminal manoeuvring area (TMA) flight inefficiency. 
• A horizontal flight inefficiency component (en-route). 
The above inefficiencies are modelled explicitly by simulating increased taxi times (ground-
based inefficiency), holding flight segments at the destination airports (TMA inefficiency) and 
by extended flight distances compared to the great-circle distance between departure and 
arrival airports (horizontal flight inefficiency). This way, the corresponding emissions impacts 
can be estimated. Given the total fuel consumption for ideal conditions from formula (19), the 
fuel impact caused by the inefficiencies can be calculated as follows: 
  (20a) idealGroundATMATM TotalFuelcyInefficienTaxiFuelAdditional ⋅= ,  
 (20b) idealTMAairATMATM TotalFuelcyInefficienlHoldingFue ⋅= ,,  
 (20c) idealhorizontalAirATMATM TotalFuelcyInefficienCruiseFuelAdditional ⋅= ,,  
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In order to simulate the horizontal flight inefficiency and to determine its effects on emissions, 
flight distances are extended such that the additional fuel burn given by formula (20c) is met. 
In an interim step, flight distances are extended as function of each flight’s great-circle 
distance (see Figure 34). The average distance-dependency shown in Figure 34 was 
developed from EUROCONTROL and FAA statistics for the year 2008 (see Appendix G). 
After re-calculating fuel burn and emissions and evaluating the additional fuel burn from the 
interim assumptions, a correction factor can be applied uniformly to the en-route extensions 
of all flights in order to reach the fuel burn target set by formula (20c). This way, the distance-
dependency of the en-route extension is maintained while at the same time an inefficiency 
level can be set as an input parameter.  
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Figure 34: En-route extension vs. great-circle distance from EUROCONTROL statistics [48]  
A similar approach is followed when modelling ground-based ATM inefficiency and TMA 
delays. As was described earlier in chapter 3.2.3, the flight mission represented by the 
emission profiles includes 16 minutes of ground operations with engines in idle. The 16 
minutes are estimated to be an average timeframe required for engine start, taxi-out and taxi-
in at airports in a system without inefficiencies. To consider ground-based inefficiencies, the 
taxi times of all flights are increased uniformly such that the additional fuel burn given by 
formula (20a) is reached. Furthermore, delays in the terminal area airspace are modelled by 
holding flight segments that are created for all flights from the movements database. The 
average holding time assumed uniformly for all flights can be chosen such that the fuel burn 
penalty described by formula (20b) is met. Fuel burn and emissions of the holding flight 
segments can be estimated by use of the holding data tables described in chapter 3.2.6.  
In summary, corrected mission fuel consumption and emissions including average ATM 
inefficiencies can be estimated for each flight. The results are written to the Flight 
Movements and Emissions Database. More details regarding the consideration of ATM 
inefficiencies for calculating fuel burn and emissions are found in Appendix H.  
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3.3.5.2 SIMPLIFICATIONS AND UNCERTAINTIES 
This section summarizes model simplifications for calculating fuel burn and emissions of 
global air traffic. Similar assumptions are used in other publications on global aviation 
emissions (e.g. [14], [53], [55], [90]) and include the following aspects:  
• No consideration of wind and actual atmospheric conditions.  
• Assumption of standardized (simplified) flight trajectories.  
• No simulation of fuel tankering.  
• No consideration of airframe and engine deterioration.  
Head- or tailwinds alter the ground speed of an aircraft and influence fuel burn and 
emissions. If meteorological information is available, wind speed and actual atmospheric 
conditions can be considered by aircraft performance software in order to simulate the 
effects on fuel burn and emissions. Table 10 shows results of a parametric study performed 
by Boeing [14], which evaluates the influence of typical meteorological conditions in different 
seasons on the fuel consumption of long-range flights. According to this data, the fuel burn 
increase caused by wind amounts to less than 2% for typical weather conditions. Assuming 
actual air temperatures instead of ISA (International Standard Atmosphere) conditions leads 
to additional fuel burn of less than 1% for the examined flights. The error from neglecting 
wind and actual atmospheric conditions is considerably higher for individual flights in less 
favourable weather conditions. Considering the aforementioned results, an underprediction 
of fuel burn and emissions of well below 5% is expected on global average.  
Changes to assumptions Average fuel burn increase Maximum fuel burn increase 
No winds to actual winds  
1.89%   [B747, Route A] 
1.15%   [B747, Route B] 
0.44%   [B747, Route C] 
four seasons average 
2.62%   [B747, Route A] 
autumn winds 
Standard temperature to actual temperatures 
0.46%   [B747, Route A] 
0.29%   [B747, Route B] 
0.67%   [B747, Route C] 
four seasons average 
0.72%   [B747, Route A]  
summer temperatures 
No fuel tankering to actual practice 4.04%   [B737, Route D] 
averaged over a four-leg mission 
8.15%   [B737, Route D] 
first leg of a four-leg mission 
  Note:    All missions are round-trips on the following routes: Route A = Los Angeles – Tokyo, Route B = New York –  
              London, Route C = New York – Rio de Janeiro, Route D = Los Angeles – San Francisco. 
Table 10: Estimation of errors from model assumptions [14]  
Simplified flight trajectories based on a standardized flight mission description are assumed 
in this study. As was described in the previous chapter, a flight distance extension and other 
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inefficiency components caused by Air Traffic Management (ATM) are considered. Additional 
fuel burn resulting from operational airline decisions is not accounted for. Airlines often trade 
some fuel-efficiency against lower flight time in order to reduce delays or minimize their total 
cost of operation. The resulting fuel burn penalty is difficult to quantify for global aviation, but 
may be in the order of a few percent [94]. Furthermore, airlines tanker fuel on certain routes, 
i.e. carry more fuel than necessary in order to take advantage of fuel price differences 
between origin and destination airports. Fuel tankering may also be used to avoid refuelling 
at the destination airport and reduce the turn-around time for short-range flights. As the 
additional fuel carried on board increases the aircraft’s weight, fuel tankering leads to 
additional fuel burn and emissions. In an evaluation by Boeing [14], the additional fuel burn 
resulting from such practice was quantified as 4% on an example route where fuel tankering 
is performed (see Table 10). As fuel tankering is mostly performed on short- and medium-
range flights and, for economical reasons, is only attractive on certain airports, the total effect 
on aviation emissions is regarded as low. The Aero2k project report estimates the additional 
fuel burn due to fuel tankering as 0.5% of the fuel consumption by civil air traffic [53].   
According to Airbus, the fuel-efficiency of an aircraft degrades by up to 5-7% after some 
years in operation [62]. Although maintenance reduces the impact on fuel consumption and 
emissions, such effects cannot fully be eliminated. Deterioration of the engine (by distortion 
or erosion of parts, buildup of deposits etc.) is regarded as more influential than airframe-
related effects (e.g. surface misrigging, rough or deformed surfaces) [62], [53]. In addition to 
its influence on fuel consumption, aging of engine components may affect NOx emissions. 
According to Lukachko and Waitz, degradation of high-pressure combustor and high-
pressure turbine have the largest impact on NOx production [91]. In a simulated aging 
scenario leading to an increase of engine SFC by 3%, NOx output during cruise flight was 
found to change by -1% to +4% depending on engine type [91]15. Such effects are not 
considered explicitly in the current publication. Aircraft performance models from the BADA 
database [46], which are used in this study, are not necessarily simulating new aircraft and 
may partly include aging effects. Considering the uncertainty regarding aircraft performance 
models and taking into account the mix of new and old aircraft in the global fleet, a 0-3% 
underprediction [53] of total fuel burn and emissions from neglecting aging effects seems 
plausible.  
In total, simplifications in the model lead to a systematic underestimation of fuel use and 
emissions in the order of 5-10%. As will be discussed in chapter 4.2, additional uncertainty is 
caused by the incomplete coverage of air traffic in the OAG flight schedules [100]. 
                                                
15 The -1% to +4% change of NOx emissions is caused by the opposing influence of turbine and compressor 
    degradation on combustor inlet temperature (and hence NOx emission index, see [91] for details). 
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3.3.6 CONTENTS OF THE FLIGHT MOVEMENTS AND EMISSIONS DATABASE 
As was described in the previous chapters, the Air Traffic Emissions Module consists of 
several database files in Microsoft Access format. These files include most prominently:  
• The Flight Movements and Emissions Database. 
• The VarMission Database including ASCEND Fleets data. 
• The load factor data file including ICAO Traffic by Flight Stage (TFS),  
ICAO Air Carrier statistics and other load factor data.   
Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) in combination with SQL database queries are used for 
linking database contents and for data operations in general. More information on structure 
and contents of the VarMission Database, the load factor databases from ICAO and the OAG 
flight schedules are found in Appendix I.  
The Flight Movements and Emissions Database is built around OAG schedules and is the 
main database of the Air Traffic Emissions Module. It contains data from OAG supplemented 
by engine types, load factors and payloads for each flight. Furthermore, fuel burn and 
emissions calculated for each flight are collected in this database. In order to reduce the 
database file size, the original flight schedule tables delivered by OAG are split up into flight 
plan tables, carrier information, airports data and aircraft information. In accordance with the 
relational database model, unique identifiers are used in each table. Non-OAG data, i.e. 
supplements required for flight simulation and calculation results like fuel burn and 
emissions, are stored in a Mission Analysis Table. Figure 35 shows a schematic of the Flight 
Movements and Emissions Database. More detailed information is found in Appendix I. 
 
Figure 35: Contents and structure of the Movements and Emissions Database 
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3.3.7 LINK TO THE FATE GLOBAL INVENTORY SOFTWARE 
The emissions inventory software FATE of the DLR Institute of Air Transport and Airport 
Research can be linked to the Air Traffic Emissions Module in order to create four-
dimensional emissions inventories for global aviation. An emissions inventory contains fuel 
burn and emissions per three-dimensional grid cell around the globe, sometimes 
supplemented by an additional time code. Emission inventories for aviation are used for 
research on air transport’s potential impact on climate change. More details about purpose 
and methodologies of emission inventories have been summarized in [113]. 
FATE uses the emission profiles produced by the VarMission module in order to calculate 
fuel burn and emissions of aviation (see chapter 3.2.6). Apart from emission profiles, flight 
movements stored in a text file are the main input to the FATE software. The movements file 
may also contain detailed radar trajectory information if such data is available. As an 
alternative, flight schedules from the Movements and Emissions Database of the Air Traffic 
Emissions Module can be used with FATE. In this case, FATE assumes each flight trajectory 
along the great-circle between departure and arrival airports, while assumed cruise altitudes 
correspond to those from the emission profiles. An export function has been developed as 
part of the Air Traffic Emissions Module that writes all necessary information from the 
Movements and Emissions Database to a FATE-compatible text file. The following 
information is required in order to create the flight movements input file for FATE:  
• Airport coordinates, i.e. latitude and longitude for departure and destination airports: 
The airport coordinates of each departure and arrival airport can be obtained from 
data tables in The Official Airline Guide (OAG) [100].   
• Universal Time Coordinates for departure and arrival times: For this purpose, the 
delta in hours between local time and UTC is determined for each airport in the 
movements database. Given the airport coordinates from OAG, the online webservice 
http://ws.geonames.org/timezone is used in order to obtain such data16.  
While climate research is the main focus of the FATE software, it can also be used to 
visualize the regional and temporal variation of aviation’s emissions. Figure 36 shows the 
regional distribution of scheduled aviation’s CO2 and NOx emissions in the year 2010. As can 
be seen in the figure, the majority of CO2 and NOx is released in the Northern Hemisphere, 
mostly between 30° and 60° North latitude. Emissions of CO2 are proportional to fuel burn. 
More diagrams showing the regional distribution of air traffic fuel consumption and emissions 
in the years 2000 and 2010 are found in Appendix V.  
                                                
16 The delta in hours between local time and UTC is returned by the webservice for both standard time   
    and daylight saving time. The information is stored locally in the Movements and Emissions Database. 
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Figure 36: Visualization of scheduled aviation’s CO2 and NOx emissions  
(January - December 2010. Source: DLR-FW) 
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3.4 AIR TRAFFIC EMISSIONS FORECAST MODULE 
3.4.1 OVERVIEW 
The Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module creates a Flight Movements and Emissions 
Database for a forecast year from given movements data for a base year. The module, which 
is fully automated, aims at simulating effects of new aircraft and engines on aviation’s fuel 
burn and emissions. Traffic growth and fleet rollover are simulated and the base year flight 
movements are modified accordingly. Emission profiles for current and future aircraft-engine 
combinations have been produced by the VarMission Module (see chapter 3.2.6) and can be 
used to estimate air traffic’s future fuel burn and emissions. Figure 37 shows a schematic of 
the Forecast Module. 
 
Figure 37: Schematic of the Forecast Module with optional link to the FATE software 
In principle, the following tasks are performed by the Forecast Module:  
• Regional traffic growth rates are applied to the monthly frequencies of flights in the 
base year Movements and Emissions Database.  
• A fleet rollover model assigns new aircraft to flights from the movements database to 
account for the delivery of new aircraft and the retirement of older types. Emission 
standards for NOx and assumptions about future engine combustors are considered. 
• Fuel burn and emissions of each flight are calculated by the use of emissions profiles 
for current and future aircraft-engine combinations.  
• Non-aircraft related effects with influence on fuel burn and emissions, e.g. improved 
ATM procedures or load factor changes, are also considered by the Forecast Module. 
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The fleet rollover model implemented in the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module requires a 
year-by-year analysis until the final year of the forecast. In this study, aviation’s fuel burn and 
emissions are forecasted for the years 2011-2030. A flight movements sample of one month 
is used for the traffic forecast (instead of a full year) in order to keep the database size within 
limits that can be processed by Microsoft Access. The flight movements of September 2010 
were chosen as representative for the base year. Regional growth rates for passenger traffic 
and assumptions about the distribution of newly delivered passenger aircraft amongst seat 
categories are obtained from the Airbus Global Market Forecast (GMF) 2011-2030 [4]. As 
traffic growth rates and fleet information for cargo traffic are not contained in the latest GMF, 
this information is obtained from the Airbus GMF 2010-2029 [3]. Using a common database 
format with the Air Traffic Emissions Module described in the previous chapter, the Forecast 
Module can be coupled to DLR’s FATE software in order to create global emissions 
inventories.  
3.4.2 SIMPLIFYING ASSUMPTIONS FOR THE FORECAST 
While the database format of the Forecast Module is the same as for the Air Traffic 
Emissions Module, simplifications have been introduced in order to reduce the complexity of 
the model. These simplifications, which will be briefly covered below, include the following 
aspects:  
• A reduction of the number of aircraft codes in the flight movements data  
compared to historical OAG flight schedules. 
• A standardization of seat capacities and payload capacities per aircraft type.  
• The use of a limited number of newly developed aircraft and engine models 
representing the most common commercial aircraft types of the near future.  
More than 200 aircraft codes are found in the OAG schedules for the base year 2010. While 
most of these are specific aircraft codes which identify aircraft type and aircraft variant, for 
some flights only a general aircraft code is given. In this case, only the aircraft type (but not 
the aircraft variant) is known. In order to simplify the fleet forecast, about 30 aircraft codes 
were removed from the flight schedules: Flights with large commercial aircraft identified by a 
general aircraft code had the aircraft code replaced by one of the specific aircraft codes that 
can be attributed to the given general type. The replacement process was performed 
stochastically, based on the variants’ actual fleet shares according to the ASCEND Fleets 
Database [11]. Furthermore, about 20 specific aircraft codes were replaced by other specific 
or general aircraft codes. This includes variants of older cargo aircraft and small aircraft 
types with piston engines, which were replaced by the respective general aircraft codes. A 
full list of the aircraft types that are used in the forecast model is found in Appendix N.  
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In the original flight schedules compiled by OAG, each flight has given seat- and freight 
capacities. Depending on airline policy, available seat- and freight capacities of an aircraft 
type may vary considerably. Comfortable seating configurations are often used on longer 
flights while high seat densities are typically found on short-haul flights. Furthermore, the 
most modern aircraft types are often used in more comfortable seating configurations than 
older aircraft of the same size and range category.  
As future airline policies are difficult to predict and in order to reduce the complexity of the 
model, a simplified approach was chosen for modelling seat and freight capacities in the Air 
Traffic Forecast module. A flight’s seat capacity is modelled as function of aircraft type and 
great-circle distance between origin and destination airports. Baseline seat capacities have 
been defined for each passenger aircraft type based on standardized seating configurations 
described by the manufacturers. The baseline seat capacities are corrected as function of 
aircraft category and great-circle distance based on a systematic evaluation of seat 
capacities from OAG flight schedules (see Figure 38). After estimating the actual seat 
capacity on a flight mission, the respective freight capacity is calculated considering aircraft-
specific limits with respect to cargo volume and maximum structural payload. Following 
recommendations described in [77] and [80], a passenger weight of 90 kg (incl. 14kg of 
checked baggage), a baggage and cargo density of 161 kg/m³ and a maximum loadability of 
85% for baggage and cargo are assumed for this purpose. More details regarding aircraft 
capacities in the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module are found in Appendix K.  
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Figure 38: Deviation of OAG seat capacities from baseline seating configurations 
Assumptions about future aircraft and engine types and their expected entry into service 
have been made, which are in accordance with announcements by aircraft manufacturers 
until December 2011. Only a limited number of new aircraft types are considered, with a 
focus on western-built commercial transport aircraft with more than 100 seats. Generic 
aircraft types like a future turboprop aircraft with 90 seats may represent two or more similar 
types from different manufacturers. Table 11 gives an overview on future aircraft for 
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passenger transport that are considered for the fleet forecast. Future cargo aircraft in the 
model include the Boeing 777F, 747-8F, 787F and 737-700C as well as the Airbus A330-
200F, A380-800F and A350-900F. Considering the limited coverage of flight movements for 
cargo traffic, forecast results for the cargo sector will not be evaluated in detail. More 
information on the baseline fleet scenario will be described later in chapter 3.4.4.4.  
 Aircraft Type and Variants Seat Capacity First Deliveries Last Deliveries 
ATR-42 / 72 Successor  50 / 70 2023 / 2017 > End of Forecast 
Bombardier DHC-8 Successor  70 2018 > End of Forecast Turboprops 
Future Generic Turboprop (90 seats) 90 2020 > End of Forecast 
Bombardier CRJ1000  100 2011 2020 
Suchoi Superjet SSJ100-75 / 95 78 / 98 2015 / 2012 > End of Forecast 
Bombardier CSeries 100 / 300 110 / 130 2013 / 2014 > End of Forecast 
Mitsubishi MRJ 70 / 90 72 / 88 2017 / 2014 > End of Forecast 
Embraer ERJ/E-Jet Successor  50 / 70 / 98 2025 / 2018 / 2019 > End of Forecast 
Bombardier CRJ Successor  70 / 90 2020 / 2022 > End of Forecast 
Regional 
Jets 
Comac ARJ-21-700 / 900 90 / 105 2012 / 2015 > End of Forecast 
Airbus A319 / A320 / A321 NEO  134 / 164 / 199 2017 / 2016 / 2018 > End of Forecast 
Boeing 737 MAX 7 / 8 / 9 140 / 175 / 187 2018 / 2017 / 2019 > End of Forecast Narrowbody Aircraft 
Comac C919  134 / 164 / 199 2018 / 2016 / 2019 > End of Forecast 
Boeing  787-8 / 9 237 / 280 2011 / 2013 > End of Forecast 
Airbus A350 XWB-800 / 900 / 1000 270 / 314 / 350 2016 / 2014 / 2017  > End of Forecast 
Boeing 747-8I 467 2012 2030 
Airbus A380-800 / 900 525 / 650 2008 / 2019 > End of Forecast 
Widebody 
Aircraft 
Boeing 777 Successor 305 / 368 2019 / 2020 > End of Forecast 
New aircraft types and their year of introduction consider available information from industry until December 2011. 
Table 11: Future passenger aircraft assumed in a baseline fleet scenario 
Simulation models for emissions calculation covering some of the most important aircraft 
types of the near future have been developed by the author. This includes a generic future 
regional jet similar to the Mitsubishi MRJ 90, models of the Boeing 787-8 and 747-8 as well 
as the Airbus A350 XWB-900. In addition, models of a family of narrowbody aircraft similar to 
the Airbus A320 NEO have been developed. Simple methods for preliminary aircraft design 
were used in order to create the aircraft models. Simulations of future aircraft engines were 
performed by DLR’s VarCycle engine performance software based on available performance 
models. The engines’ emission characteristics are based on information from literature (as 
far as available), supplemented by assumptions. Comparable to the approach in the Air 
Traffic Emissions Module, emission profiles have been created by the VarMission module for 
all aircraft-engine-combinations for which simulation models exist. The emission profiles are 
applied by the Forecast Module in order to calculate fuel burn and emissions for each flight. 
Aircraft types with no available simulation model need to be represented by similar types. 
Corrections are applied to results from existing models in order to estimate the emissions 
from such aircraft (see chapter 3.4.5). Furthermore, simplifying assumptions are made 
regarding gradual improvements of aircraft and engine types during their production periods. 
This aspect will be described later in chapter 3.4.6. 
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3.4.3 TRAFFIC GROWTH MODEL 
A simple traffic growth model is used to estimate traffic volumes for a forecast year given the 
Flight Movements and Emissions Database for a base year. Average annual growth rates 
from the Airbus Global Market Forecast (GMF) 2011-2030 are used in this study, which are 
specified for different time periods and traffic flows [4], [24]. As cargo traffic is not covered in 
this edition of the GMF, growth rates for the cargo sector are obtained from the GMF 2010-
2029 [3]. Growth rates for passenger traffic relate to aviation’s transport performance in 
revenue passenger-kilometres (RPK) while traffic growth in the cargo sector is measured in 
terms of freight tonne-kilometres transported (FTKT). An excerpt of the growth rates for 
passenger traffic is shown in Table 12. The full data tables are found in Appendix J. 
From Region Region Codes Country Codes To Region Region Codes Country Codes Dom / Int 2011-2015 2016-2020 2021-2030
Western Europe EU1 Western Europe EU1 D 2.7% 2.9% 2.7%
Western Europe EU1 Western Europe EU1 I 3.8% 3.4% 2.8%
Western Europe EU1 Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 5.3% 4.5% 3.9%
Western Europe EU1 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 5.3% 4.5% 3.8%
Western Europe EU1 Australia / New Zealand AU,NZ 3.0% 3.4% 3.1%
Western Europe EU1 Canada CA 3.6% 4.6% 4.4%
Western Europe EU1 Caribbean LA1 3.8% 3.4% 2.8%
Western Europe EU1 Central America LA2 4.5% 4.3% 3.3%
Western Europe EU1 Central Europe EU2 7.3% 6.2% 4.7%
Western Europe EU1 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ 5.6% 5.3% 4.5%
Western Europe EU1 Indian Sub AS1 7.9% 5.8% 5.7%
Western Europe EU1 Japan JP 2.0% 3.5% 2.8%
Western Europe EU1 Middle East ME1 7.9% 5.8% 4.6%
Western Europe EU1 North Africa AF1 6.1% 4.7% 3.9%
Western Europe EU1 Pacific SW1 5.1% 4.0% 3.2%
Western Europe EU1 China CN 7.4% 6.5% 5.4%
Western Europe EU1 Russia RU 5.8% 5.0% 4.4%
Western Europe EU1 South Africa ZA 3.5% 4.6% 4.9%
Western Europe EU1 South America LA3,LA4 5.8% 5.3% 4.6%
Western Europe EU1 United States US 4.5% 3.9% 3.6%
Average Annual Growth Rate
 
Table 12: Excerpt of regional growth rates for passenger air traffic [4], [24] 
As can be seen in Table 12, country and region codes from the OAG flight schedules have 
been added to the original growth rate information from the Airbus GMF. The ‘Domestic / 
International’ field shown in the table can be utilized to specify growth rates between regions 
separately for domestic and international traffic. In principle, any growth rates defined by 
country pairs or region pairs can be used by the model. Given regional growth rates for both 
passenger and freight traffic, the growth rate assignment consists of three steps: Initially, 
growth rates are applied to passenger flights only. The service type information from the 
Movements and Emissions Database is used to identify the corresponding flight schedule 
entries. In order to identify the most appropriate growth rate for each flight, the departure and 
arrival countries are obtained from the flight schedules and are matched to available entries 
in the growth rate table. In case no match is reached for the lowest level of data aggregation, 
the process is repeated for a higher level of aggregation (e.g. matching departure and arrival 
regions instead of countries). Figure 39 presents a schematic with more details about the 
growth rate assignment.  
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Figure 39: Schematic of traffic growth rate assignment  
In a second step, freight traffic needs to be considered. As freight is transported on 
passenger and cargo flights, the freight tonne-kilometres transported (FTKT) have already 
increased after modelling traffic growth for the passenger segment17. Cargo flights need to 
take over the remaining FTKT that are required to reach the predicted growth. In a region-by-
region analysis, regional growth rates for cargo flights are calculated such that the FTKT 
growth specified in the Airbus GMF are met. The newly calculated growth rates are applied 
to the frequency of cargo flights only.  
The worldwide average growth of passenger-kilometres and freight tonne-kilometres 
resulting from the aforementioned steps is finally calculated and compared to the worldwide 
average growth rates for passenger and freight traffic given by the Airbus GMF. Due to 
differences in the regional coverage of flights movements between this study and the Airbus 
GMF, deviations of small magnitude may occur. These deviations are eliminated in the third 
step by applying correction factors on the frequencies of passenger and cargo flights. This 
way, the worldwide traffic growth in the model matches the growth in the Airbus GMF while, 
at the same time, regional differences in terms of growth rates are considered.  
It is obvious that the use of regional growth rates in combination with flight movements data 
based on OAG flight schedules is a simple approach towards forecasting future air traffic. 
The air traffic growth model modifies the number of flights on existing routes, while new city 
pair connections or potential capacity constraints at airports are not considered. 
Internationally, a number of studies apply a similar model (e.g. [102]). The approach is not 
suitable for analyses that require a high granularity of the forecasted movements data, e.g. 
evaluations on city pair level. In combination with the fleet forecast model described in the 
following chapter, however, the approach should be sufficient to estimate aviation’s fuel burn 
and emissions on global or regional levels.  
                                                
17 Assuming that passenger and weight load factors do not change. See chapter 3.4.6.3 for load factor changes.  
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3.4.4 FLEET ROLLOVER MODEL 
3.4.4.1 APPROACH AND ASSUMPTIONS  
A fleet rollover model has been developed in order to simulate the modernization of the 
global aircraft fleet with time. New aircraft are introduced into the fleet in order to cope with 
traffic growth and to replace aircraft that are retired.  
The modelling approach is based on the assumption that the yearly (or monthly) transport 
performance covered by an aircraft type is proportional to the number of aircraft in service nac 
of the given type. This simplification implies a constant average utilization of an aircraft type 
with time and at least similar operation patterns. Using capacity tonne-kilometres (often 
referred to as tonne-kilometres offered, TKO) as a measure of transport performance, the 
basic assumption can be written as follows: 
 (18) ypeaircraft tgiven  afor constant ==
ac
ac
ac n
TKOraftTKOperAirc  
The Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module uses a base year Flight Movements and 
Emissions Database that is transformed into a database of forecasted flight movements by 
modelling traffic growth and fleet changes on a year-by-year basis (see Figure 37 on page 
62). TKOac, base year can be calculated for each aircraft type in service by a simple database 
query. On the other hand, the number in service nac, base year of each aircraft type can be 
obtained from the ASCEND Fleets Database [11] and is known for the base year of the 
forecast18. Combining the information from movements data and fleet statistics, the transport 
performance per aircraft described by formula (18) can be calculated for each aircraft type 
that is in service in the base year.  
For each run of the year-by-year forecast process, the fleet forecast modifies the aircrafts’ 
fleet shares after the traffic growth model described in chapter 3.4.3 was applied to the base 
year movements data. After introducing traffic growth, the aircraft types’ distribution in the 
forecasted flight movements are temporarily the same as in the base year. In case of 
(positive) traffic growth, this implies for each aircraft type a larger transport performance 
TKOac, temp in the forecast year compared to the base year – even for aircraft that are no 
longer in production. This is corrected by the fleet forecast model in four steps:  
• Step 1: The traffic growth TKOGrowth, ac, temp between base year and forecast year is 
determined for each aircraft type. 
                                                
18 The original base year is the first base year of the year-by-year forecast, for which historical fleet statistics  
    are available. During the forecast, the historical data is supplemented by forecasted aircraft numbers.  
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• Step 2: Using a fleets database in combination with assumptions about aircraft 
lifetimes, the number of aircraft that are retired between base year and forecast year 
are predicted for each aircraft type. By the use of formula (18), the retirement number 
can be converted into an equivalent transport performance TKORetirement, ac.  
• Step 3: To simulate the delivery of new aircraft due to traffic growth and retirements 
of older aircraft, new aircraft need to be assigned to flights with a total transport 
performance of ∑ +
ac
actirementtempacGrowth TKOTKO )( ,Re,, .  
 In principle, flights of each aircraft type with a total transport performance of  
TKOGrowth, ac, temp + TKORetirement, ac are selected from all flights of the given type and 
have the aircraft replaced by in-production aircraft types of the same category.  
• Step 4: Flights with newly assigned aircraft from step 3 may have their aircraft types 
changed again to in-production aircraft of a different capacity category. This is an 
optional step, which enables the definition of target delivery shares by category.  
The four-step approach assumes that new aircraft are produced in numbers that are required 
to take over the transport performance assigned to retiring aircraft and, additionally, to cope 
with the forecasted traffic growth. For reasons of simplicity, limits regarding aircraft 
production rates are currently not considered. The ASCEND Fleets Database [11] provides 
reference statistics for the retirement analysis in steps 2-3 of the fleet forecast. Retirement 
curves, which specify an aircraft’s fleet attrition rate as function of time, have been derived 
from historical fleet statistics and are applied by the forecast model. The details regarding 
aircraft retirements will be described in chapter 3.4.4.2.  
The selection of suitable in-production aircraft for the aircraft assignment in steps 3 and 4 
requires the definition of production or delivery periods for each aircraft type as well as the 
introduction of categories for aircraft with similar characteristics, e.g. with respect to range 
capabilities and payload capacities. In step 3 of the fleet forecast, a flight’s original aircraft 
type can be replaced by in-production aircraft types of the same category while in step 4 the 
replacement aircraft is from a different category. In both cases, all in-production aircraft types 
of one category are considered as potential replacement candidates. The selection of a 
replacement aircraft type amongst the candidate types is performed stochastically and is 
based on given replacement probabilities (i.e. market shares of competing aircraft within a 
category). As different aircraft types may have different seat and payload capacities, each 
aircraft re-assignment to a flight schedule entry requires an adjustment of the flight’s monthly 
frequency: When assigning a larger aircraft to a flight schedule entry, for example, the flight’s 
frequency needs to be reduced such that the transport performance covered by the flight 
schedule entry remains unchanged. More details regarding the aircraft assignment in steps 3 
and 4 of the forecast model will be described in chapter 3.4.4.3.  
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For aircraft types that are in production, the transport performance TKOac attributed to each 
type after steps 3 and 4 of the fleet forecast can be converted to forecasted delivery numbers 
assuming a given TKOperAircraftac value. TKOperAircraftac can be calculated for most aircraft 
types by use of formula (18) with data from the base year. For new aircraft types that are not 
yet in service in the base year of the forecast, TKOperAircraftac is initially unknown and 
needs to be estimated from data for existing aircraft types with similar size, range and 
operating pattern (see Appendix M). The forecasted delivery numbers and in-service 
numbers supplement historical fleet statistics from the ASCEND Fleets Database [11] and, 
consequently, are used for retirement analyses in later years of the forecast.  
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3.4.4.2 AIRCRAFT RETIREMENTS  
In the forecast model, new aircraft are delivered in numbers that are required to replace 
retired aircraft and to cope with the assumed traffic growth. As a consequence, retirement 
numbers need to be predicted in each step of the year-by-year forecast. A set of functions 
has been developed in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA), which forecast the number of 
units in service of an aircraft type provided that no additional aircraft of this type are 
delivered. Referring to this forecasted number as nac, Forecast Year, Temp, the retirement number 
between base year and a forecast year is given by the following formula: 
 (19) Temp Year,Forecast  ac,Year Base ac,ac ,Retirement nnn −=  
The ASCEND Fleets Database [11] provides historical fleet statistics, which are required for 
retirement analyses. The data used for the model consist of aircraft in-service numbers, 
deliveries and retirements by aircraft type and build year from 1945 to 201019. Furthermore, 
the number of aircraft that are temporarily in storage is also given for each year. Depending 
on the aircraft type, one of the following methods is used to model the fleet attrition with time:  
• Method 1: Linear projection of in-service numbers into the future, assumed for 
comparably old aircraft types with less than 15% of the originally produced units still 
in service in the year 2010.  
• Method 2: Lifetime assumptions (retirement curves) are used for all other aircraft 
types. In principle, retirement curves specify an individual aircraft’s “in-service 
probability” as function of aircraft age.  
Method 1 is a simplified approach for a small number of aircraft types at the end of their 
operational lives. For such aircraft, historical in-service numbers from the ASCEND database 
cover nearly the complete in-service period of the aircraft type. As a consequence, trends 
are fairly easy to identify and in-service numbers can be projected into the future. Aircraft 
types with less than 15% of the originally produced number still in service in the year 2010 
are classified into three groups, which are treated slightly differently: For aircraft of group 1, 
in-service numbers are linearly extrapolated from historical data. As a constraint for the fleet 
attrition rate it is assumed that all such aircraft are retired in the year 2015 or earlier. For 
aircraft of groups 2 and 3, a linear decrease of in-service numbers from 2010 onwards is 
assumed with all aircraft retired by 2018 and 2021 respectively. The classification into groups 
1-3 was performed by personal judgement, based on trends determined from historical in-
service numbers. Figure 40 shows two graphs with historical and forecasted in-service 
numbers obtained by Method 1.  
                                                
19 The numbers given for each year are end-of-year numbers, i.e. refer to the 31st of December.  
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Boeing 727-200: Aircraft Number vs. Time
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Figure 40: Examples of historical and forecasted aircraft numbers vs. time (method 1) [11]  
Method 2 is the standard method to forecast aircraft retirements. Retirement curves specify 
an individual aircraft’s “in-service probability” or “survival fraction” as function of age and are 
used e.g. in the fleet forecast by ICAO CAEP [76]. Evaluations of historical fleet statistics 
have been performed for this study in order to derive typical retirement curves for widebody 
and narrowbody aircraft as well as for aircraft with turboprop engines. Figure 41 shows the 
resulting graphs and compares them to the retirement curves applied by ICAO CAEP.  
While both diagrams indicate longer in-service times of narrowbody aircraft compared to 
widebodies, the newly developed curves seem to specify shorter lifetimes than the curves 
used by ICAO. This is particularly visible for narrowbody aircraft. The differences are most 
probably due to different definitions of the “survival fraction”: While ICAO considers 
passenger aircraft as out-of-service if they are either retired or converted to a freighter, the 
curves derived for this study additionally consider any (temporary) storage of aircraft. The 
probability of such storage events typically increases with aircraft age. More details about the 
statistical evaluation behind the newly developed curves are found in Appendix L.  
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Figure 41: Typical retirement curves from this study (left) and ICAO CAEP (right) [76]  
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In this study, retirement curves are applied to predict the number of active aircraft by aircraft 
type and build year20. Given historical fleet statistics in combination with a retirement curve, 
the number of aircraft that remain in service in any future year is calculated as follows: for 
each build year, the aircrafts’ age in the forecast year is known. In a second step, the 
corresponding “survival” percentage is obtained from the retirement curve. The total in-
service number in the forecast year can finally be calculated as the sum of the “survivors” 
from all build years.  
The retirement curves shown on the left hand side of Figure 41 reflect average lifetimes for 
three categories of aircraft and will be referred to as “reference curves” in the following 
paragraphs. It is obvious that aircraft life-spans not only vary between these categories, but 
may also differ by aircraft type. The equation of a reference curve is obtained by 
approximating its characteristic shape using linear, parabolic and cubic functions21. In order 
to consider differences between aircraft types, the following characteristic points of each 
reference curve can be modified:  
1. The point at which (nearly) 100% of all aircraft are still in service. 
2. The point at which 50% of all aircraft are in service. 
3. The point at which (nearly) all aircraft are out of service.  
Examples of derivative curves obtained by variation of the aforementioned three points are 
shown in Figure 42. This way, a broad range of aircraft lifetimes can be covered while, at the 
same time, the characteristic shape of a reference curve is maintained.   
  
Figure 42: Example of reference retirement curve (left) and parameter variation (right) 
                                                
20 Unlike in ICAO studies [76], where retirement curves are applied to predict retirements of individual aircraft.  
21 In addition, the slopes of the parabolic and cubic segments at points 1 and 3 (see Figure 42) need to be given  
    to fully describe the retirement curve. These parameters are assumed as constants.  
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Similar to the example shown in Figure 42, six variants have been derived from each 
reference curve by means of parameter variation. One of these curves is assigned to each 
aircraft type in the forecast model. The “best-fitting” curve was selected for comparably old 
aircraft types where available fleet statistics are covering both the full production periods plus 
at least ten years after production end. The ASCEND Fleets Database [11] was used to 
provide such statistics. In order to select the best curve for an aircraft type, all available 
retirement curves were initially applied to predict in-service numbers of the aircraft type up to 
the year 2010. Comparing the predicted numbers with the historical number of active aircraft 
from ASCEND, the curve which leads to the best fit can be identified by use of the least 
squares method.  
Passenger aircraft with a production period ending in the year 2000 or later – this includes 
the current generation of aircraft and all future types – are assigned to the reference curves 
from Figure 41. Only few of these aircraft types had their retirement curve replaced after 
manual checks, if actual in-service numbers up to the year 2010 showed fundamentally 
different trends than obtained by use of the reference curves. For such aircraft types, 
retirement curves leading to more plausible results have been selected. A full list of all 
aircraft types and the associated retirement curves are found in Appendix N. Figure 43 
shows example graphs of historical and forecasted in-service numbers obtained by the use 
of retirement curves.  
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Figure 43: Examples of historical and forecasted aircraft numbers vs. time (method 2) [11]  
A simplified approach is followed for cargo aircraft with a production period ending in the 
year 2000 or later. It is difficult to establish retirement curves for cargo aircraft from statistics 
due to rather heterogeneous lifetimes. As an approximation, a constant lifetime of 30 years is 
assumed for most widebody cargo aircraft and 25 years for narrowbody aircraft. Aircraft 
types with no available fleet statistics require additional assumptions for retirement analyses. 
Information on these special cases are compiled in Appendix M.  
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3.4.4.3 AIRCRAFT DELIVERIES AND ASSIGNMENT TO FLIGHT MOVEMENTS 
Modelling Aircraft Deliveries 
In each run of the year-by-year forecast, the number of aircraft deliveries is determined by 
the number of new aircraft required to cope with the forecasted traffic. The traffic growth 
model, which was described in chapter 3.4.3, increases the frequencies of flights from the 
base year flight schedule according to given traffic growth rates. In the temporary forecast 
flight schedule created by this module, aircraft types and their respective fleet shares are the 
same as in the base year. In case of (positive) traffic growth, this implies a larger transport 
performance in the forecast year than in the base year for each aircraft type. This is changed 
by the fleet rollover model, which partly re-assigns aircraft types to flights from the 
movements database. This way, aircraft retirements and the introduction of new aircraft-
engine combinations can be considered by the model. 
In the temporary forecast schedule, the expected traffic growth is distributed amongst all 
aircraft types from the base year. Newly delivered aircraft need to take over the transport 
performance in tonne-kilometres that reflects the assumed traffic growth as well as the 
transport performance of aircraft that retire. The total tonne-kilometres that need to be 
assigned to newly delivered aircraft can be described by the following formula: 
 (20)  ∑ +=
ac
actirementtempacGrowthTotaleredNewlyDeliv TKOTKOTKO )( ,Re,,,  
For each aircraft type, the transport performance growth TKOGrowth,ac,temp between base year 
and forecast year and the transport performance TKORetirement,ac corresponding to the number 
of aircraft that retire during this timeframe can be calculated as follows:  
 (21) acBaseYeartempacForecasttempacGrowth TKOTKOTKO ,,,,, −=    
 (22) acactirementactirement raftTKOperAircnTKO ⋅= ,Re,Re     
The transport performance in available tonne-kilometres (TKO) that can be covered by an 
aircraft type is assumed to be proportional to the aircraft number. The number of aircraft 
nRetirement, ac that retire between base year and forecast year can be calculated as described 
previously in chapter 3.4.4.2.  
As different aircraft types may have different seat and payload capacities, each re-
assignment of an aircraft type to a flight schedule entry requires an adjustment of the flight’s 
monthly frequency. The frequency needs to be corrected such that the available transport 
performance of the flight schedule entry remains unchanged. The frequency correction for 
replacing an old aircraft by a new type is calculated as follows:  
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 (23) Frequencyoldnew kFrequencyFrequency ⋅=   
   with  
new
old
Frequency Seats
Seatsk =       for passenger flights and 
      
new
old
Frequency acityPayloadCap
acityPayloadCapk =   for cargo flights. 
Formula (23) assumes that seat load factors and weight load factors are unaffected by an 
aircraft change. Chapter 3.4.6.3 will describe the methodology to deal with load factor 
changes during the forecast. Details regarding the aircraft re-assignment process to flights 
from the movements database are found in the following section. After completion of this 
process, delivery numbers per aircraft type can be estimated as described by formula (24): 
 (24) 
ac
acnedNewlyAssig
aceredNewlyDeliv raftTKOperAirc
TKO
n ,, =    
Assignment of Newly Delivered Aircraft to Flight Movements 
In the Fleet Forecast Module, the introduction of newly delivered aircraft to the forecasted 
flight movements is performed in two consecutive steps: 
• For each aircraft type from the temporary flight schedule (after traffic growth), flights 
with a total transport performance of TKOGrowth, ac, temp + TKORetirement, ac are selected 
randomly amongst all flights of the given aircraft type and have the original aircraft 
type replaced by newly delivered aircraft with similar characteristics.  
• Flights with newly assigned aircraft from the previous step may have their aircraft 
types changed to in-production types of a different capacity category such that the 
total delivery numbers reflect expected delivery shares by category.  
For aircraft types with an assigned retirement curve, the first step of the replacement 
procedure is performed separately not only by aircraft type, but also by aircraft build year. 
This way, the age distribution of the “surviving” fleet remains consistent with the assumed 
retirement curve. The redistribution of aircraft types in the second assignment step is 
optional and enables a more flexible evaluation of different aircraft fleet mixes in the forecast 
model. In both steps of the assignment, the selection of suitable aircraft types requires the 
definition of delivery periods per aircraft type. The delivery periods of older aircraft types are 
given by information from the ASCEND Fleets Database [11] and – for aircraft types with no 
such information available – by Jane’s All The World’s Aircraft [85]. For aircraft types that are 
in production in the base year of the forecast and for new aircraft types that are in 
development, assumptions for the first and last years of delivery are required. 
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The initial assignment of in-production aircraft types to flights from the movements database 
aims at replacing the original aircraft type by aircraft with similar characteristics in terms of 
seat capacity (or payload capacity for cargo aircraft) and range capability. The definition of 
groups of aircraft with similar characteristics is helpful to simplify such analyses. In order to 
select a suitable replacement aircraft in the model, each aircraft type is assigned to: 
• One technology generation A-D: The generations are roughly defined by the aircrafts’ 
production periods. Aircraft types of generations A-B are no longer in production in 
the first forecast year while generations C-D are in production or in development.  
• A group of aircraft of the same generation and with similar characteristics in terms of 
payload and range capabilities. These aircraft types are treated as competing models 
in the same market segment.  
• One or more groups of aircraft of the following generation, which can be expected to 
replace the given aircraft type. This does not apply to aircraft of generation D, which 
are typically assumed to remain in production until the last year of the forecast. 
Figure 44 shows a schematic of the relations described above. By using these relations, 
aircraft replacement schemes as shown in Figure 45 can be simulated. When assigning a 
new aircraft type to a flight schedule entry, all competing aircraft types of the flight’s original 
aircraft and all aircraft from the replacement groups are treated as potential replacement 
candidates. Replacement candidates of subsequent generations (“replacement candidates of 
replacement candidates”) are also considered by the algorithm in the model.  
 
Figure 44: Schematic of relations between aircraft types 
The new aircraft type for an individual flight schedule entry is selected stochastically from the 
replacement candidates. User-defined replacement probabilities are applied for this purpose. 
Within its group, each aircraft type is assigned to a replacement probability (or market share) 
pAcft,Group. The next generation of potential replacement aircraft may consist of several groups. 
These groups are assigned to user-defined probabilities pgroup. 
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As a consequence, potential replacement aircraft of one generation have the following 
market shares:  
 (25)  GroupAcftGroupGenAcft ppp ,, ⋅=    with  1, =∑
Acft
GenAcftp  
Formula (25) also applies to candidate aircraft of the same generation as the original aircraft 
type, i.e. from group 0. In this particular case, pGroup is equal to one.  
Not all candidates of a given generation may be in production in a given forecast year. This 
needs to be checked by comparing the current forecast year with the aircrafts’ delivery 
periods. The availability of a generation of replacement aircraft can be expressed as: 
 (26)  1, ≤= ∑
cftAvailableA
GenAcftGen ptyAvailabili  
Considering aircraft availability, the replacement probabilities within one generation of 
replacement candidates need to be corrected as follows: 
 (27)  0_, =CorrectedGenAcftp    for aircraft not available in the year of the forecast; 
    
Gen
GenAcft
CorrectedGenAcft tyAvailabili
p
p ,_, =   for all other aircraft. 
If replacement candidates of more than one generation are in production in the forecast year, 
the probability that the replacement aircraft is from a given generation is estimated as: 
 (28)  ∑=
Gen
Gen
Gen tyAvailabili
tyAvailabilip  
Formula (28) is a rough simplification, but it should be sufficient to model (short) transition 
periods between different generations of aircraft. In summary, the probability of any 
candidate aircraft to be selected as a replacement aircraft can be expressed as:  
 (29)  CorrectedGenAcftGenAcft ppp _,⋅=  
In order to estimate future market shares for in-production aircraft types, both the actual 
aircraft numbers in-service and the order backlog according to ASCEND fleets data [11] have 
been analysed (as far as available). If no market shares are available from ASCEND, all 
candidate aircraft types from one group have the same probability to be selected as a 
replacement aircraft. This simplification seems adequate, particularly for aircraft that are still 
in the development phase, considering the focus of this study on emissions (rather than 
manufacturers’ market shares). An overview on the assumed groups of aircraft, market 
shares and replacement schemes by aircraft category are found in Appendix P.  
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During the initial aircraft assignment, base year aircraft types are replaced by new aircraft 
with similar characteristics. In a second step, flight schedule entries with newly assigned 
aircraft types may have their aircraft types changed again to in-production aircraft of a 
different aircraft category. This way, target delivery shares per aircraft category can be set as 
input parameters. The aircraft categories used for the re-distribution of aircraft types need not 
be identical with the groups of aircraft defined for the initial assignment. Expected delivery 
shares per seat category have been derived from the Airbus Global Market Forecast (GMF) 
2011-2030 [4] and the Embraer Market Outlook 2011-2030 [38]. While the focus of the 
Airbus GMF is on large passenger aircraft, the Embraer Market Outlook is dealing mainly 
with regional aircraft. The seat categories applied in both publications are roughly 
compatible. Assuming the demand for aircraft above 100 seats as predicted by Airbus 
combined with the demand for smaller aircraft as forcasted in the Embraer Outlook, relative 
delivery shares per seat category have been determined (see Table 13). The respective 
shares for cargo aircraft are based on the Airbus GMF 2010-2029 [3].  
All passenger aircraft types above 30 seats and all cargo aircraft types are assigned to one 
of the categories shown in Table 13. Given the delivery numbers per aircraft type resulting 
from the initial aircraft assignment process, deliveries per seat category can be calculated 
and deviations from the target delivery shares can be detected. In an iterative algorithm, 
flight schedule entries with newly assigned aircraft from the initial assignment have their 
aircraft types changed to aircraft of the next higher or lower seat category until the target 
distribution regarding aircraft deliveries is reached. Separate analyses are performed for 
passenger and cargo aircraft. When re-assigning aircraft types in this step of the simulation, 
all types of the “target category” that are in production are treated as potential replacement 
candidates. The specific aircraft type within the target category is selected stochastically, 
based on the candidates’ market shares in the initial assignment process. 
No. Seat  / Capacity Category Delivery Share 2011-2020 Delivery Share 2021-2030 
1 30-60 seats*  1.2% 3.6% 
2 61-90 seats* 13.4% 13.4% 
3 91-120 seats* 11.5% 12.1% 
4 121-210 seats** 51.4% 48.8% 
5 Small twin aisle** 14.4% 11.7% 
6 Intermediate twin aisle** 4.9% 6.0% 
7 Very large aircraft** 3.2% 4.4% 
101 Small freighter** 22.6% 
102 Medium / regional freighter** 46.6% 
103 Large freighter** 30.8% 
* category from Embraer Market Outlook;    ** category from Airbus GMF 
Table 13: Aircraft deliveries by seat category derived from [3], [4] and [38] 
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3.4.4.4 AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION PERIODS 
As was described in the previous paragraphs, new aircraft are delivered in order to replace 
retiring aircraft and to cope with the forecasted traffic growth. As a consequence, aircraft 
production- or delivery periods need to be defined for each aircraft type that is included in the 
fleet forecast. Figure 46 summarizes the delivery periods for the most important aircraft types 
as assumed in the baseline scenario of the forecast. In this scenario, the entry into service 
(EIS) of new aircraft types corresponds to published time schedules of aircraft manufacturers 
in December 2011 (see e.g. [6], [20]). For some aircraft types of the more distant future the 
EIS has been estimated by the author. As new aircraft types are introduced into the fleet, 
their predecessors are going out of production. A three years overlap of deliveries between 
old and new aircraft types with similar size and range characteristics is assumed. A full list of 
aircraft types and their delivery periods is found in Appendix N.  
In addition to the baseline scenario shown in Figure 46, alternative fleet scenarios will be 
assessed in this study. These alternative scenarios, which include variations with respect to 
available aircraft types and their EIS, will be described later in chapter 4.4.  
  
  
Figure 46: Aircraft delivery periods in the baseline scenario of the forecast  
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3.4.5 MODELS OF FUTURE AIRCRAFT-ENGINE COMBINATIONS 
3.4.5.1 APPROACH AND OVERVIEW 
Performance and emission models of future aircraft-engine combinations are required in 
order to predict aviation’s future emissions. Unfortunately, no performance models are 
currently available from the BADA database for aircraft types expected to be introduced in 
the near future (e.g. the Airbus A350 XWB or the Boeing 737 MAX). For such aircraft, 
predictions of fuel efficiency and limited information on other characteristic parameters are 
found in literature. At the time of writing, only preliminary estimates of engine performance 
and emission characteristics are available. The situation is even more difficult for aircraft and 
engines expected for the more distant future. Most prominently, a successor (or major 
update) of the Boeing 777 family can be expected to be introduced around the year 2020. As 
such aircraft and their engines are in an early phase of development, only estimates of fuel 
efficiency and emissions can be made.  
In order to forecast aviation emissions, simulation models have been created covering 
selected aircraft-engine combinations of the near future. Simple aircraft models based on 
characteristic aircraft masses, drag polars and engine models provided by the DLR Institute 
of Propulsion Technology are used for this purpose. This approach is applied for the 
following aircraft:  
• Models of the Boeing 787-8 and 747-8 as well as the Airbus A350-900 have been 
created. Using these simulation models, the development of fuel efficiency and 
specific NOx emissions is estimated for the widebody fleet.  
• From the narrowbody segment, the Airbus A320 NEO family and a generic regional 
jet similar to the Mitsubishi MRJ-90 have been simulated. The A320 NEO models are 
also used to represent the Boeing 737 MAX for fuel burn and emissions calculation.  
• Handbook methods for preliminary aircraft design have been applied to simulate a 
family of narrowbody aircraft similar in size and range to the Airbus A320. These 
aircraft are powered by an advanced turbofan engine and represent a technology 
level expected for the early 2020s. These aircraft models are used in a hypothetical 
fleet scenario only, which will be described later in chapter 4.4.4. 
The aforementioned models will be discussed in chapters 3.4.5.2 to 3.4.5.4. For other aircraft 
types in the forecast, fuel efficiency and NOx emissions are estimated based on existing 
models for similar aircraft (or their predecessors). Assumptions about the effects of 
technological improvements compared to the reference models can be used to predict fuel 
efficiency and NOx emissions of such aircraft. This simplified approach, which will be 
described in chapter 3.4.5.5, is also used for aircraft of the more distant future.  
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3.4.5.2 WIDEBODY AIRCRAFT OF THE NEAR FUTURE  
Some of the most important aircraft types that are expected to be introduced in the near 
future are simulated by newly created models. These comparably simple models, which are 
based on publicly available data, are intended to predict fuel consumption and NOx 
emissions on flight mission level and air traffic system level. Model parameters for which no 
information is found in literature are estimated by engineering judgement or using handbook 
methods for preliminary aircraft design described by Roskam [111] and Torenbeek [130]. 
Engine performance and emission models provided by the DLR Institute of Propulsion 
Technology [106] are used with the aircraft models to predict fuel burn and NOx emissions.  
Three components determine fuel efficiency and specific emissions of the newly created 
aircraft-engine models: characteristic aircraft weights, aircraft aerodynamics and engine 
characteristics. Table 14 summarizes the characteristic weights assumed for widebody 
passenger aircraft of the near future. At the time of writing, no information on operating 
empty weight and maximum payload were available for the Boeing 787-8 and the Airbus 
A350 XWB-900. As a consequence, these parameters have been estimated. Assumptions 
for the cargo version of the Boeing 747-8 are found in Appendix S. 
 Boeing 787-8  Airbus A350 XWB-900 Boeing 747-8I  
Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) [kg]  219 539 268 000 442 253 
Operating empty weight (OEW) [kg] 112 000 (est.) 132 000 (est.) 214 503 
Maximum payload (MPL) [kg]  45 400 (est.) 60 000 (est.) 76 703 
Maximum fuel capacity (MFC) [kg] 101 894 108 330 194 659 
Source of data Preliminary airplane characteristics [17] Airbus specifications [6]  
Preliminary airplane  
characteristics [17], [18] 
Table 14: Characteristic weights of future widebody aircraft 
Drag polars approximated by polynomials are used to reflect the lift-to-drag characteristics of 
the aircraft types. Mach-number dependent lift-to-drag ratios for the Boeing 787-8 could be 
obtained from a freely available model of this aircraft developed by Lyssis Ltd [93]. A 
parabolic drag polar for cruise flight at Mach 0.85 was estimated for the Boeing 747-8 by use 
of handbook methods for preliminary aircraft design [111], [130]. Figure 47 shows the lift-to-
drag ratios assumed for the 787 in clean configuration, i.e. with gears, flaps and slats 
retracted. As an approximation, the drag polars of the 787 model are equally assumed for the 
Airbus A350 XWB. More information regarding the aerodynamic properties of the aircraft 
models is found in Appendix Q.  
Two engine options are currently offered for the 787-8 consisting of the Rolls-Royce Trent 
1000 and the General Electric GEnx-1B. The Rolls-Royce Trent XWB engine is assumed for 
the A350 XWB-900. Performance models of engines similar to the GEnx-1B and Trent XWB 
have been developed at the DLR Institute of Propulsion Technology [106]. These models are 
simulated  by the VarCycle engine performance software  based on  preliminary performance  
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Lift to drag ratio of Boeing 787-8 in cruise flight
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Figure 47: Lift-to-drag characteristics assumed for a model of the Boeing 787-8 [93]  
data for the engine types mainly from [29] and [110]. No detailed performance models are 
available for the GEnx-2B engine of the Boeing 747-8 and the Trent 1000 for the 787. 
Assuming a similar technological level for the Trent 1000 as for the GEnx-1B, the fuel burn of 
a 787 with Rolls-Royce engines is assumed to be equal to the GEnx powered aircraft variant. 
Differences in the NOx emissions between GEnx and Trent 1000 are accounted for, as will 
be described below. A modified version of the GEnx-1B model is applied to provide engine 
performance and NOx emissions for the 747-822. Table 15 shows selected engine 
parameters according to the models created for this study. 
Using sea level emissions of NOx as a reference, in-flight emissions from the engines are 
calculated by use of emission correlation methods. At the time of writing, the engines’ 
emission indices of NOx have not yet been published in the ICAO emissions database [78]. 
Instead, NOx emission indices for sea-level static (SLS) conditions have been estimated 
based on the characteristic NOx levels that are predicted by engine manufacturers (see 
Figure 48). For the Rolls-Royce engines, NOx emissions in cruise flight are calculated by use 
of the DLR fuel flow correlation [31] assuming a single stage combustor. A combustor with 
TAPS  (twin annular premixing swirler)  technology is simulated for the  GEnx  model using a  
 GEnx-1B Trent XWB 
Flight phase Cruise1 Take-off2  Cruise1 Take-off2  
Thrust F [kN] 45 298 55 373 
Overall pressure ratio π 37.5 42.6 39.5 43.9 
Bypass ratio μ 10.2 9.2 13.6 12.1 
Turbine entry temperature TET [K] 1486 1805 1522 1835 
SFC [g/kN/s] 15.1 7.6 14.7 7.0 
1 Typical cruise at FL350, M0.85, installed engine;  2 Max. thrust for SLS  conditions, uninstalled.   
Table 15: Engine parameters of simulated engines for widebody aircraft [106]  
                                                
22 Assuming a 2% increase in SFC for the GEnx-2B due to its lower fan diameter (see Appendix Q).  
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Characteristic NOx Levels vs. Pressure Ratio
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Figure 48: Characteristic NOx levels assumed for engines of the near future (left) [78], [110]  
and NOx emissions as function of thrust assumed for the GEnx-1B model (right) [106]  
p3T3 approach [119]. The switching point from pilot mode to the combined pilot/main mode is 
assumed to occur at a constant temperature T3. During cruise, the model is operating in the 
pilot/main mode resulting in comparably low NOx emissions. The emission characteristics 
assumed for the GEnx-1B model are shown in the right diagram of Figure 48. Emission 
indices assumed for the Trent 1000 and Trent XWB models are found in Appendix Q. 
Given characteristic aircraft weights, drag polars and engine models, fuel consumption and 
NOx emissions can be calculated by the VarMission software. Figure 49 compares fuel 
efficiency and NOx emissions of the aircraft models to results for similarly sized reference 
aircraft [46]. Engine types with average NOx emissions (i.e. average Dp/F00 according to year 
2010 fleet statistics) are assumed for the reference aircraft if more than one engine option is 
in service on the aircraft type. The graphs refer to flight missions performed at the aircrafts’ 
maximum payload and assuming typical mission rules described earlier in chapter 3.2.3. 
Considering the limited and preliminary input data for the aircraft and engine models, the 
results shown in Figure 49 should be seen as estimates.  
For flights between 3000 and 8000 km, the Boeing 787 model has a specific fuel 
consumption that is 16% lower than for the Airbus A330-200. This number compares well to 
claims by Boeing predicting fuel efficiency improvements near 20% compared to existing 
aircraft [22]. Specific NOx emissions were found to be 33-35% lower for a 787-8 with GEnx-
1B engines compared to the A330-200 powered by Trent 772 engines. For the 787-8 with 
Trent 1000 engine model, however, specific NOx emissions are calculated to be about 23% 
higher than for the reference aircraft. Considering the single stage combustor of the Trent 
1000 in combination with its high pressure ratio and bypass ratio, comparably high NOx 
emissions on mission level seem plausible. The high bypass ratio of the Trent 1000 leads to 
a strong decline of maximum thrust with altitude. As a consequence, operating temperatures 
in cruise flight and hence NOx emissions are higher than for engines with lower bypass ratio. 
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The model representing the Airbus A350 XWB-900 with Trent XWB engines is found to be 
25% more fuel-efficient than the Boeing 777-200ER with Trent 892 engines while the 
difference in terms of specific NOx emissions is in the order of 38-40%. When comparing the 
Boeing 747-8I with GEnx-2B engines to its predecessor, the new aircraft’s fuel efficiency is 
14% better on average. The deltas are in line with predictions by the manufacturers (see [7], 
[21]). According to the models, specific NOx emissions of the 747-8I are 35% lower than for 
the 747-400 with PW 4056 engines.  
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Fuel Efficiency: A350-900 vs. 777-200ER
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Fuel Efficiency: 747-8I vs. 747-400
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Figure 49: Fuel efficiency and specific NOx emissions of future widebody aircraft  
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3.4.5.3 NARROWBODY AIRCRAFT OF THE NEAR FUTURE  
Airbus A320 and Boeing 737 currently dominate the market for narrowbody aircraft. New 
engine types are planned to be introduced for both aircraft families, resulting in considerable 
improvements of fuel efficiency and emissions. The A320 NEO (new engine option) will be 
delivered from 2016 onwards, whereas the recently announced 737 MAX will be introduced 
in 2017. The CFM International LEAP-X engine and a geared turbofan based on the Pratt & 
Whitney PW1000G family are being developed for the A320 NEO. The Boeing 737 MAX will 
be powered by a derivative of the LEAP-X.  
In order to consider this new generation of aircraft in the emissions forecast, aircraft and 
engine models for the A320 NEO family have been developed. At the time of writing, 
available information on the 737 MAX and on its engine were not sufficient to create a 
simulation model. As a workaround, the A320 NEO models are used to represent the Boeing 
737 MAX for fuel burn and emissions calculation. A generic regional jet resembling the 
Mitsubishi MRJ-90ER has also been simulated and is used to represent a number of similar 
aircraft types expected for the near future. This includes the Mitsubishi MRJ family as well as 
the Suchoi SSJ10023. The aircraft models are based on characteristic weights, drag polars 
and representative engine models simulated by DLR’s engine performance software 
VarCycle. Table 16 presents the characteristic weights assumed for the generic regional jet 
and the A320 NEO family. The NEO models are based on data for the A320 family, but with 
modified empty weights and increased MTOW [60]. 
 Generic RJ  A319 NEO A320 NEO A321 NEO 
Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) [kg] 40 995  76 500 (est.) 79 000 94 000 (est.) 
Operating empty weight (OEW) [kg] 24 900 42 300 (est.) 44 100 49 900 (est.) 
Maximum payload (MPL) [kg] 11 000 17 900 20 100 24 640 
Maximum fuel capacity (MFC) [kg] 8 000 18 729 18 729 23 300 
Source of data 
Similar to MRJ90 
[96], [105] 
Based on A319 
[2], [60] 
Based on A320 
[2], [60] 
Based on A321 
[2], [60] 
Table 16: Characteristic weights of future regional jet and A320 NEO models 
For the A320 NEO family, the lift-to-drag characteristics are based on an existing model of 
the Airbus A320 from Lyssis Ltd [92], which was modified by a delta CD0 for the stretch and 
shrink variants obtained by use of handbook methods. Aerodynamic improvements of the 
NEO aircraft (e.g. by improved winglets) are assumed to compensate for the new engine’s 
larger dimensions. Handbooks methods for preliminary aircraft design from [111] and [130] 
have been used to estimate a parabolic drag polar for the generic regional jet in cruise 
configuration. More information about the aircrafts’ aerodynamics is found in Appendix Q. 
                                                
23 Bombardier CSeries aircraft are represented by the A319 NEO model for fuel burn and emissions calculations. 
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Lift to drag ratio of Airbus A320 (NEO) in cruise flight
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Figure 50: Lift-to-drag characteristics assumed for the A320 NEO [92] in cruise flight  
The regional jet is assumed to be powered by the Pratt & Whitney PW1217G engine 
developed for the Mitsubishi MRJ. A VarCycle model [106] of an engine with similar 
characteristics was available for this study based on preliminary engine specifications from 
[85] and [110]. As certification data are not yet published for the PW1217G, sea-level NOx 
emission indices have been estimated as function of thrust based on the characteristic NOx 
level used as design target (see Figure 48 on page 85). A derivative of the PW1000G series 
with insertion of new technology is in development for the re-engined A320 family. At the 
time of writing, detailed characteristics are not yet available for this engine nor for the 
competing LEAP-X. For this study, the engine model used for the regional jet has been up-
scaled to provide a take-off thrust of up to 150 kN (for the A321 NEO). The upscaled model 
has been tweaked slightly for improved fuel efficiency and is assumed as representative 
engine for the A320 NEO family. Derated versions are used for the A320 NEO and A319 
NEO. NOx emission characteristics for these engines have been estimated as 55% below the 
CAEP/6 limit (see Figure 48). Emissions in cruise flight are calculated by use of the DLR fuel 
flow method [31] assuming a conventional RQL combustor. While these emissions are 
assumed as representative for PW1000G-powered aircraft, the potential of the TAPS 
combustor of the LEAP-X engine is assumed to result in reduced emissions in cruise flight: A 
20% reduction of the EI NOx is therefore assumed for the NEO variant powered by LEAP-X.  
 PW 1217G Generic Eng.  (A321 NEO)* 
Flight phase Cruise1 Take-off2  Cruise1 Take-off2  
Thrust F [kN] 12 77 23 150 
Overall pressure ratio π 28.8 30.1 - - 
Bypass ratio μ 14.8 12.9 - - 
Turbine entry temperature TET [K] 1482 1755 - - 
SFC [g/kN/s] 15.3 7.4 14.6 6.7 
* Scaled version of the PW1217G model; no detailed performance model available. 
1 Typical cruise at FL350, M0.77 (RJ) or M0.78 (A321);  2 Max. thrust for SLS conditions, uninstalled.   
Table 17: Engine parameters of simulated engines for narrowbody aircraft 
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Figure 51 shows fuel efficiency and specific NOx emissions of the newly created models. 
Engine types with average NOx emissions (i.e. average Dp/F00 according to year 2010 fleet 
statistics) are assumed for the reference aircraft if more than one engine option is in service 
for this aircraft type. The graphs refer to flight missions performed at the aircrafts’ maximum 
payload and assuming typical mission rules described earlier in chapter 3.2.3. Considering 
the limited and mostly preliminary input data for aircraft and engine models, the results 
should be seen as initial estimates. According to the models, the new regional jet delivers a 
fuel efficiency improvement of 25% over the similarly sized Bombardier CRJ-900 on flights 
between 500km and 1500km. In accordance with predictions by Airbus [5], the A320 NEO is 
found to be 15% more fuel efficient than the A320 reference aircraft. Similar improvements 
are found for the A319 NEO and A321 NEO models compared to their predecessors. 
Specific NOx emissions of the A320 NEO model in the version with RQL combustor are 
roughly 23% below those of an A320 with CFM56-5A3 engines. As mentioned before, an 
additional 20% reduction is assumed for the version with TAPS combustor. In the fleet 
forecast, equal market shares are assumed for both engine options. NOx emissions of the 
generic regional jet are found to be of comparable magnitude as for the CRJ-900. This can 
be explained by higher temperatures of the PW1000G engine in cruise flight.  
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Fuel Efficiency: Generic RJ vs. CRJ-900
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Figure 51: Fuel efficiency and specific NOx emissions of future narrowbody aircraft 
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3.4.5.4 A GENERIC NARROWBODY AIRCRAFT FAMILY OF THE 2020S 
Models of a generic narrowbody aircraft have been developed for this study. The new aircraft 
are assumed to be comparable in size and range to the Airbus A320 family while making use 
of more advanced technologies, particularly in the fields of engine systems and materials. 
The aircraft represent a technology level that can be expected for the early 2020s. Following 
recent decisions by Airbus and Boeing to re-engine the existing generation of narrowbody 
aircraft instead of developing new aircraft and assuming that new aircraft in this segment will 
not be developed until the late 2020s, these aircraft models are used in an alternative and 
hypothetical fleet scenario only (see chapter 4.4.4).  
Different concepts are being discussed for a new single-aisle aircraft, ranging from aircraft 
powered by advanced turbofans (e.g. geared turbofans with ultra high bypass ratio) to more 
revolutionary designs with open rotor engines. While open rotors may lead to a better fuel 
efficiency than advanced turbofans, this option is likely to have drawbacks in terms of noise 
emissions and flight speed and may require more radical changes in the fields of aircraft 
configuration and aircraft design. For the current study, a thermodynamic engine model with 
ultra-high bypass ratio (UHBR) based on a design from the CLAIRE 2 project by DLR and 
MTU [35] was available for the propulsion of the new aircraft. Table 18 summarizes the most 
important design specifications of the baseline aircraft. 
Specifications of an Airbus A320 successor 
Entry into service  approx. 2021 
Number of seats 150 in a 3-class configuration 
Design range  2300 NM (4260 km) 
Design payload / max. payload 18,000 kg / 20,100 kg 
Typical cruise Mach number 0.78 
Typical cruise altitude 35,000 ft  
Engine  2x ultra high bypass ratio turbofans 
Derivative aircraft 
stretched variant with 199 seats  
shrink variant with 134 seats 
Table 18: Design specification for a future narrowbody aircraft family 
Handbook methods for preliminary aircraft design by Roskam [111] and Torenbeek [130] 
have been used in order to provide estimations of characteristic weights and aerodynamic 
properties of the new aircraft. Moderate technological improvements compared to the current 
state-of-the-art are assumed in these fields. The advanced UHBR engine was simulated in 
DLR’s VarCycle engine performance software and has been scaled during the design 
process in order to match the aircrafts’ thrust requirements. Assuming a family concept, both 
a stretch and a shrink version have been derived from the baseline aircraft. An overview on 
the preliminary design process and major assumptions made during this process are given in 
Appendix R.  
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The resulting characteristics of the future aircraft family will be described briefly in the 
following paragraphs. More details are found in a separate report [131]. Three components 
determine fuel efficiency and emissions of the aircraft-engine models used in this study: 
characteristic aircraft weights, aircraft aerodynamics and engine characteristics. These 
components have been matched during the preliminary design process. Table 19 
summarizes the resulting weights of the aircraft family. The operating empty weight of the 
baseline aircraft is approximately 10% lower than the empty weight of the similarly sized 
Airbus A320 due to new materials and improvements in the field of lightweight construction.   
 Future Narrowbody (Shrink) 
Future Narrowbody 
(Baseline) 
Future Narrowbody  
(Stretch) 
Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) [kg] 65 750 68 600 81 900 
Maximum zero fuel weight (MZFW) [kg] 54 420 58 240 68 000 
Operating empty weight (OEW) [kg] 36 520 38 140 43 360 
Maximum payload (MPL) [kg] 17 900 20 100 24 640 
Maximum fuel capacity (MFC) [kg] 15 200  15 200 18 770 incl. center tanks 
Table 19: Characteristic weights of future narrowbody aircraft 
The aerodynamic properties required for flight mission simulation are approximated by a 
parabolic drag polar. Figure 52 shows the drag polars of the future narrowbody family in 
clean configuration (with gears, flaps and slats retracted). Only a moderate improvement of 
the lift-to-drag ratios compared to aircraft of the current generation is assumed. This is based 
on the assumption that revolutionary improvements in aerodynamics, e.g. the use of laminar 
flow control, are not yet ready to be applied on these aircraft [65].  
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Figure 52: Parabolic drag polars assumed for future narrowbody aircraft in cruise flight 
The engine type chosen for the new aircraft family is based on an engine model with ultra-
high bypass ratio (UHBR) originating from the CLAIRE 2 project by DLR and MTU [35]. The 
engine model is simulated in VarCycle and has been scaled to meet the thrust requirements 
of the heaviest (i.e. the stretched) aircraft version. Top-of-climb conditions were identified as 
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the dimensioning case for the engines. The main engine characteristics are summarized in 
Table 20. Derated versions of this engine with 118-113kN take-off thrust are assumed to 
power the baseline and shrink variants of the aircraft family.  
 Cruise1 Top-of-climb2 Take-off3 
Thrust F [kN] 18.8 25 140 
Overall pressure ratio π 40.5 50.0 42.8 
Bypass ratio μ 15.7 14.0 13.2 
Turbine entry temperature TET [K] 1499 1750 1820 
SFC [g/kN/s] 14.0 14.9 6.4 
1 Engine design point, FL350, M0.78, ISA;   2 FL350, M0.78, ISA;   3 Max. thrust for SLS conditions, ISA 
Table 20: Engine parameters of future narrowbody aircraft (highest thrust version)  
Engine emissions of NOx have been estimated based on mid-term and long-term technology 
goals and taking into account certification NOx levels of the most recent aircraft engines [78], 
[110]. This includes most notably the GEnx-1B engine with TAPS (twin annular premixing 
swirler) combustor technology intended for the Boeing 787 aircraft. The TAPS technology 
delivers a comparably large reduction of NOx emissions compared to single annular 
combustors. As can be seen on the left hand side of Figure 53, the GEnx-1B engines already 
reach the mid-term technology goal for engine NOx emissions forecasted by a group of 
independent experts for the year 2016 [110]. Until the assumed entry into service of the 
UHBR engine around 2020, further maturation of the TAPS technology can be expected. 
Considering the recent progress in the field of TAPS combustors and assuming evolutionary 
improvements of combustor technology until 2020, characteristic NOx levels of 21-29 g/kN 
seem plausible for the UHBR engine, depending on the actual thrust rating24. These NOx 
levels, which are also visualized in Figure 53, are below those predicted for the GEnx family 
and also below the level of the CFM56-5B engines used on the Airbus A320 – despite the 
much higher pressure ratios of the UHBR engines.  
In order to simulate engine emissions at different operating conditions, a model of the TAPS 
combustor has been created in DLR’s VarCycle software [106]. Given the characteristic NOx 
levels described above and assuming a staged reference function of NOx emission index 
versus combustor inlet temperature (T3), in-flight emissions of NOx can be calculated. The 
p3T3 correlation [119] was applied for this purpose assuming that the switching point from 
pilot mode to the combined pilot/main mode occurs at a constant temperature T3. Figure 53 
shows the emission index of NOx versus thrust as simulated by the software. During cruise 
flight the engines are operated in the combined pilot/main mode resulting in NOx emissions 
which are considerably lower than for a comparable engine with RQL combustor.  
                                                
24 The characteristic NOx level Dp/F00 is used by ICAO for engine certification (see chapter 2.3.2). 
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Characteristic NOx Levels vs. Pressure Ratio
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Figure 53: NOx emission characteristics assumed for future UHBR engines [106] 
For flight mission simulation, VarCycle has been coupled to VarMission. Figure 54 visualizes 
fuel efficiency and specific NOx emissions of the future aircraft in baseline configuration 
compared to a simulated Airbus A320 with the latest CFM56-5B4/3 engines. The graphs 
refer to flight missions performed at the maximum payload for each range. At mission 
distances between 500 and 4500 km the fuel efficiency of the new aircraft is 27-30% better 
than for the similarly sized A320. This delta represents a conservative, but realistic estimate 
compared e.g. to a 25-35% fuel burn reduction potential identified by the International Air 
Transport Association (IATA) for a newly developed aircraft before 2020 [71]. Specific NOx 
emissions are 36-45% lower than for the reference aircraft. The payload-range performance 
and further details about the new aircraft family are found in Appendix R.  
Considering the large number of design parameters, it is difficult to predict future aircraft and 
engine characteristics. The generic narrowbody aircraft designed for this study reflect the 
author’s view of future aircraft and engine development. An engine with lower pressure ratio 
and lower combustion temperature, for instance, can be expected to deliver even lower NOx 
emissions – but at the cost of a fuel burn penalty.   
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Figure 54: Fuel efficiency and specific NOx emissions of future narrowbody aircraft 
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3.4.5.5 AIRCRAFT REPRESENTATION FOR FUEL BURN AND EMISSIONS CALCULATION  
In the Air Traffic Emissions Module, fuel burn and emissions of aircraft types with no 
available performance model are estimated by assuming a representative aircraft model with 
similar characteristics. In this approach, the absolute fuel burn and emissions calculated for 
the representative model are equally assumed for the original aircraft type (see chapter 
3.3.5). For simulations of present civil aviation, performance models from the 
EUROCONTROL BADA database are available for nearly all major aircraft types. As a 
consequence, the error associated with this approach can be expected to be rather small.  
In the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module, only a limited number of performance models 
are available for aircraft types of the short-term and medium-term future. For the Airbus A350 
XWB family, for example, a model of the -900 version has been created while no 
performance models are currently available for the -800 and -1000 variants. Consequently, 
representative aircraft models are to be used for fuel burn and emissions calculation. Given 
the presumably high significance of the aforementioned aircraft types for future aviation, a 
modified approach is followed in order to reduce the potential error associated with aircraft 
representation: In the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module, any representative aircraft’s 
fuel burn and emissions can be altered in order to better reflect the expected characteristics 
of the aircraft type it represents. Table 21 shows the assumptions used in this study.  
Aircraft type* Representative model Assumption for aircraft representation 
Boeing 737 MAX 7 / 8 / 9 A319 / A320 / A321 NEO (TAPS) equal fuel burn and emissions per kg payload 
Boeing 787-9 Boeing 787-8 equal fuel burn and emissions per kg payload 
Airbus A350 XWB-800 / -1000 Airbus A350 XWB-900 equal fuel burn and emissions per kg payload 
Boeing 777-200 / -300 Successor Airbus A350 XWB-900 
equal fuel burn per kg payload and  
30% reduction of NOx emissions per kg payload** 
E-Jet Successor (98 seats) 
CRJ Successor (90 seats) 
Generic Regional Jet  
(similar to MRJ-90ER) 
equal fuel burn per kg payload and  
30% reduction of NOx emissions per kg payload** 
CRJ & E-Jet Successor (70 seats) E170 20% red. of fuel burn and emissions per kg payload 
ERJ Successor (50 seats) E145 25% red. of fuel burn and emissions per kg payload 
Future Turboprop (90 seats) ATR 72 25% red. of fuel burn and emissions per kg payload 
ATR / DHC Succ. (50 / 70 seats) ATR 42 / ATR 72 20% red. of fuel burn and emissions per kg payload 
* Passenger aircraft only; see Appendix S for cargo aircraft.     ** Assuming TAPS combustor technology.        
Table 21: Assumptions for passenger aircraft without available simulation model  
The A350 XWB-800 and -1000 are represented by the -900 version assuming the same fuel 
efficiency and emissions per kg payload. Equal fuel burn per kg payload and a 30% 
reduction of NOx emissions compared to the A350 XWB-900 are assumed for a Boeing 777 
successor expected to be introduced around 2020. To account for the trend towards re-
engining existing airframes instead of developing all-new aircraft, these performance 
assumptions represent conservative estimates. Further assumptions about the development 
of engine NOx emissions will be described in the following chapter.  
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3.4.6 OTHER ASSUMPTIONS 
Besides modelling air traffic growth and aircraft fleet changes over time, other effects that 
influence fuel efficiency and emissions are accounted for by the Air Traffic Emissions 
Forecast Module. This includes the following aspects:  
• The improvement of aircraft and engine types during their production periods,  
e.g. by aerodynamic optimization, weight reduction or new combustor technology.  
• Load factor changes with time. 
• Improvements of Air Traffic Management procedures.  
The assumptions with respect to the aforementioned effects are shortly summarized in the 
following paragraphs. 
3.4.6.1 FUEL EFFICIENCY IMPROVEMENT BY SERIAL MODIFICATION 
Commercial aircraft types are often optimized during their production periods, e.g. by weight 
reduction, minor aerodynamic modifications or updated engine revisions. Such modifications 
have a positive influence on fuel efficiency, although the (comparably small) effect is difficult 
to quantify. In the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module, an aircraft type’s fuel efficiency is 
assumed to improve by 0.4% per year during its production period. This assumption was 
adopted from the Aero2k emissions forecast [53]. A correction factor for fuel consumption 
and emissions on flight mission level can be calculated as follows: 
 (30) ( )DeltaYears0.4%-1FactorEfficiency =   
For aircraft types that are in production in the first year of the forecast, DeltaYears is the 
number of years between the delivery of the individual aircraft and the base year of the 
forecast. For aircraft types introduced during the forecast period, DeltaYears is the delta 
between the delivery year of an aircraft and the aircraft type’s year of introduction. It should 
be noted that the efficiency correction is only applied to aircraft that are newly delivered 
during the forecast, whereas the fuel efficiency of older aircraft is assumed to remain 
constant. Given the above assumption, a newly delivered Boeing 777-300ER in 2020 would 
be around 4% more fuel-efficient than an aircraft of the same type delivered in 2010. The 
efficiency factor is applied on mission fuel consumption and emissions as calculated by use 
of the emission profiles (see chapter 3.2.6):  
 (31a) FactorEfficiencyptionFuelConsumptionFuelConsum profilesefficiencycorrected ⋅=,  
 (31b) FactorEfficiencyEmissionsEmissions profilesefficiencycorrected ⋅=,  
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3.4.6.2 REDUCTION OF NOX EMISSIONS BY IMPROVED ENGINE COMBUSTORS 
Fuel efficiency improvement by serial modification, as described in the previous paragraphs, 
has only a minor effect on NOx emissions. Considerably higher savings of NOx may result 
from new combustor technology, which potentially influences NOx emission indices (EI) 
measured in gram emissions per kilogram fuel. In the past, improved combustors with 
reduced emission indices of NOx have been implemented as part of engine revision updates, 
for example for the PW4000 and GE90 engine families. The recent certification of lean-burn 
“TAPS” combustors with the GEnx-1B engines gives rise to hopes that low-NOx combustor 
technology will also be implemented into new revisions of other engine types.  
It is difficult to predict whether or when such engine updates will be introduced. No 
information on entry into service (EIS), performance or emissions of future combustors are 
currently available from engine manufacturers. Assumptions have to be made to consider 
potential effects from improved combustors in an emissions forecast until 2030. Two 
methodologies have been implemented into the Forecast Module that can be used to 
simulate improvements of an engine type’s NOx emissions during its production period: 
• Method 1: The EIS of improved engine revisions can be specified manually for each 
engine type. For aircraft delivered after this date and equipped with such engines, a 
correction factor for NOx emissions on flight mission level is used to account for an 
improved emission index.  
• Method 2: Emission standards as those set by ICAO can be defined for the 
forecasting period. In each year of the forecast, compliance with effective emission 
standards is checked for all newly delivered aircraft-engine-combinations. Non-
compliant engines have their emission characteristics modified such that compliance 
to the standards is reached.  
A combination of the two methods is used for the emissions forecast presented in this study. 
Method 1 is applied for the most recent large turbofan engines with a presumably high 
contribution to aviation’s NOx emissions in the medium term future. Table 22 summarizes the 
respective assumptions. By the year 2020, the 30% reduction targets shown in Table 22 
should be well within the capabilities of both lean burn and optimized RQL combustors.  
Engine family Corresponding aircraft family  EIS improved combustor Effect of improved combustor* 
Trent 1000 (EIS 2011) Boeing 787 2020 EI NOx as for competing GEnx-1B 
Trent XWB (EIS 2013) Airbus A350 2022 30% reduction of EI NOx  
Trent 900 (EIS 2007) Airbus A380 2024 30% reduction of EI NOx  
GP 7200 (EIS 2007) Airbus A380 2026 30% reduction of EI NOx  
* For simplicity, effects are considered on flight mission level by use of a correction factor on calculated NOx emissions.  
Table 22: Assumptions for future combustor updates in aircraft engines (baseline scenario) 
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For engine types not listed in Table 22, method 2 ensures that regulatory standards for 
engine NOx emissions are met. This approach requires the prediction of future emission 
standards until the end of the forecasting period. Emission standards for NOx are set by 
ICAO and define upper limits for an engine’s characteristic value Dp/F00 that is calculated by 
dividing NOx emissions Dp during a standardized landing-and-take-off cycle by the engine’s 
maximum take-off thrust F00. Upper limits for Dp/F00 are defined as function of overall 
pressure ratio π00 at take-off conditions. The left-hand diagram in Figure 55 shows historical 
and current NOx standards for jet engines with more than 89kN thrust. Since 2008, newly 
certified engine types need to comply with the CAEP/6 emissions standard. The more 
stringent CAEP/8 standard for newly certified engines will come into effect in 2014. For the 
year 2013, a production cut-off was agreed for engines that are not compliant to the CAEP/6 
limit [81]. Also shown in the left-hand diagram are technology goals for 2016 and 2026 
according to a NOx-review performed for ICAO by a group of independent experts [109].  
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Figure 55: NOx standards and technology goals (left); NOx stringency in forecast (right)  
Future stringency of emission standards as assumed in this study is roughly based on the 
technology goals. The right-hand diagram in Figure 55 shows future NOx limits for newly 
certified engines that are assumed for the baseline forecast scenario. The predicted 
emission limits are based on the assumption that the technology goals set by the 
independent experts group are met. Some of the most recent engine designs like the GEnx-
1B engines for the Boeing 787 already comply with the mid-term technology goal, at least in 
their lower-thrust versions [109]. Assuming a quick adoption of the most recent combustor 
technology by all engine manufacturers, ICAO may be able to set certification limits in 2020 
and 2030 that correspond to the former medium-term and long-term goals for 2016 and 
2026. Agreements limiting the NOx emissions of in-production engines are assumed to be 
reached in 2020 (CAEP/8 standard) and in 2030 (CAEP/8-35%). The details regarding 
assumed NOx limits are summarized in Table 23. A scenario without further stringency of 
NOx limits after 2014 has also been evaluated and will be discussed later in chapter 4.4.2. 
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Year NOx regulatory limit for  newly certified engines 
NOx regulatory limit for  
in-production engines 
2004 CAEP/4 CAEP/2 
2008 CAEP/6 CAEP/2 
2014  CAEP/8  CAEP/6 (from 2013) 
2017 CAEP/8 – 17% CAEP/6 
2020 
CAEP/8 – 35% 
(~Mid-term goal from [109] for low π00*) CAEP/8 
2025 CAEP/8 – 50% CAEP/8 
2030 Long-term goal from [109] 
CAEP/8 – 35% 
(~ Mid-term goal from [109] for low π00*) 
* higher slope compared to mid-term technology goal for π00 > 30, see Figure 55. 
Table 23: NOx stringency assumptions in the baseline scenario of the forecast 
Given the emission standards from Table 23, the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module 
ensures that limits for in-production engines are met for all aircraft-engine combinations that 
are newly delivered during the forecast. In the model, this task is implemented as part of the 
engine assignment process to newly delivered aircraft. Similar to the approach described in 
chapter 3.3.5 for the Air Traffic Emissions Module, engine types for newly delivered aircraft 
are chosen stochastically according to the engines’ relative shares in the aircraft 
manufacturer’s order backlog. The ASCEND fleets database contains this information [11] 
while engine emissions including the characteristic Dp/F00 levels are available from the ICAO 
Engine Exhaust Emissions Databank [78]. If an engine type assigned to a newly delivered 
aircraft does not meet the emission limit for in-production engines, this engine type is 
assumed to be equipped with new combustor technology.  
In the model, combustor updates are introduced in the year in which a new limit for in-
production engines becomes obligatory. In reality, updated combustor revisions can be 
expected to be certified some time before a new limit comes into effect. Any such upgrade is 
likely to designed not only to meet the upcoming NOx standard, but any limit for in-production 
engines within the expected production period. For simplicity, the model assumes new 
combustors leading to target values of Dp/F00 that are 25% (for engines < 200kN thrust) or 
15% (for engines ≥ 200kN thrust) below the certification limit from the previous year. These 
percentages are rough estimates for NOx characteristics of upgraded engine revisions, 
based on recent certification data [78]. To reach the target value for Dp/F00, an engine’s 
emission indices of NOx are reduced uniformly in all four ICAO certification points while all 
other engine parameters including thrust, pressure ratio and fuel flow are assumed to remain 
unchanged. The relative change of the average emission index of NOx on flight missions is 
assumed to be equal to the relative change of the Dp/F00 value when reducing the LTO 
emission indices as described above. Similar simplifications were used in the Aero2k 
emissions inventory for the year 2025 [53].  
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3.4.6.3 LOAD FACTOR DEVELOPMENT 
Figure 56 shows the historical development of load factors from 1970 to 2010. Moderate 
improvements of the average load factors are assumed in the baseline forecast of this study 
to account for progress in the fields of reservation systems and airline yield management. 
Linear improvements of load factors from 2010 onwards until 2030 are assumed. An average 
seat load factor of 81% and a weight load factor of 68% are assumed as targets for the year 
2030 – compared to 78% and 65% in preliminary figures for 2010 [8]. The seat load factor 
development in the model is roughly in line with the 80% load factor assumed for the year 
2025 in the ICAO Outlook for Air Transport [79].    
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Figure 56: Load factors according to ICAO [77], [8] and forecast assumptions 
During the forecast, load factors are modified after the Air Traffic Growth model has been 
applied to the Flight Movements and Emissions Database. As the base year flight 
movements are assigned to city-pair-specific or airline-specific load factors from ICAO 
statistics, year-by-year deltas of the average load factors are calculated from the input 
assumptions and are applied to all flights from the movements database. This way, the 
average load factors assumed as targets for the forecast years are met while load factor 
differences between city-pairs or airlines are retained. In the forecast model, traffic growth is 
modelled by increasing flight frequencies (see chapter 3.4.3) whereas load factor 
improvements imply a reduction of flight frequencies. A frequency correction is required in 
order to keep the revenue transport performance of each flight schedule entry unchanged: 
 (32) Frequencyoldnew kFrequencyFrequency ⋅=   
   with  
new
old
Frequency SLF
SLFk =       for passenger flights and 
      
new
old
Frequency WLF
WLFk =       for cargo flights. 
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3.4.6.4 IMPROVEMENT OF ATM EFFICIENCY 
Potential improvement in the field of Air Traffic Management (ATM) can be simulated by 
modifying ATM efficiency with time. In the emission forecasts of this study, efficiency goals 
set by the Civil Air Navigation Services Organization (CANSO) are assumed to be met. 
Figure 57 shows the efficiency goals for the years 2005-2050 originating from a recent 
CANSO report [27]. In this report, 100% efficiency corresponds to an ideal system with all 
aircraft flying at the optimum trajectory and at the most fuel-efficient altitudes and speeds. 
The global efficiency of the ATM system is expected to increase from around 93% in 2005 to 
97% in 2050. A system efficiency of 93% implies a fuel burn penalty due to ATM measures 
of 7% on average compared to the ideal air traffic system. 
 
Figure 57: ATM efficiency goals from the CANSO report [27]  
The graph shown in Figure 57 can be approximated by a polynomial function that is used to 
determine the ATM efficiency in every year of the forecast. Of course, any other function 
describing the development of ATM efficiency as function of time could also be used by the 
model. Applying the same approach as in Air Traffic Emissions Module, the remaining 
inefficiency is split up into a ground-based component, a terminal area component as well as 
horizontal and vertical en-route components. The relative shares of the individual 
components are assumed to remain constant. Except for the vertical en-route inefficiency25, 
all the aforementioned components can be considered when calculating fuel burn and 
emissions. As was described earlier for the Air Traffic Emissions Module, increased taxi 
times, additional holding flight phases and an extension of the flight distance compared to 
ideal conditions are simulated. The details about ATM efficiency and the associated fuel burn 
and emissions calculations were described earlier in chapter 3.3.4 and 3.3.5. 
                                                
25 The vertical en-route efficiency is not modelled explicitly, but assumed to be included in the pre-calculated  
    emission profiles, see chapter 3.3.4. 
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4 AIR TRAFFIC EMISSIONS 2000-2030 
4.1 OVERVIEW ON APPLICATION STUDIES   
This chapter presents results from an initial application of the Air Traffic Emissions Module 
and the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module, which were described in chapter 3. Emission 
profiles produced by the VarMission Flight Mission and Emissions tool are used by these 
modules in order to calculate fuel burn and emissions in the application studies. The 
following studies have been performed:  
• An analysis of transport performance, fuel burn and emissions  
of scheduled aviation for the years 2000-2010. 
• A forecast of transport performance, fuel burn and NOx emissions of scheduled 
aviation for the years 2011-2030.  
• Sensitivity analyses regarding selected forecast assumptions 
including traffic growth rates, assumptions about future engine combustors and  
the entry into service date of future aircraft types.  
Chapter 4.2 presents calculation results for historical aviation from the year 2000 until 2010. 
Transport performance and emissions determined by the simulation model are analysed and 
compared to results from reference sources like ICAO air transport statistics [74], the IEA 
statistics on sold aviation fuels [84], the Aero2k study [53] and the FAA’s SAGE inventories 
[55]. The assessment regarding historical aviation covers transport performance, fuel burn 
and emissions of NOx, CO, HC and black carbon.  
Forecast results for 2011-2030 are presented in chapter 4.3 and are compared to studies like 
the ICAO Outlook for Air Transport [79], the Airbus and Boeing market forecasts [4], [19], the 
Aero2k inventory for 2025 [53] and ICAO CAEP forecasts of fuel burn and NOx emissions 
until 2036 [82]. Forecast results cover transport performance, fuel consumption, fleet 
composition and emissions of NOx. Emissions of CO, HC and black carbon are not predicted 
by the forecast module, as reliable input data for such evaluations are currently not available.  
Sensitivities of selected forecast assumptions and their influence on air traffic emissions are 
evaluated in chapter 4.4. This includes assumptions regarding the introduction of improved 
low-NOx combustors for future aircraft engines. Besides, the effects of traffic growth on fuel 
efficiency and the effects of delays in the introduction of future aircraft types on global 
emissions are discussed. In an additional case study, a hypothetical scenario with all-new 
single aisle aircraft types instead of the re-engined 737 MAX and A320 NEO families is 
assessed in this chapter. 
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4.2 AIR TRAFFIC EMISSIONS 2000-2010 
4.2.1 RESULTS SUMMARY 
The Air Traffic Emissions Module has been used to calculate transport performance, fuel 
burn and emissions of NOx, CO, HC and soot for scheduled aviation. Flight schedules 
compiled by the Official Airline Guide (OAG) for the years 2000 and 2003-2010 have served 
as the primary source of flight movements data. The main results are summarized in Table 
24, more detailed tabulated data is found in Appendix U.  
Year RPK  [1012 Pkm] 
TKT  
[109 tkm] 
Fuel 
[109 kg] 
NOx  
[109 kg] 
CO  
[106 kg] 
HC  
[106 kg] 
Soot  
[106 kg] 
Soot Particle 
Number Est. 
2000* 3.24 412 155 1.95 630 1073 6.78 6.67·1025 
2003** 3.20 399 145 1.83 554 804 5.62 5.72·1025 
2004** 3.60 451 156 1.99 582 795 5.83 6.01·1025 
2005** 3.92 495 168 2.14 600 804 6.01 6.25·1025 
2006 4.15 519 172 2.21 603 771 6.02 6.25·1025 
2007 4.48 557 181 2.34 615 740 6.08 6.34·1025 
2008 4.58 567 185 2.40 621 713 6.17 6.46·1025 
2009 4.53 549 178 2.33 583 622 5.75 6.02·1025 
2010 4.95 603 188 2.47 604 622 6.09 6.40·1025 
* September 2000 schedules available only. Results have been scaled for the estimation of yearly values. 
** January and July schedules available for 2003-2005. Results have been scaled to estimate yearly values. 
Table 24: Historical transport performance, fuel burn and emissions for scheduled aviation  
According to the model, the transport performance of scheduled aviation measured in 
revenue passenger-kilometres (RPK) has increased by 53% from 3.24 · 1012 Pkm in the year 
2000 to 4.95 · 1012 Pkm in 2010. Total tonne-kilometres transported (TKT), which include 
both passenger and (belly-) cargo transport, have increased by 46% from 412 · 109 tkm to 
603 · 109 tkm. Fuel consumption has grown by 21% from 155 Mt to 188 Mt while NOx 
emissions increased by 27% from 1.95 Mt to 2.47 Mt. HC emissions show a decreasing 
trend while CO and soot emissions remain approximately constant. It should be noted that 
the accuracy of the soot emission calculations (and particularly the soot particle number 
estimation) must be regarded as low and the respective results require careful interpretation. 
The relative growth in fuel consumption is lower than the increase in transport performance, 
which is due to more efficient aircraft, increasing load factors and improved air traffic 
management procedures in the year 2010 compared to the year 2000. Using fuel burn per 
tonne-kilometres as a measure of fuel efficiency, efficiency has improved from 376 g/tkm to 
313 g/tkm. This corresponds to a 17% efficiency improvement in the timeframe 2000-2010. 
Specific emissions of NOx have decreased from 4.74 g/tkm in the year 2000 to 4.11 g/tkm in 
2010 corresponding to a 13% improvement. A more detailed analysis of transport 
performance, fuel burn and emissions results will be performed in the following chapters. 
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4.2.2 TRANSPORT PERFORMANCE 
Figure 58 compares the transport performance calculated in this study to statistics from the 
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). These statistics cover “scheduled services 
of airlines of ICAO contracting states” [74], [8] and rely on data reported by ICAO member 
states. The scope of the ICAO statistics should be roughly comparable to the OAG flight 
schedules, which are used as the primary data source in this study. Given the rather difficult 
differentiation between scheduled and unscheduled traffic and considering the potentially 
incomplete coverage of flights both in ICAO and OAG data, the comparison should be seen 
as a plausibility check rather than a validation.  
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Figure 58: Comparison of model results based on OAG with ICAO statistics [74], [8] 
Both the available and the actual transport performance from the model agree well with 
corresponding ICAO data. This implies comparable average load factors in the model and in 
the ICAO statistics. The downturn of air traffic after September 11th 2001 and the effects of 
the economic recession starting in mid-2008 are clearly visible in the graphs. When 
analysing the transport performance contributions from the passenger and freight sectors, it 
can be seen that the model shows a slightly higher passenger transport performance (3-6%) 
than ICAO statistics, which is partly compensated by a lower contribution from the freight 
sector. The higher transport performance in the passenger sector indicates a wider coverage 
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of passenger flights in the OAG schedules compared to ICAO statistics. The lower transport 
performance in the freight sector is most likely due to the incomplete coverage of cargo 
flights in the OAG flight schedules (see chapter 3.3.2).  
Differences between the OAG and ICAO data samples become more obvious when 
analysing the number of flights and aircraft kilometres per year (see Figure 58). The number 
of flights in the model is 10-20% higher than in the ICAO statistics while aircraft kilometres 
are only 3-6% higher than reported by ICAO. A possible explanation for these findings is a 
higher coverage of short-distance flights in the OAG schedules. The explanation is 
consistent with the transport performance results described above: Given the short distances 
of the additional flights in the OAG schedules and assuming that such flights are mostly 
performed by small passenger aircraft, the contribution of these flights to the total transport 
performance is comparably small.  
4.2.3 FUEL CONSUMPTION 
While ICAO statistics are a reference source for transport performance and traffic volumes, 
the fuel consumption of scheduled aviation is not available from ICAO. Statistics of aviation 
fuel sold compiled by the International Energy Agency (IEA) may provide a rough guidance 
for the validation of fuel burn results and will be evaluated below. Furthermore, fuel burn 
calculations from aviation emission inventories created in US and European projects will be 
discussed and compared to results from this study.  
Figure 59 visualizes the fuel burn results and compares them to the aviation fuel sold 
according to IEA [84]. The figure also includes the total fuel burn for civil and military aviation 
calculated in NASA ([13], [14], [126]), DLR ([26], [118]) and ANCAT [63] emission 
inventories, by the AERO modelling system [95] as well as in the AERO2k project [53]26. 
Calculations for civil commercial aviation (excluding general aviation and military flights) are 
presented separately and are also available from the FAA’s SAGE inventories ([55], [87]) and 
the AEDT [133]. As this study focuses on scheduled aviation, results for scheduled aviation 
are shown as far as such data is available27. As can be seen from the figure, all emission 
inventories find smaller values of aviation fuel burn compared to IEA statistics. Explanations 
for this issue are found in literature: An underestimation of fuel consumption can be expected 
for emission inventories due to incomplete movements data, particularly for military aviation, 
and inherent model simplifications (see chapter 3.3.5.2). The accuracy of IEA statistics, 
which are compilations of fuel production data collected from different sources and countries, 
is unknown [67]. However, the fuel amount sold is not necessarily consumed in flight. 
                                                
26 The DLR and ANCAT results are nearly identical and presented as DLR/ANCAT in the diagram.  
27 Results for scheduled aviation are not available from Aero2k, SAGE and AEDT. 
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Aviation fuel may be used for ground vehicles and engine testing or can be mixed with fuel 
oils or diesel fuel in order to lower the freezing point. Jet fuel may also be reclassified and 
sold as kerosene [14]. In summary, it seems reasonable that the IEA values may slightly 
overestimate aviation fuel consumption while inventories underestimate fuel burn. Reference 
statistics that are better suited for validating fuel burn calculations for commercial aviation 
could be gathered from airline data or reported data by airlines to governments (as 
performed in the United States). Unfortunately, such data is not available on a global basis. 
 
Figure 59: Comparison of fuel consumption in IEA statistics and emission inventories  
Differences in the emission inventories are either due to the calculation methodologies or 
result from different coverage of the worldwide flight movements. A detailed comparison of 
methodologies and results of emission inventories can be found in [113]. The results from 
the current study seem to follow the trend of the IEA statistics and fit reasonably well to the 
Aero2k and AEDT results for commercial aviation. Both the Aero2k and the AEDT studies 
consider unscheduled air traffic, which should explain the 7-10% higher fuel burn in these 
inventories. The SAGE inventories, on the other hand, show a fuel consumption that is 
roughly 8-10% higher than in the Aero2k and AEDT studies. This must be blamed on 
differences in the simulation of flight routings and, more importantly, on erroneous double 
counting of flights in SAGE when merging movements data from different sources [133]. The 
error was fixed in the AEDT model, which can be regarded as the successor of SAGE.  
Comparing scheduled aviation inventories and considering the fuel consumption trend from 
the IEA statistics, the fuel burn from the current study is slightly higher than the fuel 
consumption calculated by the older NASA and DLR inventories. This may be partly 
attributable to a wider coverage of scheduled flights in the latest editions of the OAG flight 
schedules. Furthermore, inefficiencies in the ATM system that lead to higher fuel burn were 
not modelled in the older emission inventories, but are considered in the more recent 
studies.  
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4.2.4 NOX EMISSIONS 
Figure 60 compares the obtained NOx emissions to global total emissions of NOx according 
to the emission inventories for aviation described in the previous chapter. The results for NOx 
show a similar pattern as observed for fuel consumption. A trend towards higher NOx output 
is visible, although specific NOx emissions (in gram emissions per tonne-kilometre) are going 
down. The outcome of this study goes well with the older NASA and DLR inventories for 
scheduled aviation and also fits to the Aero2k results that include unscheduled air traffic.  
 
Figure 60: Comparison of NOx emissions in emission inventories  
The AEDT and SAGE inventories deliver NOx totals that are higher than both the results from 
this study and the Aero2k inventory – even when considering the fuel burn differences 
discussed in the previous chapter. The average emission index (EI) for NOx in gram 
emissions per kilogram fuel is evaluated in Figure 61. As can be seen from the figure, the EIs 
from SAGE and AEDT are higher than the average EIs calculated in this study. 
 
Figure 61: Comparison of the average NOx emission index in emission inventories  
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An increase of the NOx emission index since the 1970s is visible in Figure 61, which 
corresponds to the introduction of high bypass engines with turbine inlet temperatures in the 
1970s and 80s. More recently, this tendency has slowed down, as progress has been made 
in the field of NOx reduction technologies. The average emission index for NOx determined in 
this study is approximately 13 g/kg – and has increased slightly from 12.6 to 13.1 between 
2000 and 2010. In the AEDT and SAGE inventories, the average EI NOx lies around 14 g/kg 
whereas in Aero2k it equals 13.2 g/kg. Such deviations may be caused by differences in the 
aircraft and engine representation, the aircraft performance models or the emission 
calculation methods applied for NOx prediction. While the first two aspects are difficult to 
evaluate without an in-depth analysis of the respective methodologies, the influence of the 
emission calculation method is briefly assessed below.  
Both the SAGE and AEDT inventories as well as the older NASA inventories apply the 
Boeing fuel flow correlation method for the calculation of NOx emissions [14]. The Aero2k 
and DLR studies, on the other hand, use a DLR-developed fuel flow correlation [31] 
described earlier in chapter 3.2.4.3. Both methods are well established and can be expected 
to predict NOx emission indices at an accuracy of +-10% [67]. As a consequence, the 
deviation in the average EIs described above is still within the error bars of the methods.  
The influence of the NOx calculation method on the outcome of this study can be quantified 
by recalculating aviation’s NOx emissions and applying the Boeing fuel flow approach instead 
of the DLR method. Results are summarized in Table 25. The Boeing method leads to 
average emission indices that are 6-8% higher than the EIs calculated by use of the DLR 
correlation. These findings seem to explain – at least to a large extent – the deltas in the 
average EIs between the current study and Aero2k on the one hand and the SAGE and 
AEDT inventories on the other hand. Further analyses regarding the differences between 
NOx calculation methods will not be performed at this point. Investigations on the issue and 
particularly on the increasing delta in the EI NOx between the 2000 and 2010 inventories 
(see Table 25) are being prepared at DLR, but are beyond the scope of this study.  
Year NOx (DLR method) [109 kg] 
NOx (Boeing method) 
[109 kg] 
EI NOx (DLR method) 
[g/kg] 
EI NOx (Boeing method) 
[g/kg] Delta EI NOx [%] 
2000 1.95 2.06 12.59 13.31 5.71% 
2003 1.83 1.96 12.61 13.49 6.93% 
2004 1.99 2.13 12.71 13.62 7.14% 
2005 2.14 2.30 12.76 13.71 7.44% 
2006 2.21 2.38 12.87 13.84 7.56% 
2007 2.34 2.52 12.95 13.96 7.73% 
2008 2.40 2.59 12.97 14.01 7.96% 
2009 2.33 2.52 13.04 14.11 8.15% 
2010 2.47 2.67 13.09 14.17 8.26% 
Table 25: Influence of calculation method on global NOx emissions and average EI NOx 
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4.2.5 CO AND HC EMISSIONS 
While emissions of CO and HC may influence air quality in the surroundings of airports, their 
importance regarding the climate impact of aviation is limited. Nevertheless, emissions of CO 
and HC are calculated in most of the emission inventories described in chapter 4.2.3. Figure 
62 compares the total CO emissions obtained for scheduled aviation to results from the 
NASA and DLR inventories as well as to the more recent Aero2k, SAGE and AEDT studies.  
 
 
Figure 62: Comparison of CO emissions in emission inventories  
As can be seen in the above figure, CO emissions from civil commercial aviation show only a 
slight increase since the 1970s (when comparing data produced by the same methodology). 
Emissions from general aviation and military aviation contribute a much larger percentage 
towards aviation CO emissions than to fuel consumption. The total CO emissions calculated 
for scheduled aviation in this study fit well to the most recent AEDT results for commercial 
aviation and are slightly higher than calculated in Aero2k and SAGE.  
 
Figure 63: Comparison of the average CO emission index in emission inventories  
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Figure 63 shows the average emission indices (EI) in grams of emissions per kg fuel. In 
commercial and scheduled aviation, a trend towards lower CO emission indices is visible. 
This corresponds to considerable improvements in the combustion efficiency of aircraft 
engines. As can be seen from Figure 63, the average emission indices for CO from this 
study are nearly identical to the emission indices from the AEDT inventories. For the military 
sector, AERO2k found a much higher emission index for CO than the older NASA 
inventories. It is obvious that this development does not reflect a trend in real-world military 
aviation, but may largely be attributable to different assumptions about the use of reheat and 
afterburning operations [53].  
Emissions of hydrocarbons (HC) from different studies are compared in Figure 64. As can be 
seen from the diagram, the older DLR and NASA-determined HC emissions for commercial 
aviation differ almost by a factor of two. The more recent AERO2k and SAGE results seem to 
confirm the DLR values. The results of the current study are between the AEDT and SAGE 
results and show a decreasing trend in total HC emissions.  
 
 
Figure 64: Comparison of HC emissions in emission inventories  
Figure 65 displays the average emission indices for HC emissions. A clear trend towards 
lower emission indices is visible, caused by improvements in the field of combustion 
technology that were already mentioned above. Differences between the compared studies 
are likely due to differences in aircraft performance modelling, particularly in the descent and 
taxi phases, where engine thrust is low and where most CO and HC emissions are produced. 
Emissions of CO and HC are very sensible to small variations in fuel flow, which may explain 
the comparably large delta between the NASA inventories and the most recent studies. Two 
different calculation methods for CO and HC emissions are applied in the inventories: the 
older DLR inventories and the Aero2k study use the DLR-developed Omega correlation for 
CO and HC calculation [31]. The current study as well as the NASA, SAGE and AEDT 
inventories apply the Boeing fuel flow correlation [14].  
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Figure 65: Comparison of the average HC emission index in emission inventories  
4.2.6 EMISSIONS OF SOOT / BLACK CARBON 
The prediction of soot emissions28 from aircraft engines in flight conditions must still be 
regarded as difficult. The accuracy of the available calculation methods is low compared to 
fuel burn or NOx emissions. Soot emissions have been determined in this study by 
considering a limited number of aircraft-engine combinations that were chosen to be 
representative for the worldwide fleet of aircraft. The DLR soot method [33] implemented into 
the VarCycle engine performance software has been applied for the calculation of emission 
indices (see chapter 3.2.4.4 and 3.2.6 for more details). The resulting soot emissions for 
scheduled aviation can be compared to results from Aero2k [53] and AEDT [133].   
 
Figure 66: Comparison of soot emissions in emission inventories  
                                                
28 Soot emissions from aviation are also referred to as black carbon (particle) emissions. 
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As can be seen in Figure 66, the Aero2k soot estimate is considerably lower than both the 
results from this study and from AEDT. In principle, the Aero2k emissions inventory applied a 
similar methodology for soot calculation as the current study: An earlier version of DLR’s 
VarCycle software was used for the calculation of the emission indices. On the other hand, 
soot emissions were not considered explicitly in Aero2k when selecting the representative 
engine types for which performance models were created [53]. It is likely that this explains to 
a large extent the deviation between the current results and Aero2k.  
The AEDT results for total soot emissions are close to the values from this study. It should 
be noted, however, that the AEDT totals refer to scheduled and unscheduled air traffic while 
only scheduled traffic is considered for the purpose of this study. Unlike in the current study, 
where detailed soot prediction methods implemented in engine performance models are 
applied, the AEDT results assume a constant emission index for soot of 0.035 g/kg. This 
value was estimated to reflect typical cruise conditions [133] and fits well to the average EIs 
calculated in this study. Figure 67 shows the emission indices resulting from this study and 
the aforementioned inventories. A decreasing trend of the average EI for soot can be 
identified from the current results due to the modernization of the worldwide aircraft fleet.  
 
Figure 67: Comparison of the average soot emission index in emission inventories  
Besides a calculation of soot emissions by mass, the number of soot particles emitted by 
aircraft engines can be estimated. A relation from [33] approximating the specific soot 
particle number as function of altitude was applied for this purpose. More details are 
described in Appendix E. As already shown in Table 24 on page 102, the number of emitted 
soot particles from scheduled aviation was found to be in the order of 6·1025 to 7·1025. Given 
the uncertainty that is associated with such estimations, these results are to be treated with 
care. Previous estimates from Aero2k show a lower particle number of around 4·1025. 
Considering the lower value for emitted soot by mass in Aero2k compared to the current 
study, the current results appear plausible. 
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4.3 FORECAST OF AIR TRAFFIC EMISSIONS 2011-2030 
4.3.1 RESULTS SUMMARY 
The Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module was used to estimate scheduled aviation’s fuel 
burn and emissions up to the year 2030. The model applies regional traffic growth rates from 
the Airbus Global Market Forecast (GMF) to base year flight movements obtained from the 
Official Airline Guide (OAG). A fleet rollover module accounts for the retirement of old aircraft 
and the introduction of new aircraft types. Simulation models of newly introduced aircraft-
engine combinations are applied for fuel burn and emissions calculations. As was described 
in chapter 3.4, further assumptions about load factor development, inefficiencies in the Air 
Traffic Management (ATM) system and stringency of NOx emission standards have been 
made. The Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module calculates transport performance, fuel burn 
and NOx emissions of scheduled aviation whereas emissions of CO, HC and soot are 
currently not predicted. As already mentioned before, emissions of CO2 and H2O are 
proportional to fuel consumption.  
Table 26 summarizes the forecast results in a baseline scenario. More detailed tabulated 
data is found in Appendix U. The transport performance of scheduled air traffic measured in 
revenue passenger-kilometres (RPK) is forecasted to increase by 157% between 2010 and 
2030. According to the model, the tonne-kilometres transported (TKT), which include both 
passenger and cargo transport, will increase by 172% in the aforementioned timeframe.  
Year Flights [106] 
Distance 
[109 km] 
RPK  
[1012 Pkm] 
TKT  
[109 tkm] 
Fuel  
[109 kg] 
NOx  
[109 kg] 
2010* 30.5 37.5 4.95 603 188 2.47 
2015 38.1 47.7 6.59 801 241 3.20 
2020 46.2 58.8 8.38 1032 293 3.89 
2025 54.2 70.1 10.33 1301 344 4.43 
2030 64.1 84.0 12.74 1640 405 4.96 
* base year of the forecast; flight movements from OAG schedules 
Table 26: Forecasted transport performance, fuel burn and emissions for scheduled aviation 
Fuel consumption is forecasted to grow from 188 Mt in the year 2010 to 405 Mt in the year 
2030 – a 115% increase – while NOx emissions will increase from 2.47 Mt to 4.96 Mt. Using 
fuel burn per tonne-kilometre as a measure of efficiency, fuel efficiency will improve from 313 
g/tkm to 247 g/tkm. This corresponds to a 21% improvement in the timeframe 2010-2030. 
Specific NOx emissions are forecasted to decrease from 4.1 g/tkm in 2010 to 3.0 g/tkm in 
2030, which corresponds to a 27% improvement. A more detailed analysis of transport 
performance, fuel burn and emissions including a comparison to results from third-party 
studies will be performed in the following chapters.  
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4.3.2 TRANSPORT PERFORMANCE  
Figure 68 compares the transport performance as calculated by the Air Traffic Forecast 
Module to results from the Airbus Global Market Forecast (GMF) 2011-2030 [4] and the 
Boeing Market Outlook 2011-2030 [19]. The revenue passenger-kilometres (RPK) obtained 
by the model for the year 2030 are nearly identical to the Airbus GMF and slightly lower than 
in the Boeing Outlook. As traffic growth rates from the Airbus GMF are used as input data for 
the model, this outcome could have been expected. The deviation compared to the Airbus 
forecast is somewhat larger for freight traffic measured in freight tonne-kilometres 
transported (FTKT). As the latest Airbus GMF does not cover freight traffic, the GMF 2009-
2029 edition [3] provides traffic growth rates for the model and is included as a reference in 
the right hand diagram of Figure 68. The reason for the deviation between model results and 
reference forecast in terms of FTKT is the incomplete coverage of cargo flights in the base 
year flight schedules (see chapter 3.3.2). The relative increase of freight traffic, on the other 
hand, is in accordance with the Airbus GMF. When looking at tonne-kilometres transported 
(TKT), which include both passenger and cargo traffic, the deviation between model results 
and the Airbus GMF is less than 2%.   
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Figure 68: Comparison of model results with Airbus and Boeing forecasts [3], [4], [19] 
As can be seen in Figure 68, results from the Airbus and Boeing traffic forecasts are roughly 
comparable, at least for passenger traffic. The average annual growth rate predicted for 
passenger traffic is slightly higher in the Boeing Outlook (5.1%) than in the Airbus GMF 
(4.8%). In the cargo sector, the Airbus GMF 2009-2029 predicts an average annual growth 
rate for worldwide FTKT of 5.9% whereas the Boeing Market Outlook forecasts 5.6%. As can 
be seen on the right hand side of Figure 68, the deviation between Airbus and Boeing 
forecasts in the cargo sector results from different base year values rather than different 
growth rates. Whereas the base year value of the Airbus GMF is roughly in accordance with 
ICAO statistics, the value from the Boeing market outlook is about 15% higher.  
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Besides aircraft manufacturers, the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) also 
published a forecast of air traffic. Results from the ICAO Outlook for Air Transport 2005-2025 
[79] are shown in Figure 69. Compared to the Airbus and Boeing market forecasts, some 
more parameters are analysed and published in the ICAO study. In addition to the transport 
performance in terms of RPK and FTKT, the number of flights and aircraft kilometres are 
predicted in the ICAO forecast.  
As can be seen in Figure 69, the total tonne-kilometres transported according to the model 
(including passenger and freight transport) are nearly identical to the ICAO’s “Most Likely” 
scenario. The traffic growth in terms of passenger-kilometres is higher in the model than in 
the aforementioned ICAO scenario. This is compensated by lower values for freight tonne-
kilometres, which result from a lower base year value in combination with lower growth rates 
compared to the ICAO study. The simulated number of flights in the model is slightly higher 
than both in ICAO’s historical statistics and its forecast. The discrepancy of the historical 
number of flights has been discussed earlier in chapter 4.2.2. The relative growth of the 
number of flights appears plausible. Furthermore, the aircraft kilometres predicted by ICAO fit 
quite well to the model results.  
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Figure 69: Comparison of model results with ICAO Outlook for Air Transport [79]  
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4.3.3 FLEET COMPOSITION  
Changes in the global fleet of aircraft are simulated by a fleet rollover model which considers 
the retirement of old aircraft and the introduction of new aircraft types: While forecasting the 
number of active aircraft in a year-by-year analysis, the flight movements data are modified 
accordingly. The distribution of newly delivered aircraft between seat categories is based on 
combined results from the Airbus Global Market Forecast (GMF) [4] and – for regional 
aircraft up to 120 seats – the Embraer Market Outlook [38]. Market shares within each 
category and the production periods of aircraft types have been estimated by the author. 
Figure 70 visualizes the results of the fleet forecast for passenger aircraft. Tabulated data by 
aircraft variant including results for cargo aircraft are found in Appendix U.  
As can be seen in Figure 70, the widebody fleet is currently dominated by Boeing 767 and 
777 as well as Airbus A330 aircraft. Boeing 787, Airbus A350, Airbus A380 and an assumed 
successor of the Boeing 777 will gradually take over this role during the 2020s. The Boeing 
777 and Airbus A330 families retain important positions in the fleet well beyond the year 
2020. The narrowbody segment is dominated by the Boeing 737 and Airbus A320 families. In 
this study, the Bombardier CSeries and Comac C919 families are not expected to reach high 
  
  
Figure 70: Development of fleet shares for passenger aircraft 
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market shares in the single-aisle segment. The re-engined Airbus A320 NEO family and the 
recently announced Boeing 737 MAX gain significant fleet shares in the 2020s and will make 
up nearly half the fleet in the narrowbody sector by 2030.  
Bombardier and Embraer are currently the most important manufacturers for regional jet 
aircraft and are expected to defend their positions in the market until the year 2030. 
Competitors like Comac, Suchoi and Mitsubishi have been assigned a combined market 
share of 30% for newly delivered aircraft, resulting in an increasing share of the active fleet 
throughout the forecast period. In accordance with estimations by Bombardier [23] and 
Embraer [38], the turboprop sector accounts for roughly 45% of all deliveries with 30-90 
seats. ATR and Bombardier are assumed to remain the only major competitors in the 
turboprop market. Very low delivery numbers are expected for regional aircraft in the 30-60 
seats segment. Consequently, the number of active aircraft in this category is decreasing. 
Figure 71 visualizes the significance of different seat categories within the global fleet of 
passenger aircraft. According to this forecast, widebody aircraft account for only 14% of the 
passenger fleet in 2010, but are responsible for more than 45% of the available seat-
kilometres (ASK). Their contribution in terms of tonne-kilometres (TKO) exceeds 50%29. 
Throughout the forecast, the significance of the widebody segment is increasing: About 19% 
of the worldwide fleet will be widebodies by 2030 and these aircraft will contribute 53% of the 
total ASK. Narrowbody aircraft with more than 120 seats are currently responsible for 45% of 
the fleet both in terms of numbers and ASK. The contribution of such aircraft to the ASK will 
decrease to 40% in the year 2030 whereas by numbers their share will increase to 51%. 
Aircraft with 30 to 120 seats account for roughly 40% of the fleet in 2010 and 30% in 2030. 
Their contribution in ASK remains approximately constant in the order of 7-8%. A trend 
towards larger aircraft is visible in the diagrams.  
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Figure 71: Development of aircraft number and ASK by seat category 
                                                
29 For the passenger fleet. Considering passenger and all-cargo aircraft, the share of widebodies is even higher.  
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Figure 72 compares the fleet composition in the model to results from the Airbus GMF [4]. 
The fleet forecast by Airbus is based on the same traffic growth rates and uses similar seat 
categories as the current study. The number of aircraft in the 2010 and 2030 fleets is roughly 
comparable. Minor deviations for 2010 may be due to differences between the applied 
database products or in the criteria for identifying seat categories. The number of aircraft in 
2030 is slightly higher in the model than predicted by Airbus, mainly due to a higher share of 
comparably small aircraft around 100 seats. The higher number of 100-seat aircraft is in 
accordance with the Embraer Market Outlook [38]. In the model, the distribution of newly 
delivered aircraft between seat categories is based on a combination of data from the Airbus 
and Embraer forecasts (see chapter 3.4.4.3). As a result, the split between large aircraft 
above 120 seats and regional aircraft up to 120 seats is in between respective predictions by 
Airbus and Embraer. The aircraft size distributions within these two segments correspond to 
the Airbus GMF (for aircraft above 120 seats) and the Embraer Market Outlook (for regional 
aircraft).  
As shown in the lower diagrams of Figure 72, the number of “surviving” aircraft from 2010 in 
the fleet of 2030 is slightly higher in the simulation than in the Airbus forecast. This deviation 
can be attributed to differences in the aircraft lifetime assumptions.  
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Figure 72: Comparison of simulated fleet development with Airbus GMF [4] 
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Deliveries by Seat Category in Reference Forecasts*
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Figure 73: Delivery numbers by seat category in reference forecasts [4], [38] and model 
The number of newly delivered aircraft and its distribution on seat categories is presented in 
Figure 73. The demand for aircraft predicted by Airbus [4] and Embraer [38] is also shown for 
reference. The simulated number of deliveries during 2011-2020 is lower than in the 
reference forecasts, whereas for 2021-2030 the model suggests slightly higher delivery 
numbers. The reasons for these deviations may be differences in the aircraft lifetime 
assumptions. This study considers a certain retirement or storage probability for aircraft even 
within the first 15 years after delivery (see chapter 3.4.4.2). As a consequence, the increased 
number of deliveries in later years may partly be attributable to replacements for retired or 
stored aircraft that have been delivered in early years of the forecast. In total, the number of 
newly delivered aircraft throughout the forecasting period is slightly lower in the simulation 
than in the manufacturers’ forecasts. This is in accordance with Figure 72 that is showing a 
slightly larger “survival” fraction of the base year fleet compared to the Airbus GMF.  
The above analysis demonstrates that the fleet rollover model delivers plausible results. 
Considering the high number of influencing factors, it is not surprising that the demand for 
new aircraft and the resulting fleet composition varies in forecasts from other sources. 
Discrepancies in the assumed traffic growth and incompatible seat categories used in 
different studies make systematic comparisons difficult. A quick look at the most important 
industry forecasts reveals the following findings: The number of widebody aircraft predicted 
in this study for the year 2030 is in between the respective forecasts by Airbus [4] and 
Embraer [38] – and nearly identical to the value from the Boeing Market Outlook [19]. Boeing 
predicts a higher number of single-aisle aircraft above 90 seats than Airbus and Embraer. In 
this segment, results from the current study are closer to the Airbus and Embraer 
estimations. Manufacturers of regional aircraft like Embraer and also Bombardier [23] 
forecast a higher demand for aircraft up to 90 seats than Airbus and Boeing. In the model, 
the demand for such small aircraft is slightly below the Embraer prediction. In summary, the 
forecast from the current study resembles common industry forecasts and can be seen as an 
exemplary prediction of future fleet composition.  
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4.3.4 FUEL CONSUMPTION  
Figure 74 shows the development of aviation’s fuel consumption until 2030 as predicted by 
the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module. The diagram highlights the individual effects that 
influence fuel consumption and fuel efficiency. Fuel efficiency measured in fuel burn per 
tonne-kilometre is forecasted to improve by 1.18% per year on average. As can be seen in 
Figure 74, the fleet rollover process described in the previous chapter has the largest impact 
on fuel efficiency and is responsible for an annual efficiency improvement of 0.76%. Besides 
changes of aircraft fleet composition, the model assumes an increase of the average seat 
load factor from 78% to 81% between 2010 and 2030 and a corresponding change of the 
weight load factor from 65% to 68%. The load factor assumptions lead to an annual 
improvement of aviation’s fuel efficiency by 0.16%. The efficiency of the Air Traffic 
Management (ATM) system is assumed to improve from 93% to 95% according to industry 
goals set by CANSO [27]. The progress in ATM has a comparably small influence on fuel 
consumption and contributes a yearly efficiency improvement in the order of 0.1%. Further 
0.15% efficiency improvement per year result from the above-average growth of the cargo 
sector and a trend to longer flight distances.  
 
Figure 74: Influence of increased load factors, fleet rollover process and 
ATM efficiency improvement on fuel consumption 
Fuel burn and fuel efficiency can be compared to the latest ICAO fuel burn forecast up to the 
year 2036 [75]. 2006 is the base year of the ICAO study while forecast results are available 
for the years 2016, 2026 and 2036. Figure 75 compares calculations from the Air Traffic 
Emissions Forecast Module to five fuel burn scenarios defined by ICAO. Furthermore, results 
from the Aero2k project [53], a NASA forecast for 2020 [125] and the AEDT inventories [133] 
are also shown in the figure. The reference studies consider scheduled and (in parts) 
unscheduled air traffic while the current study is restricted to scheduled flights only. 
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Figure 75: Comparison of fuel burn with reference studies [75], [53], [133] 30 
The fuel burn assumed by ICAO for 2006 is identical to the value from AEDT, which is 9% 
higher than the 2006 value calculated in this study. The deviation can be blamed on the lack 
of unscheduled flights in the DLR model. After the recovery of air traffic from the economic 
recession, the forecasted growth of the fuel consumption seems to follow the ICAO’s 
intermediate scenario 3. This ICAO scenario assumes a “moderate” improvement of both 
aircraft technology and operational efficiency [75]. The fuel burn from Aero2k for 2025 is 
lower than in the more recent forecasts, which is due to lower traffic growth rates assumed in 
Aero2k in combination with comparable assumptions about future fuel efficiency31.  
 
Figure 76: Comparison of fuel efficiency with reference studies [75] 
                                                
30 Results for “commercial aviation” cover IFR flights including unscheduled traffic for areas with radar coverage 
(Europe and the US). Unscheduled traffic outside these areas and VFR flights are not accounted for [75].  
31 In Aero2k capacity was forecasted to increase from 4.8·1012 to 12.4·1012 ASK between 2002 and 2025 [53]. 
This corresponds to an increase of 4.2% per year compared to nearly 5% in the current study.    
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More precise observations can be made when comparing fuel efficiency, which is not 
available for the NASA and Aero2k studies (see Figure 76). The efficiency improvement 
predicted in this study until 2030 is in between the ICAO scenarios 3 and 4 and can therefore 
be regarded as plausible. In general, the DLR model delivers slightly higher fuel burn per 
tonne-kilometre than ICAO. The deviation in fuel efficiency between the two studies is in the 
order of 4% in 2006. As a consequence, it should be within the error bars that are typically 
expected for any evaluation on air traffic system level32. The incomplete coverage of cargo 
flights, which are often more fuel efficient than passenger flights, may also contribute to the 
slightly higher fuel burn per tonne-kilometre observed for the DLR model.  
Figure 77 shows the distribution of fuel burn and tonne-kilometres amongst different aircraft 
size categories. Flights by cargo aircraft – as far as covered by OAG flight schedules – 
consume 7% of the fuel in the base year 2010 and are responsible for 12% of the tonne-
kilometres transported. By 2030, their share will increase slightly to 9% of the fuel burn and 
16% of the tonne-kilometres. More than 95% of the contributions from cargo aircraft are 
delivered by widebody aircraft types. For passenger aircraft, trends regarding the distribution 
of tonne-kilometres between seat categories are similar to those identified earlier for 
available seat-kilometres. These trends were described in chapter 4.3.3. Widebody 
passenger aircraft are responsible for 43% of the fuel burn in 2010, a share that is forecasted 
to increase to 48% by 2030. Narrowbody passenger aircraft above 120 seats are responsible 
for 40% of the fuel burn with a slightly decreasing share throughout the forecast period. Their 
share in terms of fuel consumption will decrease to 34% by 2030. The contribution of 
regional aircraft up to 120 seats to aviation’s fuel consumption is in the order of 10% while 
their contribution to transported tonne-kilometres remains around 5%.  
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Figure 77: Distribution of fuel consumption and tonne-kilometres amongst seat categories 
                                                
32 See for example [67] and [113]. 
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4.3.5 NOX EMISSIONS  
Figure 78 presents results regarding future emissions of nitric oxides (NOx) as predicted by 
the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module. Results from reference publications are also 
shown in the figure including a NASA study for the year 2020 [125], the Aero2k forecast for 
2025 [53] and three technology scenarios from an ICAO CAEP evaluation [82] covering the 
years 2016, 2026 and 2036. Considering the difficult prediction of NOx emissions from future 
aircraft engines on flight mission level, the uncertainty in any such study must be regarded 
as high. Each study uses different flight movements data, methodologies, traffic growth rates 
and technology assumptions. The comparison of results in the following paragraphs should 
therefore be regarded as a plausibility check rather than a systematic validation.  
As can be seen in Figure 78, the base year NOx emissions of the Aero2k and ICAO 
evaluations are higher than comparable values from this study. This can partly be explained 
by the inclusion of unscheduled flights in both the ICAO analysis and in Aero2k. 
Furthermore, the ICAO and NASA publications use the Boeing fuel flow correlation for NOx 
calculation, which was found to deliver 6-8% higher results on average compared to the DLR 
fuel flow correlation (see chapter 4.2.4). The DLR fuel flow method was used in the Aero2k 
project and is also the standard method for NOx calculation in this study33.  
 
Figure 78: Comparison of NOx forecast with reference studies [53], [82], [125] 
The relative increase of the forecasted NOx emissions from this study is considerably higher 
than predicted by Aero2k, which is due to higher traffic growth rates and less optimistic 
technology assumptions compared to Aero2k. Until 2016, the obtained NOx increase is 
higher than in the ICAO S1 scenario, while between 2020 and 2026 the slope resembles 
                                                
33 Except for engines with TAPS combustors, for which a p3T3 approach is applied (see chapter 3.4.5).  
    Alternative results using the Boeing method instead of the DLR method are included in Appendix U. 
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more the S2 scenario. The NASA inventory for 2020, on the other hand, predicts even higher 
NOx emissions resulting from conservative assumptions about future engine technology.  
Specific NOx emissions measured in gram emissions per transported tonne-kilometre are 
visualized in Figure 79. Reference data for specific NOx emissions are available for the ICAO 
CAEP scenarios only34. The deviation between results from this analysis and the base year 
value of the ICAO study amounts to 8% and can almost fully be explained by the different 
NOx calculation methods. Specific NOx emissions from this study show a decreasing trend, 
which – in early years of the forecasting period – resembles the trend from the ICAO S1 
scenario. A more rapid improvement is predicted for the years after 2016, when the trend in 
specific NOx emissions becomes more similar to the S2 and even S3 scenarios. No 
technological improvement in the field of NOx reduction is assumed in the ICAO study after 
2026 [82], which explains its lower improvement rates after this year.  
 
Figure 79: Comparison of specific NOx emissions with reference studies [82]  
According to the model, the main drivers behind the improvement of specific NOx emissions 
until 2020 are better fuel efficiency in combination with only a minor increase of the average 
emission index (EI). Figure 80 shows the develoment of the EI NOx measured in gram 
emissions per kg fuel. The more rapid improvement of specific NOx emissions after 2020 is 
linked to a reduction of the EI caused by the introduction of low-NOx combustors assumed for 
the timeframe 2020-2025. As the uncertainty regarding developments after 2020 is high, 
alternative scenarios have been evaluated and will be described in chapter 4.4.2.  
The ICAO scenarios S2 and S3 assume a reduction of the average EI NOx from 2006 until 
2016 and a further reduction by 2026 (see Figure 80). The higher base year EI in the ICAO 
                                                
34 Specific NOx emissions for the ICAO scenarios were calculated by dividing the ICAO NOx results by respective  
    tonne-kilometre information obtained from corresponding ICAO scenarios on fuel efficiency.  
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study is largely caused by differences in the NOx calculation methods. Given the trend of 
increasing emission indices for NOx between 2000 and 2010 – which implies higher EIs for 
newly delivered aircraft compared to their predecessors – the EI NOx developement 
according to the ICAO S2 and S3 scenarios appears rather optimistic35.  
 
Figure 80: Comparison of forecasted EI NOx with reference studies [53], [82], [125] 
The distribution of NOx emissions amongst aircraft size categories is shown in Figure 81. As 
can be seen from the figure, the growth of total NOx emissions is considerably lower than 
traffic growth in terms of transport performance (tonne-kilometres). More than half of the NOx 
emissions from scheduled aviation in 2010 can be attributed to widebody passenger aircraft 
or freighters. Given the trend towards larger aircraft types, which was discussed earlier in 
chapters 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, this share is forecasted to increase to nearly 60% by 2030.  
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Figure 81: Distribution of NOx emissions and tonne-kilometres amongst seat categories 
                                                
35 The average EI NOx for the ICAO scenarios is calculated by combining scenarios of the fuel burn and NOx 
    forecasts with corresponding technology assumptions. This assumes consistency of the respective forecasts.   
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4.4 SELECTED SENSITIVITIES AND CASE STUDIES 
4.4.1 INFLUENCE OF TRAFFIC GROWTH  
Traffic growth rates from the Airbus Global Market Forecast (GMF) [4] are assumed for the 
baseline forecast of air transport emissions. It is obvious that traffic growth has a major 
influence on fuel consumption and NOx emissions. Higher growth, for example, can be coped 
with by a combination of the following items:  
• Increased flight frequencies, which typically implies a higher demand for new aircraft.  
• Increased average load factors. 
• Increased average aircraft size.  
In the forecast model, traffic growth rates, load factors and the average size of newly 
delivered aircraft are usually set as input parameters (see chapter 3.4.4.3). In principle, all 
the aforementioned factors can be modified to evaluate different growth scenarios. Moderate 
improvements of load factors compared to the year 2010 are already assumed in the 
baseline scenario of the forecast. Besides, the average size of newly delivered aircraft in the 
baseline scenario can already be regarded as high compared to the active fleet in 201036.  
To evaluate the influence of traffic growth on model results, growth rates for passenger and 
freight traffic will be varied by +-20% in a parameter study. For simplicity, load factors, 
aircraft lifetimes and the size of newly delivered aircraft are assumed to remain unchanged. If 
traffic growth rates are modified without changing any other parameters, the forecast model 
adjusts future flight frequencies and recalculates the resulting demand for new aircraft.  
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Figure 82: Transport performance in alternative traffic growth scenarios 
                                                
36 The distribution of newly delivered aircraft amongst aircraft size categories follows a combination of results  
    from the Airbus GMF and the Embraer Market Outlook. More information is found in chapter 4.3.3. 
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Figure 82 visualizes the traffic growth scenarios examined in the parameter study, while 
Figure 83 shows the corresponding effects on model results. Given the aforementioned 
simplifications, the number of flights and the total distance travelled are roughly proportional 
to transport performance: By 2030, revenue passenger kilometres (RPK) and tonne-
kilometres transported (TKT, including passenger and freight transport) are 20-22% higher in 
the high growth scenario than in the baseline forecast, while the number of flights and the 
total distance increase by 19-20%. The minor differences between these numbers results 
from the larger average size of newly delivered aircraft compared to the global fleet of 2010 
and the higher number of new aircraft in the high growth scenario. Similarly, fuel 
consumption and NOx emissions in the high growth case are 20% higher than in the baseline 
scenario. In the low growth case, on the other hand, RPKs and TKTs in 2030 are 17-18% 
lower than in the baseline scenario while the number of flights, distance travelled, fuel 
consumption and NOx emissions decrease by 16-17%.  
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Figure 83: Flight movements, total distance, fuel consumption and NOx emissions  
as function of traffic growth 
As can be seen in Figure 84, higher traffic growth leads to an increasing number of new 
aircraft and hence accelerates the fleet rollover process. The number of aircraft deliveries is 
roughly 23% higher in the high growth scenario compared to the baseline forecast, which 
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leads to a 19% increase in the number of active aircraft by 2030. In the low growth case, by 
contrast, the number of deliveries is 19% lower than in the baseline scenario, while the 
number of active aircraft decreases by 16%.  
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Figure 84: Number of aircraft in service in 2030 and delivered during 2011-2030  
The (comparably small) effects resulting from the increasing or decreasing number of new 
aircraft and engine types on fuel efficiency and specific NOx emissions are shown in Figure 
85: In the high growth scenario, fuel efficiency in the year 2030 is 1.1% better than in the 
baseline scenario while specific NOx emissions are reduced by nearly 1.5%. In the low 
growth scenario, a fuel efficiency penalty of 1.2% compared to the baseline forecast can be 
observed in 2030 while specific NOx emissions also increase by 1.2%.   
As initially mentioned, the parameter study discussed in this chapter aims at understanding 
the influence of traffic growth on model results. The Air Traffic Forecast Model developed for 
this study is capable of evaluating more complex scenarios including changes in the 
composition of the newly delivered fleet, prolonged service life of existing aircraft or load 
factor changes. Such detailed scenarios, however, are beyond the scope of this study. 
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Figure 85: Fuel efficiency and specific NOx emissions as function of traffic growth 
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4.4.2 INFLUENCE OF ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT FUTURE ENGINE COMBUSTORS  
A major source of uncertainty for the emissions forecast is the limited transparency regarding 
engine NOx emissions during cruise flight. Only few information on NOx emissions of future 
aircraft engines during cruise are available today. Simplifying assumptions are required for 
any forecast of NOx emissions on air traffic system level. While a detailed analysis of this 
uncertainty is beyond the scope of this study, a sensitivity analysis regarding selected model 
assumptions is presented in this chapter.  
The emission models applied for aircraft engines of the near and medium-term future are 
mostly based on the manufacturers’ design targets in terms of Dp/F00, i.e. the characteristic 
NOx level for landing and take-off emissions used for engine certification (see chapter 3.4.5). 
While the engine models developed for this study cover the time period until the early 2020s, 
simplifying assumptions are used to estimate NOx emissions in the more distant future. As 
was described in chapter 3.4.6.2, a combination of two methods is applied for this purpose:  
• Method 1: The assumed entry into service (EIS) of improved engine revisions is 
specified manually for large turbofan engines with a presumably high contribution to 
future NOx emissions. For aircraft delivered after this EIS date and equipped with 
such engines, a correction factor for NOx emissions on flight mission level is used to 
account for an improved NOx emission index.  
• Method 2: Further stringency of engine emission standards until 2030 is assumed in 
this study. In each year of the forecast, compliance with assumed emission standards 
is checked for all newly delivered aircraft-engine-combinations that are not covered 
by method 1. Non-compliant engines have their emission characteristics modified 
automatically such that compliance to the standards is reached.  
In the following analysis, the EIS of improved engine revisions will be modified compared to 
the baseline scenario. Table 27 summarizes the assumptions about future engine revisions 
for the reference case (also referred to as scenario C) and for a more optimistic scenario D. 
The 30% reduction targets assumed for the NOx emission indices (EI) of new engine 
revisions should be within the capabilities of both lean-burn and optimized RQL combustors. 
Engine family Corresponding aircraft  EIS improved combustor (Scenario C / Scenario D)  Effect of improved combustor* 
Trent 1000 (EIS 2011) Boeing 787 2020 / 2017 EI NOx as for competing GEnx-1B 
Trent XWB (EIS 2013) Airbus A350 2022 / 2018 30% reduction of EI NOx  
Trent 900 (EIS 2007) Airbus A380 2024 / 2019 30% reduction of EI NOx  
GP 7200 (EIS 2007) Airbus A380 2026 / 2020 30% reduction of EI NOx  
Generic / RQL (EIS 2016) A320 NEO - / 2022 30% reduction of EI NOx 
Table 27: Baseline assumptions and alternative assumptions for future low-NOx combustors  
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Variation of NOx Emissions with Technology Assumptions
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Figure 86: Variation of NOx Emissions with Technology Assumptions 
Unlike in scenarios C and D, scenarios A and B do not assume an introduction of improved 
combustors for the aircraft engines shown in Table 27. While the emission standards 
predicted for the future are still enforced in scenario B, no further stringency of NOx limits 
after 2014 is assumed in scenario A.  
Figure 86 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis. As can be seen from this figure, 
specific NOx emissions measured in gram emissions per kg fuel show a decreasing trend in 
all four scenarios. The NOx emission index, on the other hand, is increasing in scenarios A 
and B until the late 2020s whereas a peak EI is reached in scenarios C and D between 2015 
and 2020. Quantitatively, assumptions for low-NOx engine combustors have a considerable 
influence on NOx emissions after the year 2020: The earlier introduction of low-NOx 
combustors in scenario D leads to 3.1% lower NOx emissions by 2030 compared to the 
baseline scenario. Without assuming improved combustors for major aircraft types, scenario 
B delivers NOx emissions which are 5.2% higher in 2030 compared to the reference case. 
On the other hand, the influence of stricter emission standards on simulation results is 
comparably small: Scenario A leads to 8.2% higher NOx emissions than in the baseline 
forecast, but only 2.9% higher emissions than in scenario B.  
Assumptions about Engine NOx Emissions:  
 
Scenario A:  No stringency of NOx limits after 2014.  
 No low-NOx combustors for future aircraft. 
Scenario B:  No low-NOx combustors for future aircraft. 
 
Scenario C:  Updated low-NOx combustors for 787, A350, 
 A380 introduced 2020-2026  
Scenario D:  Updated low-NOx combustors for 787, A350, 
 A380 and A320 NEO introduced 2017-2022 
 
Scenarios B-D assume further stringency of engine NOx 
limits until 2030, which results in combustor updates for 
some older, non-compliant engines (see chapter 3.4.6.2). 
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The surprisingly low delta between scenarios A and B can be explained as follows:  
• Only a selection of new engine types, all of which are assumed to be certified before 
the year 2022, are simulated explicitly in the model. NOx emissions of these engines, 
which typically represent the baseline variants of an engine family, easily meet the 
assumed certification limits.  
• Derivative versions of these engines (e.g. higher thrust variants certified later than the 
baseline engine) may be affected by more stringent certification standards in later 
years of the forecast. Such engine variants are not explicitly included in the model37.  
• NOx standards for engine types that are in production are typically less strict than 
certification limits. Only few engine types in the model reach the assumed limits and 
require an update for compliance with the standards during their production periods.  
Until 2029, the slightly lower NOx emissions in scenario B as against scenario A are mainly 
caused by a new combustor revision assumed for GE90 engines on the Boeing 777-300ER. 
In scenario B, the model introduces an improved combustor in 2020 in order to meet the 
stringency of NOx emission standards that is assumed for this year38. The following 
stringency of standards for in-production engines is assumed for 2030, which explains the 
improvement of specific NOx emissions between 2029 and 2030 that can be observed in 
results for scenario B.  
Considering the lack of reliable reference data, assumptions regarding the introduction of 
future low-NOx combustors are difficult to make. In the baseline scenario of this study, new 
combustor revisions are assumed to be introduced in the early 2020s for selected families of 
large aircraft engines with a high share of future emissions. Given the potential of lean burn 
combustors to significantly reduce NOx emissions on flight mission level [97], such 
assumptions have a considerable impact on aviation’s NOx emissions after the year 2020. By 
contrast, the consideration of NOx emission standards in the model has only a minor 
influence on model results. This functionality can be seen as an additional check for aircraft 
and engine production periods that are set as input parameters for a simulation run. 
                                                
37 But are represented by the baseline engine of the respective family for emissions calculation.  
    This limitation is the main reason for defining improved engine revisions manually for major engine types.   
38 See chapter 3.4.6.2 for assumptions about emission standards. The 777-300ER is produced until 2021 in the  
    baseline fleet scenario. As a result, only aircraft delivered in 2020 and 2021 are affected by this modification.  
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4.4.3 DELAYED INTRODUCTION OF NEW AIRCRAFT 
Changes in the aircraft manufacturers’ development plans for future aircraft types affect fuel 
efficiency and emissions of future air transport. As an exemplary case study and to 
demonstrate the model’s capabilities, delays in the introduction of future aircraft types and 
the resulting effects on fuel burn and emissions of NOx will be evaluated in this chapter. In 
the past, delays in the development, production and delivery of new aircraft types could be 
observed for a number of major projects. In October 2011, the first Boeing 787-8 aircraft 
entered commercial service at All Nippon Airways, more than three years behind the original 
schedule. The first delivery of an Airbus A380-800 to Singapore Airlines took place in 
October 2007 instead of June 2006 as originally planned. The development of a stretched 
A380-900, which was planned to be introduced in 2015, and of the cargo version A380F 
once scheduled for the year 2009, is currently suspended.  
In order to quantify the additional fuel burn and emissions resulting from a delayed 
introduction of new technology, the entry into service (EIS) of future aircraft types is modified 
compared to the baseline scenario. The production periods of their predecessors are 
prolonged accordingly. As development delays may also affect succeeding projects of an 
aircraft manufacturer (due to limited engineering resources), the assumed delivery delays are 
higher for aircraft of the more distant future than for aircraft types announced for the near 
future. Table 28 summarizes the main assumptions in this case study. The introduction of 
stricter NOx emission standards and the EIS of improved (low-NOx) engine revisions are 
assumed to be delayed accordingly. Details regarding the stringency scenario for NOx 
emission standards in this case study are found in Appendix T.  
EIS in baseline scenario Affected large passenger aircraft (and their engine types*) Assumed EIS delay in sensitivity analysis*  
2011-2013 787-8, 747-8 +1 year 
2014-2015 787-9, A350-900, CSeries +2 years 
2016-2018 A350-800/1000, A320 NEO family, 737 MAX 7/8, C919-200 +3 years 
> 2018 A380-900, 777-200/300 Successors, 737 MAX 9, C919-300 +5 years 
* Delayed EIS of an aircraft type equally delays the EIS of improved engine revisions for this aircraft (see chapter 3.4.6.2). 
Table 28: Assumptions about delivery delays of future aircraft types in sensitivity study 
Figure 87 compares the fleet composition of large passenger aircraft in the baseline forecast 
of this study and in the sensitivity scenario described above. In the sensitivity scenario, the 
number e.g. of Airbus A350 aircraft or of the assumed 777 successor are lower throughout 
the forecast, while the share of the current generation of aircraft (e.g. the Boeing 777) is 
higher than in the baseline forecast. In the narrowbody sector the delayed introduction of the 
Airbus A320 NEO and 737 MAX families is clearly visible in the diagrams – and is 
compensated by additional deliveries of A320 and 737 aircraft from the previous generation. 
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Figure 87: Fleet shares of large passenger aircraft  
in baseline scenario (left) and in scenario with delivery delays (right) 
The effects of the delayed introduction of new technology on total fuel burn and NOx 
emissions are shown in Figure 88. A third scenario is also included in the figure: in this 
hypothetical scenario, no new aircraft types and engine revisions are introduced throughout 
the forecast while aircraft types that are in production in 2010 will continue to be delivered 
until 203039. Taking this scenario as a reference, the newly introduced technology assumed 
in the baseline forecast leads to 9.6% lower fuel burn and 19.3% lower NOx emissions by 
2030. About 2.5% more fuel is consumed in the “delays” scenario in 2030 while total NOx 
emissions are 4.1% higher than in the baseline forecast.  
As the observed deltas of fuel burn and emissions are small, in-depth analyses of results can 
be performed to highlight differences between the scenarios. The left diagram in Figure 89 
shows the fuel efficiency measured in gram fuel per transported tonne-kilometre in the 
aforementioned scenarios. For comparison, the right diagram presents the fuel efficiency of 
newly delivered aircraft in their first year of service.  As expected,  the efficiency  of the newly  
                                                
39 Except aircraft types with a recently launched successor that go out of production in early years of the forecast. 
Baseline Scenario ‘Delays’ Scenario 
Baseline Scenario ‘Delays’ Scenario 
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Figure 88: Effects of delivery delays on fuel burn and emissions of air traffic 
delivered fleet is better than the fuel efficiency of the total fleet. More interesting is the step-
by-step improvement of the new fleet’s fuel efficiency e.g. in the baseline forecast, which is 
due to the introduction of new aircraft types. Additional components that are contributing to 
efficiency changes are a moderate increase of load factors, higher efficiency of future air 
traffic management and minor modification of aircraft types by serial modification. These 
secondary factors, which are simulated as continuous (year-by-year) improvements, are 
responsible for the efficiency change of the newly delivered fleet in the scenario without new 
aircraft types. Some fluctuation in the efficiency of the newly delivered fleet is observable in 
Figure 89 due to the comparably low number of flights performed by newly delivered aircraft 
and the stochastic selection of these flights when simulating the fleet rollover process.  
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Figure 89: Effects of delivery delays on fuel efficiency  
Considering the large number of aircraft types in the simulation and secondary effects on fuel 
efficiency mentioned above, it is difficult to identify the individual contributions leading to 
year-by-year efficiency improvements. Figure 90 shows an exemplary analysis for the fleet 
segment with 121-210 seats. The influence of a delayed introduction of new aircraft types is 
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clearly visible in the diagram. For the evaluated fleet segment, improvements in the 
efficiency of the newly delivered fleet as well as improvements in its specific NOx emissions 
can be traced back to the introduction of the A320 NEO and 737 MAX families. Other new 
aircraft types (e.g. the Comac C919 family and the Bombardier CS300) also belong to this 
seat category, but have only minor market shares and a much more limited influence on 
average fuel efficiency and emissions.  
 
 
Figure 90: Effects of delivery delays on fuel efficiency and specific NOx emissions - 
exemplary analysis for the fleet segment with 121-210 seats 
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4.4.4 NEW SINGLE-AISLE AIRCRAFT INSTEAD OF RE-ENGINED A320 AND 737 
In an additional case study, new single-aisle aircraft are assumed to be introduced by Airbus 
and Boeing instead of the re-engined A320 NEO and 737 MAX families. The considerably 
higher development effort for a new single-aisle aircraft is expected to result in a later entry 
into service (EIS) of the new aircraft compared to the re-engined A320 and 737 variants. 
Simulation models for a generic single-aisle aircraft family powered by an advanced turbofan 
engine have been created and are used as representative models for successors of the 
A320 and 737 aircraft. Assuming an EIS in the early 2020s, the new aircraft are estimated to 
be 27-30% more fuel efficient than the A320 and 737 and about 15% more fuel efficient than 
the A320 NEO and 737 MAX (see chapter 3.4.5). In the following assessment, the new 
aircraft types are introduced from 2021 onwards, five years later than the A320 NEO and 737 
MAX families in the baseline forecast. The production periods of A320 and 737 from the 
previous generation are prolonged accordingly. Details regarding the assumed production 
periods of all aircraft variants are found in Appendix O.  
Figure 91 shows the fleet composition in the narrowbody segment for the baseline scenario 
and for the alternative scenario with the newly developed aircraft. The later introduction of 
these aircraft types compared to the A320 NEO and 737 MAX families in the baseline 
scenario is visible in the charts below.  
  
Figure 91: Fleet shares of large single-aisle passenger aircraft  
in baseline scenario (left) and in scenario with new single-aisle aircraft types (right) 
The difference between the baseline forecast and the alternative scenario regarding fuel 
efficiency and specific NOx emissions is shown in Figure 92 for the fleet segment with 121-
210 seats. The A320 and 737 families (and their successors) dominate this category and are 
responsible for 80-90% of its fuel consumption. The improved fuel efficiency and lower NOx 
emissions of the newly developed aircraft compared to the A320 NEO and 737 MAX are 
visible in the lower diagrams of Figure 92, which refer to newly delivered aircraft only.  
Baseline Scenario ‘New Single-Aisle’ Scenario 
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Fuel Efficiency of Newly Delivered Aircraft (121-210 seats)
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Figure 92: Comparison of fuel efficiency and specific NOx emissions in different scenarios 
The upper diagrams in Figure 92 cover all aircraft in the fleet segment and show the effect of 
the fleet rollover process on average fuel efficiency and specific NOx emissions. As can be 
seen in the above charts, the fleet rollover requires time and delays the effects of any new 
aircraft types. The new single aisle aircraft, which are gradually introduced between 2021 
and 2024, account for 33% of the fleet segment in the last year of the forecast. In the 
baseline scenario, for comparison, A320 NEO and 737 MAX account for 51% of the fleet 
segment in 2030 due to their earlier EIS. As a consequence, the delta in fuel efficiency 
between the baseline and the alternative scenario is of small magnitude (<1%). Until 2030, 
the improved fuel efficiency of the all-new aircraft types is largely compensated by their later 
introduction.  
While advanced combustor technology used in the new single-aisle aircraft leads to lower 
NOx emissions than for the A320 NEO and 737 MAX, a similar effect can be observed for 
global NOx emissions. The aircrafts’ improved characteristics are compensated by their later 
introduction and will not lead to lower NOx emissions until the year 2030. However, the 
uncertainty regarding NOx emissions for both the re-engined and the new single-aisle aircraft 
should be regarded as high. At the time of writing, only limited information is available on 
NOx emissions of the engines for A320 NEO and 737 MAX. Consequently, as was discussed  
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Figure 93: Distribution of fuel consumption between aircraft size categories  
in chapter 3.4.5, the emission characteristics assumed for the simulated engine models are 
estimations only and may deviate from those of the real engines.  
The significance of the fleet segment with 121-210 seats for global fuel consumption and 
emissions is visualized in Figure 93. Aircraft from this segment are responsible for 40% of air 
traffic’s fuel consumption in 2010. According to the baseline forecast from this study, their 
share will decrease slightly throughout the forecasting period to about 33% in 2030. Despite 
this decrease, which is caused by the above average growth of the widebody segment, the 
share is still higher than for any other seat category used in this study. Total fuel 
consumption and NOx emissions from air traffic are finally presented in Figure 94. The delta 
in fuel consumption between the baseline forecast and the alternative scenario with new 
single-aisle aircraft remains within 1%. Results for NOx show a similar pattern as for fuel 
consumption. Considering the small deltas observed in the single-aisle segment alone, which 
were discussed in the previous paragraphs, the comparably low effects on global fuel burn 
and emissions are plausible.  
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Figure 94: Comparison of global fuel burn and NOx emissions in different scenarios
(* Baseline Scenario) 
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5 PERSPECTIVES 
5.1 OUTLOOK ON FUTURE AIR TRAFFIC  
While aviation contributes to economic growth, environmental balance is becoming a 
decisive requirement for the air transport sector. Increased awareness for environmental 
aspects both in the public and in the political community have lead to regulatory measures to 
reduce air traffic noise and emissions. This includes the recent stringency of NOx emission 
standards for aircraft engines from 2014 onwards [81] and the planned inclusion of aviation 
into the EU emissions trading scheme in 2012 [28], [115]. Current discussions on ICAO level 
regarding a future CO2 standard for aircraft indicate growing political pressure on airline and 
aircraft industries.  
Aircraft emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) are proportional to fuel burn and contribute to 
climate change. From an ecological point of view, uncoupling traffic growth and fuel 
consumption is desirable. This is reflected by current technology goals: The International 
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) aims at a 2% annual improvement of fuel efficiency 
through 2050 [75] while the International Air Transport Association (IATA) targets a 1.5% 
efficiency improvement per year until 2020, and carbon-neutral growth afterwards [68]. 
Results from the current study are summarized in Figure 95 and consider available 
information about aircraft and engine developments of the short-term and medium-term 
future. Using fuel burn per tonne-kilometre as a measure of fuel efficiency, this study predicts 
an efficiency improvement of 1.2% per year on average between 2010 and 2030. The 
forecasted improvement of fuel efficiency is higher in the 2020s (around 1.4% p.a.) than in 
the first decade of the forecast (1.0% p.a.). In the light of these findings, the aforementioned 
targets by ICAO and IATA must be regarded as ambitious.  
 
Figure 95: Development of transport performance, fuel burn and NOx emissions 2000-2030 
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To close the gap between the targeted improvement of CO2 emissions and progress on the 
aircraft and engine sides, alternative fuels and economic measures are increasingly in the 
focus of the airline industry. As was described in chapter 2.3.4, alternative (drop-in) fuels 
have a considerable potential for reducing CO2 emissions from a life-cycle perspective. 
Fischer-Tropsch fuel produced from biomass (biomass to liquid, BTL) enables reductions of 
life-cycle greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in the order of 80-90% compared to conventional 
jet fuel [124]. The GHG reduction potential for jet fuel obtained from hydroprocessed esters 
and fatty acids (HEFA) is typically lower and currently estimated as 40-70% [124].  
Figure 96 compares IATA’s environmental targets to the life-cycle CO2 emissions from 
aviation fuels. The diagram visualizes the influencing factors on CO2 emissions that were 
discussed in earlier chapters. In addition, effects of alternative fuels are assessed for the 
year 2030. Assuming biofuels with 80% reduced GHG emissions (on average) compared to 
conventional jet fuel, a biofuel market share of nearly 40% would be required in 2030 in order 
to meet the IATA targets mentioned before. In the aviation community, market shares of 5-
30% are currently discussed for the year 2030 [12], [40], the higher estimates being difficult 
to achieve. In the longer term until 2050, IATA aims at reducing GHG emissions to 50% of 
the emissions from the year 2005 [68]. This target is visualized in Figure 97, using the 
optimistic ICAO S5 scenario [75] as a reference for fuel consumption in 205040. Figure 97 
indicates that under the assumptions mentioned above, the long-term target cannot be met 
by means of alternative fuels  alone. Forecasted biofuel  market shares  for  2050  are  highly   
 
Figure 96: IATA environmental targets and potential effects of alternative fuels41 
                                                
40 Using the ICAO S5 prediction of fuel burn in 2050 implies a higher annual improvement of fuel efficiency in 
    2030-2050 than obtained in this study for 2010-2030. See chapter 4.3.4 for information on ICAO S5. 
41 Life-cycle equivalent CO2 (CO2e) emissions include GHG emissions from fuel production, distribution and  
    combustion. They are here assumed to be proportional to fuel consumption for a given type of fuel. 
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Figure 97: Analysis of IATA’s long term target for CO2 emissions 
speculative and range from 30% [83] to 100% [12]. However, it is hard to tell if the barriers 
that are preventing large-scale use of alternative fuels can be overcome. The cost of 
sustainable fuel is an important issue: neither BTL nor HEFA fuels are currently cost 
competitive. According to results from the SWAFEA project [99], cost competitiveness with 
conventional jet fuel cannot be expected before 2030 for BTL fuels and around 2040 for 
HEFA solutions – even in a scenario assuming a large-scale production ramp-up, abundant 
availability of capital and cheap feedstock resources. Capital expenditure to establish 
production facilities is seen as the number one barrier for BTL fuels while HEFA fuels are 
more constrained by the feedstock price [99]. New processes may emerge until 2020, but are 
currently in an early stage of development. Besides fuel costs, the availability of production 
capacities and of feedstock resources are potential bottlenecks that need to be addressed 
[99], [124]. According to SWAFEA, more than 50% of all available biomass from agriculture, 
forestry and waste would be required in 2050 in order to reduce projected greenhouse gas 
emissions from aviation to levels of the year 2020 [99]. While this is regarded as 
technologically feasible, it requires considerable effort and investment in agriculture [99]. The 
use of alternative feedstock resources like algae appears promising, but respective 
production pathways are not yet mature. Furthermore, the GHG reduction by use of HEFA 
fuels from algae is estimated as only 42% compared to conventional jet fuel in a baseline 
scenario, however at high variability depending on details of feedstock recovery [124].  
In addition to alternative fuels, political and economic measures are required in order to 
reach the ambitious industry goals. Economic measures include carbon offset mechanisms 
or emissions trading, which provide means to allow traffic growth while limiting GHG 
emissions at the same time. In the European Union, aviation is planned to be included into 
the EU Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS), which has already been established for stationary 
emission sources [28]. In a cap-and-trade approach, airlines are obliged to hold allowances 
for their CO2 emissions from 2012 onwards. With few exceptions, commercial flights 
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departing from or arriving at EU airports will be subject to the trading scheme [28]. An 
emissions cap will be in force, which is intended to be lowered in the future. In order to 
enable further growth, airlines need to purchase emission allowances from other operators or 
other industry sectors, where CO2 reductions may be easier (and cheaper) to achieve.  
Non-CO2 emissions of air traffic are more difficult to deal with, as they are not proportional to 
fuel burn. It is essential to consider these emissions and their potential impact on climate: 
Emissions of NOx from aircraft engines influence atmospheric chemistry and indirectly 
contribute to global warming [89], [112]. Aircraft emissions of soot are believed to influence 
cloud formation, which may also affect climate [121]. The difficulty in forecasting non-CO2 
emissions is caused by the complexity of the combustion process in aircraft engines, the 
large number of aircraft and engine types, limited availability of reference data from industry 
and technological trade-offs to be considered for future aircraft and engine development. In 
this study, soot emissions were assessed for historical aviation from the year 2000 until 
2010, while a forecast of future soot emissions was omitted due to lack of reference data. 
Limited information is provided by engine manufacturers on NOx emissions of future aircraft 
engines, although the comprehensiveness and quality of this data are not satisfactory: 
Emission standards for NOx and respective technology targets are mostly defined on engine 
level and refer to the ICAO’s standardized landing and take-off (LTO) cycle. Emission targets 
for future engines are often specified relative to an emission standard, which is a function of 
the engine’s pressure ratio. Without knowing the engine’s pressure ratio at maximum thrust, 
this information is of limited value for emissions quantification. More importantly, no 
information is published by engine manufacturers on engine emissions during cruise flight. 
Given current trends towards higher engine bypass ratios and pressure ratios, and 
considering the recent introduction of staged lean-burn combustors, the relation between 
NOx output in the LTO cycle and NOx emitted during cruise flight is getting increasingly 
complex. Detailed engine models and flight simulations are required in order to predict NOx 
emissions at cruise altitude and on flight mission level. As a consequence, emission 
calculations on air traffic system level result in a considerable modelling effort. An additional 
certification requirement for aircraft or aircraft engines covering NOx emissions during cruise 
flight would help to improve transparency with respect to NOx emissions of global air traffic.  
In the emissions forecast developed for this study, specific NOx emissions measured in gram 
NOx per transported tonne-kilometre are predicted to decrease by 27% between 2010 and 
2030. In this forecast, advanced low-NOx combustors using lean burn technology are 
assumed to gain significant market shares in the 2020s. Alternative scenarios have also 
been evaluated and were discussed in chapter 4.4.2. The reduction of specific NOx 
emissions in the baseline scenario of the forecast exceeds the expected improvement of fuel 
efficiency and can be seen as a result of the high investments into low-NOx combustion 
technology that were made by the engine industry in the past two decades.  
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5.2 PAST AND FUTURE MODEL APPLICATION 
The software modules presented in this study have been used in a number of European and 
DLR research projects. Developed at the DLR Institute of Propulsion Technology, future use 
of the tool chain will focus on effects of future engine technology on global aviation 
emissions.  
The VarMission module for flight mission and emissions calculation can be seen as a 
replacement for the former VarFlight tool of the DLR Institute of Propulsion Technology. 
VarMission was initially applied in a DLR research project on particle emissions named 
PAZI-2 [86]. In this activity, VarMission and the VarCycle engine simulation were used to 
calculate emission profiles including soot emissions for a number of aircraft-engine 
combinations. Flight mission analyses were also conducted in the CLAIRE 2 project of the 
DLR Institute of Propulsion Technology and MTU Aero Engines [35] and in a study on 
climate optimized flight planning sponsored by the German Federal Ministry of the 
Environment [94]. Current applications of VarMission include the European Alfa-Bird project 
on alternative fuels and a DLR activity on integrated air traffic modelling named IML 2 
(“Integrierte Modellierung des Luftverkehrssystems 2”).  
The Air Traffic Emissions Module determines flight movements, transport performance and 
emissions of air traffic and automates a number of tasks that had to be done manually in the 
past. This includes the creation of input data for DLR’s FATE software, which produces four-
dimensional inventories of aviation emissions. The Air Traffic Emissions Module and FATE 
were applied in the IML 1 project lead by the DLR Institute of Air Transport and Airport 
Research [103]. Both modules will also be used in the work package on technology 
evaluation of the European 7th framework Joint Technology Initiative (JTI) / Clean Sky. 
Emission inventories for aviation in 2000 and 2020 will be produced in this work package42.  
The tool chain consisting of VarCycle and VarMission, the Air Traffic Emissions Module and 
earlier versions of the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module was used for joint publications 
of the DLR Institute of Propulsion Technology and the DLR Institute of Air Transport and 
Airport Research on potential effects of the planned inclusion of aviation into the EU 
Emissions Trading Scheme (EU-ETS) [115], [116]. In the future, the existing tool chain will 
be used to monitor emissions from air traffic and to assess forecast scenarios considering 
various technology scenarios. Furthermore, the tool chain can be regarded as a prototype for 
a more comprehensive forecast model that is being developed in the ongoing IML 2 project 
mentioned above.  
                                                
42 The inventory for the year 2020 in JTI / Clean Sky is based on a flight movements forecast produced by Airbus.                  
    As a consequence, the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module will not be applied in this project.  
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5.3 PROSPECTIVE MODEL IMPROVEMENTS 
Future model improvements are mostly linked to newly available input data and software. 
This includes input information for aircraft and engine models as well as more detailed flight 
movements including trajectory information.  
Future versions of the ICAO engine emissions database [78] will provide more information on 
NOx emissions of future aircraft engines. This includes information on the GEnx and LeapX 
engines for the Boeing 787 and A320 NEO family using TAPS combustor technology. In 
addition, more detailed information on such engines including emission characteristics during 
cruise flight may become available from engine manufacturers or publications. Such data 
can be used in simulation models of the engines and will help to reduce the uncertainty 
regarding NOx emissions of future air traffic. Similarly, emission characteristics of alternative 
fuels gathered by measurement will help to improve the accuracy of emission forecasts for 
the medium-term and long-term future.  
The VarMission module developed for this study is mainly used with aircraft models from the 
BADA database [46]. This database is maintained by EUROCONTROL and is typically 
updated every year providing newly added or modified aircraft models. As such updates may 
include changes in methodology, VarMission needs to be adapted to reflect these changes. 
Besides, a new interface has been established between VarMission and a new software for 
engine simulation named GTlab. GTlab is being developed at the DLR Institute of Propulsion 
Technology and will replace the existing VarCycle software for the purpose of engine 
simulation [15]. A re-programming of VarMission using the C++ programming language is 
under consideration, mainly to improve software performance43 and to harmonize the 
software architecture between GTlab and VarMission.  
The Air Traffic Emissions Module is based on worldwide flight schedules. More detailed flight 
plan information or flight trajectories from radar data are currently not available for global air 
traffic. Access to information from air traffic service providers is usually restricted. An 
alternative source of flight movements are position broadcasts of aircraft equipped with ADS-
B transponders (Automatic Dependent Surveillance Broadcast). The majority of large 
transport aircraft are already equipped with ADS-B technology and broadcast their position 
periodically. Such broadcasts can be received by other aircraft or ground stations within 
range. Online communities like flightradar24.com collect position information from ADS-B 
receivers all over the world and provide “virtual radar screens” to the public. While the 
regional coverage of these communities is still limited, the use of ADS-B information for air 
traffic models is a promising option for the future.  
                                                
43 i.e. to reduce calculation times for flight simulation.  
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The Air Traffic Forecast Model, which was developed for this study, provides a possibility to 
predict future emissions of the air transport sector based on traffic forecasts from external 
sources like e.g. the Airbus Global Market Forecast. Results from this model will be used to 
assess aviation’s impact on climate change. A more comprehensive forecast model is 
currently being developed in the IML 2 project (“Integrierte Modellierung des 
Luftverkehrssystems 2”) lead by the DLR Institute of Air Transport and Airport Research. In 
this forecast it is planned to use aircraft models and the fleet rollover methodology from this 
study in combination with a new model predicting future flight movements. The new traffic 
forecast will consider constraints in airport capacities, which are not evaluated explicitly in 
today’s air traffic forecasts. The modular structure of the model developed for this study 
allows the gradual introduction of improvements and the implementation of new modules or 
sub-modules for future applications. 
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Appendix A AIRCRAFT SPEEDS AND ACCELERATIONS 
Take-off speed: 
In the standard flight mission, the aircraft accelerates to take-off speed on the runway. The 
airspeed at take-off can be estimated as incremented stall speed in take-off configuration. A 
reference stall speed is given by BADA [46] for take-off configuration, see chapter 3.2.2:  
 (1) file OPFBADA  from ref stall, =v  
The reference stall speed can be corrected for the aircraft’s actual take-off mass. For 
reasons of simplicity, the aircraft’s maximum take-off mass is assumed by default: 
 (2)  
ref
refstall m
mvv max,MTOW stall, ⋅=  
Hence, the take-off speed vtake-off is estimated as incremented stall speed following a BADA 
recommendation [46]:  
 (3)  TOdMTOWstallTOV VvCv ,,min,off-take +⋅=    with  2.1min, =TOVC   and  kt 5, =TOdV  
Climb speeds: 
The calibrated airspeeds for climb are obtained from BADA airline procedure information. 
BADA provides a typical low-altitude climb speed, a high-altitude climb speed and a climb 
Mach number for each aircraft model [46]. While the BADA user manual suggests a speed 
schedule of constant speed segments during climb and descent, VarMission uses explicit 
acceleration and deceleration flight phases. 
In the modified ATA departure that is assumed as default procedure by VarMission, the 
aircraft accelerates from take-off speed to low-altitude climb speed after reaching an altitude 
of 1500 feet above ground. An energy share factor of 0.3 is assumed for the accelerated 
climb segment44. A speed limit of 250 kt CAS can be applied below flight level 100 if selected 
by the user. After reaching flight level 100, the aircraft accelerates from low-altitude climb 
speed to high-altitude climb speed in a constant-altitude acceleration segment45. An 
acceleration of 0.6 m/s² is assumed in this segment. When reaching the transition altitude 
between high-altitude climb speed and climb Mach number, climb is continued at constant 
Mach number until the initial cruise altitude is reached.  
                                                
44 See BADA manual [46] for a definition of the energy share factor.  
45 Following procedures described in aircraft performance documentation. Procedures used in reality may vary.  
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Cruise speeds: 
After reaching initial cruise altitude, the aircraft is accelerated or decelerated to the aircraft’s 
typical cruise Mach number as suggested by BADA [46]. An acceleration of 0.2 m/s² is 
assumed for this purpose. It should be noted that for many aircraft models, the climb Mach 
number equals the cruise Mach number. In these cases, no acceleration is required. After 
the cruise phase, the aircraft is accelerated or decelerated to the descent Mach number (if 
required). Again, an acceleration of 0.2 m/s² is assumed for this purpose. 
Descent speeds:  
BADA provides an aircraft-specific descent Mach number and typical calibrated airspeeds for 
descent at high altitudes and low altitudes. When descending from final cruise altitude, the 
given descent Mach number is assumed. Descent is performed at constant Mach number 
until the transition altitude between Mach number and high-altitude descent CAS is reached. 
A decelerated descent phase is assumed before reaching flight level 100. An energy share 
factor of 0.7 is used for modelling this segment. A speed limit of 250 kt CAS can be applied 
below flight level 100 if selected by the used. 
Approach and landing speeds:  
In the simulated approach procedure, the aircraft is decelerated from low-altitude descent 
speed to approach speed in a horizontal deceleration segment at an altitude of 3000 feet. 
The approach speed is estimated by formula (4):  
  (4) ( )landinglowDescent vvvv −⋅+= ,landingapproach 10012  
vDescent, low is the low-altitude descent speed from BADA. The aircraft’s landing speed vlanding is 
calculated as incremented stall speed in landing configuration. A reference stall speed is 
given by BADA [46] for landing configuration: 
 (5) file OPFBADA  from ref stall, =v    (OPF = Operations Performance File) 
The reference stall speed can be corrected for the aircraft’s actual landing weight. For 
reasons of simplicity, the aircraft’s maximum landing weight (MLW) or the BADA reference 
weight (whichever is smaller) is assumed: 
 (6)  
ref
MLW
refstall m
mvv ⋅= ,MLW stall,  
The landing speed vlanding is calculated as incremented stall speed following BADA [46]:  
 (7)  LDdMLWstallLDV VvCv ,,min,landing +⋅=   with  3.1min, =LDVC   and   kt 5, =LDdV
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Appendix B ENGINE THRUST LEVELS  
The BADA approach to estimate maximum engine thrust [46] and a generic thrust model 
from [129] are implemented in VarMission and will be described in the following paragraphs.  
BADA provides engine thrust coefficients CTc, x for each aircraft model that can be used in 
order to estimate maximum climb thrust as function of altitude and flight speed. In the BADA 
methodology the maximum climb thrust of an aircraft is approximated as follows:  
 (1a) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅+−⋅= 23,
2,
1,ISA climb,max 1 hCC
hCT Tc
Tc
Tc  for aircraft with jet engines 
 (1b)  3,
2,
1,ISA climb,max 
1
Tc
TAS
Tc
Tc Cv
C
h
CT +
−
⋅=    for aircraft with turboprop engines  
 (1c) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +−⋅=
TAS
Tc
Tc
Tc v
C
C
hCT 3,
2,
1,ISA climb,max 1    for aircraft with piston engines 
As can be seen from the formulae above, BADA estimates the maximum climb thrust as 
function of altitude h for jet aircraft and as function of altitude and true airspeed vTAS for 
turboprops and aircraft with piston engines. The thrust calculated by formula (1a-c) assumes 
International Standard Atmospheric Conditions (ISA). Formula (2) corrects Tmax climb, ISA for a 
temperature deviation from ISA conditions ΔTISA:   
 (2) ( )effISATc TCTT ,5,ISA climb,max climbmax 1 Δ⋅−⋅=   
 with 4,, TcISAeffISA CTT −Δ=Δ  and effISATc TC ,5, Δ⋅  limited to values between 0 and 0.4. 
BADA thrust levels other than maximum climb thrust are obtained by multiplying maximum 
climb thrust with a coefficient: 
• Maximum cruise thrust is calculated as follows:   
  (3) climbmax cruisemax TCT Tcr ⋅=  
• A reduced climb thrust level can be calculated as function of aircraft mass m and is 
suggested to be used in the climb phase for a realistic climb profile:  
  (4) ( ) DDTCT redpow +−⋅= climbmax ,climb red   with  
minmax
max
red pow, 1 mm
mmCC red −
−⋅−=  
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• During descent, BADA assumes a descent thrust level calculated by formula (5):  
(5) climbmax TCT Tdesdes ⋅=   with CTdes given as function of aircraft type and altitude. 
As BADA climb thrust for jet aircraft does not depend on airspeed or flight Mach number, the 
formulae are not suitable for low speed segments that are typically flown at low altitudes. 
Furthermore, maximum take-off thrust cannot be calculated by the BADA model. In order to 
provide low-altitude climb thrust and take-off thrust data, a generic engine thrust model from 
[129] is implemented in VarMission and typically used for climb phases below flight level 100. 
This model will be described in the following paragraphs.  
Given the maximum rated thrust of an engine type (e.g. from the ICAO engine exhaust 
emissions databank [78]), the maximum thrust for flight conditions is estimated as follows:   
 (6) 
plhM
offtake T
T
T
TTT ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛⋅⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛⋅=
+
−
ratingmax ratingmax 
ratingmax max  
Formula (6) calculates the maximum take-off thrust of an engine using correction factors for 
Mach number and altitude effects and for the pressure loss in the air intake. The correction 
factors are calculated by formulae (7) and (8):   
 (7) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ ⋅⋅⋅−⋅=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
+
μρ
ρ
00ratingmax 
35.0exp
p
pM
T
T
hM
  
 (8) ( )
P
P
T
T
pl
Δ⋅⋅+−=⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ μ25.03.11
ratingmax 
  assuming  02.0=Δ
P
P
 
In the above formulae, ρ and ρ0 are the air density at flight altitude and sea level respectively, 
p and p0 are the static pressure at flight altitude and at sea level while μ is the engine bypass 
ratio (at sea level static and maximum rated thrust). VarMission assumes ISA standard 
atmospheric conditions for p0 and ρ0 calculation. Maximum climb thrust is estimated based 
on maximum take-off thrust using a climb thrust rating factor D:  
 (9) off-max takeclimbmax TDT ⋅=   with D typically equal to 0.80  
In VarMission’s default flight missions, the thrust model from [129] is used for BADA aircraft 
with jet engines during climb phases below flight level 100 while BADA maximum or reduced 
climb thrust levels are applied for the climb phases above flight level 100. For non-BADA 
aircraft only the formulae from [129] are applied while for BADA aircraft with turboprop or 
piston engines only the BADA thrust model is used. 
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Appendix C FORMAT OF VARMISSION AND FATE EMISSION PROFILES 
This appendix contains information on the file format of emission profiles produced by 
VarMission. The emission profiles are intended for the FATE global inventory tool and have, 
in principle, the original FATE data format with some modifications.  
Information file: 
The information file is a text file containing aircraft and engine information, the aircraft’s 
payload-range-capabilities and its characteristic masses. It also lists distances and load 
factors for which emission profile files are available. An example is shown in Figure 98. 
 
Figure 98: Example of an information file (Boeing 747-400, default engine) 
The information file is named by the aircraft code followed by the engine code. These codes 
are separated by a dash. The file contains data lines and comment lines that describe the 
data in the previous data line. All data is separated by spaces and each data line is ended by 
“-1”. The lines contain the following information:  
Line 1:   Data line with ranges in km for which emission profiles were calculated.  
Line 2:   Comment line with additional information on aircraft name, aircraft model   
    version, engine name, VarCycle engine model and date of simulation.  
Line 3:   Empty line 
Line 4:   Data line containing ranges in km and corresponding maximum payloads in kg. 
    Usually four data pairs are given and sufficient to plot the payload-range diagram. 
Line 5-6:  Comment line + empty line 
Line 7:  Data line with the aircraft’s reference payload (usually the maximum payload). 
Line 8-9:  Comment line + empty line 
Line 10:  Data line with payloads in kg for which emission profiles were calculated. 
Line 11-12: Comment line + empty line 
Line 13:  Data line containing characteristic aircraft masses in kg, i.e. maximum take-off 
    mass, maximum landing mass, operational empty mass, usable fuel capacity. 
Line 14-15: Comment line + empty line 
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Profile files: 
The profile files contain tabulated flight mission protocols including emissions data. There is 
one profile file per simulated flight, i.e. for a given mission distance and load factor. An 
example is shown in the following figure. 
 
Figure 99: Example of a profile file (B744, default engine, 67% load factor, 6000km mission) 
The profile file name is composed of aircraft code, engine code, load factor in percent and 
mission distance in 100 km; these elements are separated by dashes. The profile file 
consists of tabulated data separated by tabs. It contains the following data: 
Line 1:   Column descriptions for lines 4 to end-of-file 
Line 2:   Special data line containing the following mission-specific results: 
    initial cruise altitude [m], cruise distance [m], mission distance [m],  
    cruise time [s], mission time [s], payload [kg] and block fuel [kg]46.  
Line 3:   Special data line containing the following mission-specific data: 
    final cruise altitude [m], climb distance [m], climb time [s],  
    take-off weight [kg], landing weight [mg]. 
Line 4-x: The following lines contain the flight mission data. Each line can be     
    regarded as one point along the flight profile. The column H specifies the   
    instantaneous altitude in m while columns dF, dNOx, ... specify the delta in  
    fuel burn and NOx emissions compared to the previous line.  
                                                
46 Block fuel includes trip fuel, taxi fuel and reserve fuel quantities. 
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Appendix D TYPICAL CRUISE FLIGHT LEVELS  
VarMission suggests typical cruise altitudes for a given flight mission in case the user of the 
software does not specify details of the cruise phase trajectory. Typical cruise flight levels 
are estimated as function of aircraft type and mission distance and are based on average 
cruise flight levels observed in the air traffic system. The underlying data are taken from a 
statistical evaluation of cruise flight levels in the Aero2k inventory of global aviation [90], [58]. 
The Aero2k inventory covers flight movements of the year 2002 and is based on European 
and US radar trajectories provided by EUROCONTROL and the FAA [53].  
Figure 100 presents an example of the data examined in the statistical evaluation from [90]. 
The diagram shows the maximum flight levels of all flights performed by Airbus A321 aircraft 
in December 2002. Given such information, the average maximum flight level of the aircraft 
type can be determined for different distance categories. These analyses have been 
performed at the DLR Institute of Atmospheric Physics for 49 different aircraft types using 
range steps of 500 nautical miles [58]. Regional differences in the Air Traffic Management 
and a dependency of the maximum flight level on the load factor are neglected. If such 
statistical data are available for a given aircraft type and distance, the corresponding average 
flight level is assumed by VarMission as the flight level at top-of-descent.  
 
Figure 100: Maximum flight level of Airbus A321 by mission distance  
in flight movements of the Aero2k inventory for December 2002 [90] 
The flight level at top-of-descent may not correpond to the flight level at the top-of-climb, as 
one or more step climbs may have been performed during cruise flight. Unfortunately, only 
the maximum flight levels of each flight were analysed in the statistical evaluation described 
above. As a consequence, VarMission estimates the initial cruise altitude as function of 
aircraft type, mission distance and load factor.   
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Given the “typical” final cruise flight level from the aforementioned statistics, the initial cruise 
flight level (which equals the flight level at top-of-climb) is determined as follows: 
• VarMission estimates both the initial cruise weight and the final cruise weight of the 
aircraft on the given flight mission. The maximum flight levels that can be reached at 
these two gross weights and at the aircraft’s typical cruise Mach number are 
determined by the aircraft performance model.  
• Given the typical flight level at top-of-descent from the statistical evaluation, the delta 
between the maximum flight level and the typical flight level at top-of-descent 
conditions can be calculated.  
• The same delta is assumed for top-of-climb conditions. This way, the initial cruise 
flight level can be calculated. 
A mid-cruise step climb is performed between the initial and final cruise flight levels. No step 
climb is assumed if the initial cruise altitude estimated by VarMission equals the final cruise 
altitude and for short distance flights of less than 270 nautical miles47. While the 
aforementioned approach is a rough simplification, it leads to plausible flight profiles: Initial 
cruise flight levels depend on aircraft type, mission distance and payload while final cruise 
flight levels correspond to the average maximum flight levels described above.  
For aircraft types with no available reference data, average flight levels for an aircraft 
category derived from the data in [90] and [58] are used by VarMission. Given such average 
values for top-of-descent conditions, the initial cruise flight level is calculated as described 
above. Average top-of-descent flight levels have been derived for 12 aircraft categories 
including widebody and narrowbody aircraft, regional jets and business jets, turboprops and 
piston aircraft. Each of these categories is split further into “old” and “modern” aircraft types. 
This simplified approach regarding cruise flight levels is also followed for simulated flight 
missions performed by the newly created aircraft models of the future, which were described 
in chapter 3.4.5. 
 
 
                                                
47 Short distance flights of less than 270 nautical miles are assumed to fly at a constant cruise flight level  
    which equals the initial cruise flight level as calculated by VarMission.  
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Appendix E SPECIFIC SOOT PARTICLE NUMBER VS. ALTITUDE 
The curve describing the average specific soot particle number Nsoot [1015/g] vs. altitude H 
[km] from [33] can be approximated by the following function:  
For H [km] <= 11.3: 
 gHfHeHdHcHbHaNsoot +⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅= 23456  
  with  a = -0.0000728  e = -0.1970238 
    b = 0.0020713  f = 0.6372580 
    c = -0.0217709  g = 4.8185084 
    d = 0.1071162 
For H [km] > 11.3:  
 tHmNsoot +⋅=  
  with  m = 0.0100312  t = 16.3945469 
The original diagram from [33] shows decreasing values of Nsoot at very high altitudes (> 14 
km), but based on measurements for one single engine (from Concorde) only. As Concorde 
aircraft have been retired, high-altitude data was omitted in both the above formulae and the 
diagram below.   
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Figure 101: Average soot particle number per gram of soot vs. flight altitude  
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Appendix F OAG AIRCRAFT AND VARMISSION MODELS 
Specific or General 
Aircraft ID (OAG)
OAG Aircraft Name Equivalent OAG IDs for Forecast
VarMission 
Aircraft ID
VarMission 
Aircraft Variant
User-defined 
model
Represent. 
Aircraft
ND2 Aerospatiale (Nord) 262 SH36 BADA v3.9 x
AB3 Airbus A300 Passenger AB4,AB6 A306 BADA v3.9
AB6 Airbus A300-600 Passenger A306 BADA v3.9
AB4 Airbus A300B2 /B4 Passenger A30B BADA v3.9
ABX Airbus A300B4 /A300C4 /A300F4 A30B BADA v3.9 x
310 Airbus A310 Passenger 312,313 A310 BADA v3.9
312 Airbus A310-200 Passenger A310 BADA v3.9
313 Airbus A310-300 Passenger A310 BADA v3.9 x
318 Airbus A318 A318 BADA v3.9
32S Airbus A318 /319 /320 /321 318,319,320,321 A320 BADA v3.8*
319 Airbus A319 A319 BADA v3.9
320 Airbus A320 A320 BADA v3.8*
321 Airbus A321 A321 BADA v3.9
330 Airbus A330 332,333 A332 BADA v3.9
332 Airbus A330-200 A332 BADA v3.9
333 Airbus A330-300 A333 BADA v3.9
340 Airbus A340 342,343,345,346 A343 BADA v3.9
342 Airbus A340-200 A343 BADA v3.9 x
343 Airbus A340-300 A343 BADA v3.9
345 Airbus A340-500 A345 BADA v3.9
346 Airbus A340-600 A346 BADA v3.9
380 Airbus A380 388,389 A388 BADA v3.9
388 Airbus A380-800 Passenger A388 BADA v3.9
389 Airbus A380-900 Passenger A388 BADA v3.9 x
ANF Antonov AN-12 C130 BADA v3.9 x
A4F Antonov AN-124 B742 BADA v3.9 x
A40 Antonov AN-140 AT45 BADA v3.9 x
A81 Antonov An148-100 B462 BADA v3.9 x
AN4 Antonov AN-24 F27 BADA v3.9 x
AN6 Antonov AN-26 /30 /32 F27 BADA v3.9 x
A28 Antonov An28 /Pzl Mielec M-28 Skytruck E120 BADA v3.9 x
AN7 Antonov AN-72 /74 F28 BADA v3.9 x
AT3 ATR 42 300 /400 AT43 BADA v3.9
AT5 ATR 42 500 AT45 BADA v3.9
AT4 ATR 42-300 /320 AT3 AT43 BADA v3.9
AT7 ATR 72 AT73 BADA v3.9
ATR ATR42 /ATR72 AT3,AT5,AT7 AT73 BADA v3.9
AR1 Avro RJ100 RJ85 BADA v3.9 x
AR7 Avro RJ70 RJ85 BADA v3.9 x
ARJ Avro RJ70 /RJ85 /RJ100 AR1,AR7,AR8 RJ85 BADA v3.9
AR8 Avro RJ85 RJ85 BADA v3.9
B15 BAe (BAC /ROMBAC) 1-11 500 B11 BA11 BADA v3.9 x
B11 BAe (BAC) 1-11 BA11 BADA v3.9
B12 BAe (BAC) 1-11 200 B11 BA11 BADA v3.9 x
B13 BAe (BAC) 1-11 300 B11 BA11 BADA v3.9 x
HS7 BAe (HS) 748 F27 BADA v3.9 x
14F BAe 146 (Freighter) B462 BADA v3.9 x
146 BAe 146 Passenger 141,142,143 B462 BADA v3.9
141 BAe 146-100 Passenger B462 BADA v3.9 x
142 BAe 146-200 Passenger B462 BADA v3.9
143 BAe 146-300 Passenger B462 BADA v3.9 x
ATP BAe ATP ATP BADA v3.9
JST BAe Jetstream J31,J32,J41 JS32 BADA v3.9
J31 BAe Jetstream 31 JS32 BADA v3.9 x
J32 BAe Jetstream 32 JS32 BADA v3.9
J41 BAe Jetstream 41 JS41 BADA v3.9
BET Beechcraft (Lght Acft - Twin Turboprop) BEC JS32 BADA v3.9 x
BEC Beechcraft (Light Aircraft) BE9L BADA v3.9
BE1 Beechcraft 1900 Airliner BEH,BES JS32 BADA v3.9 x
BES Beechcraft 1900C Airliner JS32 BADA v3.9 x
BEH Beechcraft 1900D Airliner JS32 BADA v3.9 x
BE9 Beechcraft C99 Airliner BE99 BADA v3.9
BE2 Beechcraft-Lght Acft-Twin Piston Engine BEC BE58 BADA v3.9 x  
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BNI BN BN-2A /BN-2B Islander PA31 BADA v3.9 x
BNT BN BN-2A MkIII Trislander PA31 BADA v3.9 x
D10 Boeing (Douglas) DC10 Passenger D1C,D11 DC10 BADA v3.9
D11 Boeing (Douglas) DC10-10 /15 Passenger DC10 BADA v3.9 x
D1C Boeing (Douglas) DC10-30 /40 Passenger DC10 BADA v3.9
D3F Boeing (Douglas) DC3 Freighter DC3 F27 BADA v3.9 x
DC3 Boeing (Douglas) DC-3 Passenger F27 BADA v3.9 x
D6F Boeing (Douglas) DC6A /B /C Freighter C130 BADA v3.9 x
DC6 Boeing (Douglas) DC-6b Passenger C130 BADA v3.9 x
DC8 Boeing (Douglas) DC-8 Passenger DC87 BADA v3.9 x
D9F Boeing (Douglas) DC9 Freighter DC94 BADA v3.9 x
DC9 Boeing (Douglas) DC-9 Passenger D92,D93,D95 DC94 BADA v3.9 x
D92 Boeing (Douglas) DC-9-20 DC94 BADA v3.9 x
D93 Boeing (Douglas) DC9-30 Passenger DC94 BADA v3.9 x
D95 Boeing (Douglas) DC9-50 Passenger DC94 BADA v3.9 x
M1M Boeing (Douglas) MD-11 Mixed Config MD11 BADA v3.9 x
M11 Boeing (Douglas) MD-11 Passenger MD11 BADA v3.9
M80 Boeing (Douglas) MD-80 M81,M82,M83,M87,M88 MD82 BADA v3.9
M81 Boeing (Douglas) MD-81 MD82 BADA v3.9 x
M82 Boeing (Douglas) MD-82 MD82 BADA v3.9
M83 Boeing (Douglas) MD-83 MD83 BADA v3.9
M87 Boeing (Douglas) MD-87 MD82 BADA v3.9 x
M88 Boeing (Douglas) MD-88 MD83 BADA v3.9 x
M90 Boeing (Douglas) MD-90 MD83 BADA v3.9 x
707 Boeing 707 /720 Passenger B703 BADA v3.9
70F Boeing 707-320B /320C (Freighter) B703 BADA v3.9
717 Boeing 717-200 B712 BADA v3.9
72M Boeing 727 (Mixed Configuration) B722 BADA v3.9 x
727 Boeing 727 (Passenger) 721,722 B722 BADA v3.9
721 Boeing 727-100 Passenger B722 BADA v3.9 x
72S Boeing 727-200 Passenger 722 B722 BADA v3.9
72A Boeing 727-200 Advanced 722 B722 BADA v3.9
722 Boeing 727-200 Passenger B722 BADA v3.9
73M Boeing 737 (Mixed Configuration) 73L,73Q B732 BADA v3.9 x
73S Boeing 737 Advanced all Series 732 B732 BADA v3.9
737 Boeing 737 Passenger 731,732,733,734,735,736,73G,738,739 B738 BADA v3.9
731 Boeing 737-100 Passenger B732 BADA v3.9 x
73L Boeing 737-200 (Mixed Configuration) B732 BADA v3.9 x
73A Boeing 737-200 /200C Advanced (Pax) 732 B732 BADA v3.9
732 Boeing 737-200 Passenger B732 BADA v3.9
73C Boeing 737-300 (Winglets) Passenger 733 B733 BADA v3.9
733 Boeing 737-300 Passenger B733 BADA v3.9
73Q Boeing 737-400 (Mixed Configuration) B734 BADA v3.9 x
734 Boeing 737-400 Passenger B734 BADA v3.9
735 Boeing 737-500 Passenger B735 BADA v3.9
73E Boeing 737-500 (Winglets) Passenger 735 B735 BADA v3.9
736 Boeing 737-600 Passenger B736 BADA v3.9
73W Boeing 737-700 (Winglets) Passenger 73G B737 BADA v3.9
73G Boeing 737-700 Passenger B737 BADA v3.9
73H Boeing 737-800 (Winglets) Passenger 738 B738 BADA v3.9
738 Boeing 737-800 Passenger B738 BADA v3.9
73J Boeing 737-900 (Winglets) Passenger 739 B739 BADA v3.9
739 Boeing 737-900 Passenger B739 BADA v3.9
74M Boeing 747 (Mixed Configuration) 74C,74D,74E B744 BADA v3.9 x
747 Boeing 747 (Passenger) 741,742,743,744,748 B744 BADA v3.9
741 Boeing 747-100 (Passenger) B742 BADA v3.9 x
74C Boeing 747-200 (Mixed Configuration) B742 BADA v3.9 x
742 Boeing 747-200 (Passenger) B742 BADA v3.9
743 Boeing 747-300 /747-100 /200 SUD (Pax) B743 BADA v3.9
74D Boeing 747-300 /747-200 SUD (Mxd Config) B743 BADA v3.9 x
74E Boeing 747-400 (Mixed Configuration) B744 BADA v3.9 x
744 Boeing 747-400 (Passenger) B744 BADA v3.9
74L Boeing 747SP Passenger B742 BADA v3.9 x
74R Boeing 747SR Passenger B742 BADA v3.9 x
757 Boeing 757 (Passenger) 752,753 B752 BADA v3.9
75W Boeing 757-200 (Winglets) Passenger 752 B752 BADA v3.9
75M Boeing 757-200 (Mixed Configuration) 752 B752 BADA v3.9 x
752 Boeing 757-200 Passenger B752 BADA v3.9  
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753 Boeing 757-300 Passenger B753 BADA v3.9
75T Boeing 757-300 (Winglets) Passenger 753 B753 BADA v3.9
767 Boeing 767 Passenger 762,763,764 B763 BADA v3.9
762 Boeing 767-200 Passenger B762 BADA v3.9
763 Boeing 767-300 Passenger B763 BADA v3.9
76W Boeing 767-300 (Winglets) Passenger 763 B763 BADA v3.9
764 Boeing 767-400 Passenger B764 BADA v3.9
777 Boeing 777 Passenger 772,773,77L,77W B772 BADA v3.9
772 Boeing 777-200 Passenger B772 BADA v3.9
77L Boeing 777-200LR B77L BADA v3.9
773 Boeing 777-300 Passenger B773 BADA v3.9
77W Boeing 777-300ER Passenger B77W BADA v3.9
CL4 Canadair CL-44 C130 BADA v3.9
CRA Canadair Crj Series 705 CRJ9 BADA v3.9 x
CRJ Canadair Regional Jet CR1,CR2,CR7,CR9,CRX,CRA CRJ2 BADA v3.9
CR1 Canadair Regional Jet 100 CRJ1 BADA v3.9
CRX Canadair Regional Jet 1000 CRJ9 BADA v3.9 x
CRK Canadair Regional Jet 1000 CRX E170 BADA v3.9 x
CR2 Canadair Regional Jet 200 CRJ2 BADA v3.9
CR7 Canadair Regional Jet 700 CRJ9 BADA v3.9 x
CR9 Canadair Regional Jet 900 CRJ9 BADA v3.9
CS5 Casa /Nusantara CN-235 DH8A BADA v3.9 x
CS2 Casa C212 /Nusantara NC-212 Aviocar D228 BADA v3.9 x
CNA Cessna (Light Aircraft) C421 BADA v3.9 x
CN1 Cessna Light Aircraft (Single Piston Engine) CNA P28A BADA v3.9 x
CNF Cessna 208b Freighter CNA C421 BADA v3.9 x
CNJ Cessna Citation C550 BADA v3.9 x
CNC Cessna Light Aircraft (Single Turboprop) CNA P28A BADA v3.9 x
CNT Cessna Light Aircraft (Twin Turboprop) CNA MU2 BADA v3.9 x
CVR Convair 240 /440 /580 (Passenger) F27 BADA v3.9 x
CVF Convair 440 /580 /600 /640 (Freighter) F27 BADA v3.9 x
CV5 Convair 580 Passenger CVR F27 BADA v3.9 x
CWC Curtiss C-46 Commando F27 BADA v3.9 x
DFL Dassault Falcon DF2 F2TH BADA v3.9
DF2 Dassault Falcon 10 /20 /100 /200 /2000 F2TH BADA v3.9
DHS De Havilland DHC 3 Otter DHO C421 BADA v3.9 x
DHP De Havilland DHC-2 Beaver DHB BE58 BADA v3.9 x
DHB De Havilland DHC2 Beaver /Turbo Beaver BE58 BADA v3.9 x
DHO De Havilland DHC-3 Otter /Turbo Otter C421 BADA v3.9 x
DHL De Havilland DHC-3 Turbo Otter DHO C421 BADA v3.9 x
DHC De Havilland DHC-4 Caribou F27 BADA v3.9 x
DHT De Havilland DHC-6 Twin Otter BE20 BADA v3.9 x
DH7 De Havilland DHC-7 Dash 7 F27 BADA v3.9 x
DH8 De Havilland DHC-8 Dash 8 DH1,DH2,DH3,DH4 DH8A BADA v3.9
DH1 De Havilland DHC-8-100 Dash 8 /8Q DH8A BADA v3.9
DH2 De Havilland DHC-8-200 Dash 8 /8Q DH8A BADA v3.9 x
DH3 De Havilland DHC-8-300 Dash 8 /8Q DH8C BADA v3.9
DH4 De Havilland DHC-8-400 Dash 8Q DH8D BADA v3.9
EMB Embraer 110 Bandeirante D228 BADA v3.9 x
EM2 Embraer 120 Brasilia E120 BADA v3.9
E70 Embraer 170 E170 BADA v3.9
EMJ Embraer 170 /195 E70,E75,E90,E95 E170 BADA v3.9
E75 Embraer 175 E170 BADA v3.9 x
E90 Embraer 190 E190 BADA v3.9
E95 Embraer 195 E190 BADA v3.9 x
ERJ Embraer RJ 135 /140 /145 ER3,ER4,ERD E145 BADA v3.9
ER3 Embraer RJ135 E135 BADA v3.8**
ERD Embraer RJ140 E145 BADA v3.9 x
EM4 Embraer RJ145 ER4 E145 BADA v3.9
ER4 Embraer RJ145 E145 BADA v3.9
D28 Fairchild Dornier 228 D228 BADA v3.9
D38 Fairchild Dornier 328-100 D328 BADA v3.9
FRJ Fairchild Dornier 328JET C750 BADA v3.9 x
FK7 Fairchild Industries FH227 F27 BADA v3.9
SWM Fairchild SA26 /SA226 /SA277 Merlin /Me SW4 BADA v3.9 x
100 Fokker 100 F100 BADA v3.9
F50 Fokker 50 F50 BADA v3.9
F70 Fokker 70 F70 BADA v3.9  
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F27 Fokker F27 Friendship /Fairchild F27 F27 BADA v3.9
F28 Fokker F28 Fellowship F21,F22,F23,F24 F28 BADA v3.9
F21 Fokker F28-1000 Fellowship F28 BADA v3.9 x
F22 Fokker F28-2000 Fellowship F28 BADA v3.9 x
F23 Fokker F28-3000 Fellowship F28 BADA v3.9 x
F24 Fokker F28-4000 Fellowship F28 BADA v3.9
CD2 GAF N22B /N24A Nomad E120 BADA v3.9 x
GRG Grumman G-21 Goose (Amphibian) F27 BADA v3.9 x
GRM Grumman G-73 Mallard (Amphibian) E120 BADA v3.9 x
GRS Gulfstream Aerospace G159 G 1 F27 BADA v3.9 x
YN2 Harbin Yunshuji Y12 E120 BADA v3.9 x
I14 Ilyushin IL114 SB20 BADA v3.9 x
IL8 Ilyushin IL-18 C130 BADA v3.9 x
IL6 Ilyushin IL-62 B703 BADA v3.9 x
IL7 Ilyushin IL-76 B703 BADA v3.9 x
ILW Ilyushin IL-86 B703 BADA v3.9 x
IL9 Ilyushin Il-96 Passenger A343 BADA v3.9 x
WWP Israel Aircraft Ind.1124 Westwind H25A BADA v3.9 x
LRJ Learjet LJ35 BADA v3.9
L4T Let 410 D228 BADA v3.9 x
L11 Lockheed L1011 TriStar 1 /50 /100 /150 L101 BADA v3.9
L15 Lockheed L1011 TriStar 500 Passenger L101 BADA v3.9 x
L1F Lockheed L1011 TriStar Freighter L101 BADA v3.9 x
L10 Lockheed L1011 TriStar Passenger L11,L15 L101 BADA v3.9
LOH Lockheed L182 /L282 /L382 (L100) Hercul C130 BADA v3.9
LOF Lockheed L188 Electra (Freighter) C130 BADA v3.9 x
LOM Lockheed L188 Electra (Mixed Config.) LOF C130 BADA v3.9 x
D9S McD-Douglas DC9 30 /40 /50 D93,D94,D95 DC94 BADA v3.9 x
D94 McD-Douglas DC9-40 DC94 BADA v3.9
MU2 Mitsubishi MU-2 MU2 BADA v3.9
YS1 NAMC YS-11 F27 BADA v3.9 x
PN6 Partenavia P68 DA42 BADA v3.9 x
PL2 Pilatus PC-12 BE9L BADA v3.9 x
PA1 Piper (Light Aircraft - Single Piston) PAG P28A BADA v3.9 x
PA2 Piper (Light Aircraft - Twin Piston) PAG PA31 BADA v3.9
PAT Piper (Light Aircraft - Twin Turboprop) PAG PAY3 BADA v3.9
PAG Piper (Light Aircraft) P28A BADA v3.9
S20 Saab 2000 SB20 BADA v3.9
SFB Saab 340 SF3 SF34 BADA v3.9
SF3 Saab 340 SF34 BADA v3.9
SH3 Shorts 330 (SD3-30) SH36 BADA v3.9 x
SH6 Shorts 360 (SD3-60) SH36 BADA v3.9
SHB Shorts SC.5 Belfast C130 BADA v3.9
SHS Shorts Skyvan (SC-7) E120 BADA v3.9 x
TU3 Tupolev TU134 T134 BADA v3.9
TU5 Tupolev TU154 T154 BADA v3.9
T20 Tupolev TU-204 /TU-214 B752 BADA v3.9 x
T2F Tupolev TU-204 Freighter B752 BADA v3.9 x
ACD Twin (aero) Commander /turbo /jetprop MU2 BADA v3.9 x
YN7 Xian Yunshuji Y7 /MA60 F27 BADA v3.9 x
YK4 Yakovlev Yak-40 FA50 BADA v3.9 x
YK2 Yakovlev Yak-42 /142 B722 BADA v3.9 x
* The Airbus A320 model from BADA v3.8 was used as reference aircraft for the development of future narrowbody and A320 NEO aircraft models. 
   The BADA v3.9 model of the A320 refers to another engine version. For reasons of consistency, the BADA v3.8 version of the A320 is used in this study. 
** The Embraer E135 model from BADA v3.8 refers to the "LR" version of this aircraft and is used in this study. 
   The BADA v3.9 model of the E135 refers to a business jet version and may be less representative for the aircraft in airline service.  
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ABF Airbus A300 Freighter ABX,ABY A306 A300-600F x
ABY Airbus A300-600 Freighter A306 A300-600F x
31F Airbus A310 Freighter A310 A310-200F x
31Y Airbus A310-300 Freighter 31F A310 A310-300F x
33F Airbus A330 Freighter A332 A330-200F x
33X Airbus A330-200 Freighter 33F A332 A330-200F x
35F Airbus A350-900 Freighter B772 777F x x
38F Airbus A380-800 Freighter A388 A380F x
D1Y Boeing (Douglas) DC10 - 30 /40 Freighter D1F DC10 DC10-30AF x
D1F Boeing (Douglas) DC10 Freighter DC10 DC10-30AF x
D8F Boeing (Douglas) DC8 Freighter DC87 DC-8-72F x
D8Y Boeing (Douglas) DC-8-71 /72 /73 Freighter D8F DC87 DC-8-72F x
M1F Boeing (Douglas) MD-11 Freighter MD11 MD-11F x
72F Boeing 727 Freighter B722 727-200F x
73F Boeing 737 Freighter 73P,73X,73Y B733 737-300SF x
73X Boeing 737-200 Freighter B732 737-200F x
73Y Boeing 737-300 Freighter B733 737-300SF x
73P Boeing 737-400 Freighter B734 737-400SF x
73R Boeing 737-700 Freighter B737 737-700C x
74F Boeing 747 Freighter 74T,74X,74Y,74Z B744 747-400F x
74T Boeing 747-100 Freighter B742 747-200F x x
74X Boeing 747-200 Freighter B742 747-200F x
74Y Boeing 747-400F Freighter B744 747-400F x
74Z Boeing 747-8F Freighter B748 747-8F x
75F Boeing 757-200F Freighter B752 757-200PF x
76F Boeing 767 Freighter B763 767-300F x
76X Boeing 767-200 Freighter 76F B762 767-200F x
76Y Boeing 767-300 Freighter 76F B763 767-300F x
77F Boeing 777 Freighter B772 777F x
77X Boeing 777-200F Freighter 77F B772 777F x
78F Boeing 787-800 Freighter A332 A330-200F x x
D8X McD-Douglas DC-8-50 /61 /62 /63 Freighter D8F DC87 DC-8-72F x x  
Table 33: Assignment of VarMission cargo aircraft models to OAG aircraft types 
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19N Airbus A319 NEO A319N user defined x
20N Airbus A320 NEO A320N user defined x
21N Airbus A321 NEO A321N user defined x
35X Airbus A350-1000 XWB Passenger A359 user defined x x
358 Airbus A350-800 XWB Passenger A359 user defined x x
359 Airbus A350-900 XWB Passenger A359 user defined x
37N Boeing 737 MAX 7 A319N user defined x x
38N Boeing 737 MAX 8 A320N user defined x x
39N Boeing 737 MAX 9 A321N user defined x x
748 Boeing 747-8I B748 user defined x
788 Boeing 787-8 B788 user defined x
789 Boeing 787-9 B788 user defined x x
CS1 Bombardier CSeries 100 FURJ user defined x x
CS3 Bombardier CSeries 300 A319N user defined x x
F7B Bombardier Future 70 Seat Regional Jet E170 BADA v3.9 x x
F9B Bombardier Future 90 Seat Regional Jet FURJ user defined x x
C91 Comac 919-100 A319N user defined x x
C92 Comac 919-200 A320N user defined x x
C93 Comac 919-300 A321N user defined x x
217 Comac ARJ21-700 E190 BADA v3.9 x x
219 Comac ARJ21-900 E190 BADA v3.9 x x
FE Embraer Future 100 Seat Regional Jet FURJ user defined x x
F5E Embraer Future 50 Seat Regional Jet E145 BADA v3.9 x x
F7E Embraer Future 70 Seat Regional Jet E170 BADA v3.9 x x
FU1 Future Narrowbody (134 seats) FUN1 user defined x
FU2 Future Narrowbody (164 seats) FUN2 user defined x
FU3 Future Narrowbody (199 seats) FUN3 user defined x
FP9 Future Turboprop (90 seats) AT73 BADA v3.9 x x
FUQ Future Turboprop ATR (50 seats) AT45 BADA v3.9 x x
FUP Future Turboprop ATR (70 seats) AT73 BADA v3.9 x x
FQQ Future Turboprop Bombardier (70 seats) AT73 BADA v3.9 x x
72N Future Widebody / 777-200 Successor A359 user defined x x
73N Future Widebody / 777-300 Successor A359 user defined x x
MJ7 Mitsubishi MRJ70 FURJ user defined x x
MJ9 Mitsubishi MRJ90 FURJ user defined x
S75 Suchoi SSJ 100-75 FURJ user defined x x
S95 Suchoi SSJ 100-95 FURJ user defined x x  
Table 34: Assignment of VarMission passenger aircraft models to future aircraft types 
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Appendix G EN-ROUTE EXTENSION  
Inefficiencies in the Air Traffic Management (ATM) lead to flight distances that are larger than 
the great-circle distances between departure and arrival airports. This appendix explains the 
approximation of the flight distances in the Air Traffic Emissions Module based on reference 
data from the EUROCONTROL Performance Review Commission (PRC) [47], [48], [49]. 
The flight distance extension (or en-route extension) compared to the great-circle distance 
consists of the direct route extension and the TMA interface. Figure 102 explains the 
interrelations between these elements. In the terminology used by EUROCONTROL PRC, 
the direct route extension is given by A-D while the TMA interface is described by D-G.   
     
Figure 102: Contributions to route extension [49] 
Table 35 shows average values for the elements that contribute to en-route extension. As 
can be seen from the table, the TMA interface distance in Europe is approximately constant 
in recent years (~15.3 km). The same is true for the direct route extension. It should be 
noted, however, that the direct route extension of a flight is dependent on the flight’s great-
circle distance. In Europe, the average distance per flight is increasing. Consequently, the 
relative en-route extension in percent of the great-circle distance has decreased in the same 
timeframe (see Table 35).  
In this study, the en-route extension is modelled as function of time and great-circle distance. 
In this appendix, the distance-dependency is derived for the reference year 2008. The 
resulting en-route extension is corrected as function of time, as described in chapter 3.3.5.  
 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
En-route extension [% of great-circle] 5.9 5.8 5.8 5.6 5.4 
En-route extension [km] 48.7 48.2 48.9 48.8 47.6 
Average great-circle distance per flight [km] 822 830 842 868 874 
Direct route extension [km] 33.45 32.95 33.4 33.6 32.2 
TMA interface [km] 15.25 15.25 15.5 15.2 15.3 
Table 35: Development of en-route extension in Europe [47], [48], [49] 
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 Figure 103: Direct route extension in Europe and the US per distance category [48] 
Figure 103 shows distance-dependent reference data for the direct route extension in the US 
and Europe. Unfortunately, such information is not available for the global air traffic system. 
Assuming that the average distance per distance category in Figure 103 is the mean of a 
given interval48 and using the mean percentages from the US and European columns for a 
further analysis, the direct en-route extension in kilometres can be plotted versus the great-
circle distance (see Figure 104).  
The graph shown in Figure 104 is a parabolic trend function through the reference points 
supplemented by a linear relationship assumed for distances above 8500 km. As no 
reference data for route extensions of long-haul flights is available, the graph must be 
regarded as a rough estimate only.  
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Figure 104: Direct route extension as function of great-circle distance (approximation) 
                                                
48 The average great-circle distance of the interval labelled „>1000 NM“ was determined such that the  
    average great-circle distance per flight in Europe equals the value for the year 2008 shown in Table 10.  
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The function of the curve shown in Figure 104 is described by formulae (1a)-(1b):  
 (1a) 9926.203236.0106273.1 26 +⋅+⋅⋅−= − GGeExtensionDirectRout  for G < 8500 km 
 (1b) 3043.131003435.0 +⋅= GeExtensionDirectRout        for G ≥ 8500 km 
In the above formulae, G refers to the great-circle distance between the airports’ terminal 
areas. The terminal areas can be assumed as circles around the airports with a radius of 40 
nautical miles [48]. When using formulae (1a)-(1b), 2·40 nautical miles (i.e. 148 kilometre) 
need to be subtracted from a flight’s great-circle distance between departure and arrival 
airports.  
While the direct route extension is modelled as function of distance, the TMA interface 
extension is assumed as a constant. Formulae (2)-(3) consider both elements when 
calculating the total en-route extension: 
 (2) km 3.15. == constceTMAInterfa    
 (3) ceTMAInterfaeExtensionDirectRoutensionEnRouteExt +=  
Formula (1)-(3) can be used to calculate the en-route extension for every flight in the 
movements database of the Air Traffic Emissions Module. It should be noted, however, that 
the above formulae are based on statistics from the European and US airspace and the 
distance-dependency is a rough estimate only.  
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Appendix H ATM EFFICIENCY IN AIR TRAFFIC EMISSIONS MODULE 
When calculating fuel burn and emissions in the Air Traffic Emissions Module, inefficiencies 
due to Air Traffic Management (ATM) are initially neglected. Given aircraft and engine 
identifiers as well as great-circle distance and payload information, fuel burn and emissions 
of NOx, CO, HC and soot can be calculated for each flight. Emission profiles, i.e. interpolation 
tables produced by the VarMission module are applied for this purpose (see chapter 3.2.6).  
In a second step, inefficiencies in the ATM system are accounted for. The following 
contributions to ATM inefficiency are modelled explicitly:  
• A ground-based inefficiency component.  
• A terminal manoeuvring area (TMA) flight inefficiency. 
• A horizontal flight inefficiency component (en-route). 
Furthermore, a vertical flight inefficiency component of small magnitude is assumed to be 
implicitly included in the emission profiles. As was described in chapter 3.3.4, all inefficiency 
components in the model are given as fraction of aviation’s total fuel consumption in an ideal 
air traffic system. The total fuel consumption for ideal conditions (i.e. without inefficiencies) 
can be approximated as follows:  
 (1)   ( )∑ ⋅⋅+= FlightsverticalairATMideal FrequencyptionFuelConsumcyInefficienTotalFuel profiles,,1
1
 
FuelConsumptionprofiles represents a flight schedule entry’s fuel consumption as calculated by 
use of the emission profiles. The flight mission represented by the emission profiles includes 
16 minutes of ground operations with engines in idle. This time is assumed as typical for 
engine start, taxi-out and taxi-in in a system without inefficiencies. The corresponding fuel 
consumption can be determined for each flight by use of the emission profiles:  
 (2) ( )∑ ⋅=
Flights
profiles FrequencyIdleFueluelTotalIdleF ideal  
In order to account for the ground-based ATM inefficiency, taxi times of all flights are 
increased equally such that the additional fuel consumption reflects the given inefficiency 
level. The additional fuel consumption of all flights amounts to: 
 (3) idealGroundATMATM TotalFuelcyInefficienTaxiFuelAdditional ⋅= ,  
This increase in fuel corresponds to an increase in taxi time, which is estimated as follows: 
 (4) 
ideal
ideal
ATMATM uelTotalIdleF
IdleTimeTaxiFuelAdditionalTaxiTimeAdditional ⋅=  
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The additional taxi time is applied to each flight from the movements database. Hence, both 
fuel consumption and emission during the idle phases can be corrected to account for 
ground-based ATM inefficiencies:  
 (5a) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +⋅=
ideal
ATM
profilescorrected IdleTime
TaxiTimeAdditionalIdleFuelIdleFuel 1  
 (5b) ⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛ +⋅=
ideal
ATM
profilescorrected IdleTime
TaxiTimeAdditionalonsIdleEmissionsIdleEmissi 1  
A similar approach is followed when modelling ATM inefficiency in the terminal area (TMA).  
TMA inefficiency is simulated by holding segments at the destination airports of all flights 
from the movements database. No holding phase is included in the fuel burn and emission 
results for ideal conditions. However, the holding fuel and emissions tables described in 
chapter 3.2.6 can be used to estimate holding fuel and emissions. The additional fuel 
consumption of all flights due to TMA inefficiency is given as:  
 (6) idealTMAairATMATM TotalFuelcyInefficienlHoldingFue ⋅= ,,  
In order to estimate the average holding time that corresponds to the fuel consumption from 
formula (6), a holding phase of 1 minute is added temporarily to each flight in the movements 
database. For simplicity, a holding altitude of 6000 feet and an initial aircraft gross weight 
equal to the landing weight obtained from the mission analysis is assumed. The holding time 
corresponding to the TMA inefficiency amounts to: 
 (7) 
temp
temp
ATMATM lHoldingFue
eHoldingTim
lHoldingFueeHoldingTim ⋅=  
On this basis, fuel consumption and emissions for individual flights are calculated as follows: 
 (8a) 
temp
temp
ATMcorrected eHoldingTim
lHoldingFue
eHoldingTimlHoldingFue ⋅=  
 (8b) 
temp
temp
ATMcorrected eHoldingTim
ssionsHoldingEmi
eHoldingTimssionsHoldingEmi ⋅=  
When considering the horizontal flight inefficiency, a flight distance extension compared to 
the great-circle is estimated such that the additional fuel in the cruise phase corresponds to 
the given inefficiency level: 
 (9) idealhorizontalAirATMATM TotalFuelcyInefficienCruiseFuelAdditional ⋅= ,,  
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Unlike in the approach for taxi times and holding segments – where all flights are treated 
equally – the en-route flight distance extension depends on the flights’ great-circle distances. 
In an interim step, the emission profiles are used to re-calculate fuel burn and emissions for 
each flight, this time including a “default” distance extension. Figure 105 shows the 
relationship used to calculate this extension as function of great-circle distance. The data in 
Figure 105 is derived from EUROCONTROL statistics, more details are found in Appendix G.  
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Figure 105: En-route extension vs. great-circle distance [48]  
The additional fuel resulting from the interim calculation can be estimated as follows: 
 (10) ( )∑ ⋅=
Flights
tempprofiletemp FrequencyptionFuelConsumCruiseFuelAdditional ,  
                 ( )∑ ⋅−
Flights
profiles FrequencyptionFuelConsum  
On this basis, a correction factor for the en-route extension can be determined. Applying this 
factor to the default distance extension described above, the target fuel consumption from 
formula (9) will be reached. The correction factor is calculated as follows: 
 (11) 
temp
ATM
sionRouteExten CruiseFuelAdditional
CruiseFuelAdditionalCorrection =  
In a final step, the emission profiles are used again for fuel-burn and emission calculation of 
all flights, this time assuming the corrected flight distance extensions. Nominating a flight’s 
fuel consumption from this calculation step as FuelConsumptionprofiles, corrected, the fuel 
consumption and emissions including taxi and holding inefficiencies can be estimated as: 
 (12a)  ( ) correctedprofilescorrectedcorrectedprofilescorrected lHoldingFueIdleFuelIdleFuelptionFuelConsumptionFuelConsum +−+= ,  
 (12b)  ( ) correctedprofilescorrectedcorrectedprofilescorrected ssionsHoldingEmionsIdleEmissionsIdleEmissiEmissionsEmissions +−+= ,  
The corrected results are written to the Flight Movements and Emissions Database. 
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Appendix I DATABASE STRUCTURE OF AIR TRAFFIC EMISSIONS MODULE 
The following figures give an insight into the main database tables and their relations in 
Mircosoft Access. Figure 106 shows the database structure used by the Air Traffic Emissions 
Module, which is equally applied by the Emissions Forecast Module. Figure 107 to Figure 
109 refer to load factor information from ICAO [77] and other data sources while Figure 110 
and Figure 111 focus on fleet information from ASCEND [11], which is required by the Air 
Traffic Emissions Module for the assignment of aircraft and engine models to each flight. 
 
Figure 106: Movements and Emissions Database 
based on OAG flight schedules [100] 
Fields storing temporary results 
are not shown in this figure.  
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Figure 107: ICAO TFS data [77] as used by the Air Traffic Emissions Module  
 
 
Figure 108: ICAO Air Carrier data [77] as used by the Air Traffic Emissions Module 
 
 
Figure 109: Data from airline publications as used by the Air Traffic Emissions Module  
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Figure 110: Excerpt of the VarMission database as used by the Air Traffic Emissions Module  
for the assignment of aircraft models to flight movements 
 
 
Figure 111: Excerpt of ASCEND fleets data [11] as used by the Air Traffic Emissions Module  
for the assignment of engine types to flight movements 
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Appendix J GROWTH RATES FOR PASSENGER AND CARGO AIR TRAFFIC 
From Region Region Codes Country Codes To Region Region Codes Country Codes Dom / Int 2011-2015 2016-2020 2021-2030
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 6.6% 5.4% 4.4%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 Australia/NZ AU,NZ 5.3% 4.6% 4.0%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 Caribbean LA1 13.0% 8.8% 6.4%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 Indian Sub AS1 7.9% 8.1% 6.3%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 Middle East ME1 10.7% 7.5% 5.6%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 North Africa AF1 11.9% 8.0% 5.8%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 Pacific SW1 5.3% 4.6% 4.0%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 PRC CN 12.2% 8.9% 6.5%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 Russia RU 4.9% 4.1% 3.6%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 South Africa ZA 7.2% 6.6% 5.9%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 South America LA3,LA4 13.0% 8.8% 6.4%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 United States US 9.2% 6.8% 5.3%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 Western Europe EU1 5.3% 4.5% 3.9%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Australia/NZ AU,NZ 6.1% 5.3% 4.8%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Canada CA 5.7% 4.7% 3.9%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Central Europe EU2 8.0% 6.7% 4.6%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ 9.1% 6.7% 5.0%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Indian Sub AS1 9.1% 7.9% 6.9%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Japan JP 1.9% 3.2% 2.4%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Middle East ME1 7.5% 5.3% 4.6%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 North Africa AF1 7.3% 5.8% 4.5%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Pacific SW1 6.6% 5.4% 4.3%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 PRC CN 9.4% 6.7% 5.6%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Russia RU 8.6% 6.3% 4.8%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 South Africa ZA 9.1% 7.2% 5.5%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 South America LA3,LA4 8.3% 6.7% 5.6%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 United States US 6.1% 4.6% 4.3%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Western Europe EU1 5.3% 4.5% 3.8%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ Canada CA 5.6% 4.9% 4.4%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ Caribbean LA1 5.6% 4.9% 4.4%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ Indian Sub AS1 6.1% 5.2% 4.3%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ Japan JP 3.6% 3.6% 2.9%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ Middle East ME1 10.1% 6.6% 5.5%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ Pacific SW1 9.1% 6.1% 4.5%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ PRC CN 6.3% 6.0% 5.9%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ South Africa ZA 6.3% 6.0% 5.5%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ South America LA3,LA4 9.9% 7.2% 5.7%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ United States US 5.6% 4.9% 4.4%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ Western Europe EU1 3.0% 3.4% 3.1%
Canada CA Caribbean LA1 7.6% 5.6% 4.1%
Canada CA Central America LA2 12.9% 8.7% 6.2%
Canada CA Central Europe EU2 6.8% 6.1% 4.5%
Canada CA CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ 9.0% 6.0% 4.4%
Canada CA Indian Sub AS1 13.7% 9.9% 6.3%
Canada CA Japan JP 1.8% 5.4% 4.0%
Canada CA Middle East ME1 11.5% 7.3% 5.2%
Canada CA North Africa AF1 7.2% 5.3% 4.1%
Canada CA PRC CN 8.3% 7.2% 6.5%
Canada CA Russia RU 5.5% 4.4% 3.7%
Canada CA South America LA3,LA4 13.7% 7.0% 4.3%
Canada CA United States US 3.0% 3.6% 3.2%
Canada CA Western Europe EU1 3.6% 4.6% 4.4%
Caribbean LA1 Central America LA2 6.5% 6.4% 5.5%
Caribbean LA1 Russia RU 6.9% 5.2% 4.3%
Caribbean LA1 South America LA3,LA4 2.9% 3.2% 3.2%
Caribbean LA1 United States US 3.1% 2.3% 2.3%
Caribbean LA1 Western Europe EU1 3.8% 3.4% 2.8%
Central America LA2 Japan JP 8.2% 4.4% 3.3%
Central America LA2 PRC CN 7.3% 7.1% 7.0%
Central America LA2 Russia RU 8.2% 6.2% 5.7%
Central America LA2 South America LA3,LA4 9.5% 7.4% 6.0%
Central America LA2 United States US 5.1% 4.9% 4.2%
Central America LA2 Western Europe EU1 4.5% 4.3% 3.3%
Central Europe EU2 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ 10.9% 7.4% 4.9%
Central Europe EU2 Middle East ME1 6.5% 5.1% 4.3%
Central Europe EU2 North Africa AF1 7.6% 5.6% 4.0%
Central Europe EU2 PRC CN 5.4% 5.1% 4.0%
Central Europe EU2 Russia RU 9.1% 6.9% 5.0%
Central Europe EU2 United States US 4.5% 3.9% 3.6%
Central Europe EU2 Western Europe EU1 7.3% 6.2% 4.7%
Average Annual Growth Rate
 
Table 36: Average annual growth rates for passenger air traffic from [24], part 1 
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From Region Region Codes Country Codes To Region Region Codes Country Codes Dom / Int 2011-2015 2016-2020 2021-2030
CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ Indian Sub AS1 4.7% 4.7% 4.0%
CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ Japan JP 7.1% 5.4% 4.0%
CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ Middle East ME1 8.8% 6.1% 4.5%
CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ North Africa AF1 8.7% 5.7% 4.0%
CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ PRC CN 11.1% 8.9% 6.8%
CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ Russia RU 8.9% 6.5% 5.8%
CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ United States US 8.7% 5.8% 4.4%
CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ Western Europe EU1 5.6% 5.3% 4.5%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 D 9.1% 6.9% 5.3%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 D 7.6% 5.5% 4.7%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ Australia/NZ AU,NZ D 5.7% 4.1% 3.7%
Brazil BR Brazil BR D 8.1% 6.8% 5.8%
Canada CA Canada CA D 2.8% 2.7% 2.4%
Caribbean LA1 Caribbean LA1 D 1.6% 1.8% 1.9%
Central America LA2 Central America LA2 D 8.1% 7.5% 6.2%
Central Europe EU2 Central Europe EU2 D 4.6% 4.5% 3.7%
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ
CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ D 8.7% 5.6% 3.9%
India IN India IN D 13.9% 10.4% 7.5%
Indian Sub AS1 Indian Sub AS1 D 4.5% 4.5% 4.3%
Japan JP Japan JP D 2.5% 1.7% 1.1%
Mexico MX Mexico MX D 6.0% 5.7% 5.0%
Middle East ME1 Middle East ME1 D 4.4% 3.6% 3.5%
North Africa AF1 North Africa AF1 D 7.8% 5.7% 4.5%
Pacific SW1 Pacific SW1 D 7.6% 5.4% 3.9%
PRC CN PRC CN D 11.0% 7.5% 5.1%
Russia RU Russia RU D 5.1% 4.9% 4.6%
South Africa ZA South Africa ZA D 5.5% 5.9% 5.9%
South America LA3,LA4 South America LA3,LA4 D 3.8% 3.8% 3.7%
Turkey TR Turkey TR D 6.7% 6.1% 4.6%
United States US United States US D 3.0% 2.3% 2.2%
Western Europe EU1 Western Europe EU1 D 2.7% 2.9% 2.7%
Indian Sub AS1 Japan JP 7.4% 6.0% 4.8%
Indian Sub AS1 Middle East ME1 7.4% 5.9% 5.8%
Indian Sub AS1 North Africa AF1 7.9% 8.1% 6.3%
Indian Sub AS1 PRC CN 13.8% 10.0% 6.6%
Indian Sub AS1 Russia RU 4.9% 4.8% 4.1%
Indian Sub AS1 South Africa ZA 7.7% 7.9% 6.5%
Indian Sub AS1 United States US 10.5% 9.4% 6.4%
Indian Sub AS1 Western Europe EU1 7.9% 5.8% 5.7%
Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 Africa Sub Sahara AF2,AF3,AF4 I 8.0% 6.3% 5.1%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 I 9.7% 5.9% 5.1%
Australia/NZ AU,NZ Australia/NZ AU,NZ I 4.1% 3.4% 3.1%
Caribbean LA1 Caribbean LA1 I 2.3% 2.4% 2.5%
Central America LA2 Central America LA2 I 8.3% 7.0% 5.7%
Central Europe EU2 Central Europe EU2 I 8.5% 7.1% 4.8%
CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MCIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ I 9.0% 5.9% 4.1%
Indian Sub AS1 Indian Sub AS1 I 7.5% 7.5% 5.6%
Middle East ME1 Middle East ME1 I 8.2% 6.3% 4.9%
North Africa AF1 North Africa AF1 I 7.6% 5.1% 4.1%
Pacific SW1 Pacific SW1 I 7.5% 5.1% 3.7%
South America LA3,LA4 South America LA3,LA4 I 7.9% 6.5% 5.5%
Western Europe EU1 Western Europe EU1 I 3.8% 3.4% 2.8%
Japan JP Middle East ME1 12.8% 6.4% 4.4%
Japan JP North Africa AF1 9.3% 5.3% 3.7%
Japan JP Pacific SW1 5.8% 3.5% 2.4%
Japan JP PRC CN 6.0% 5.9% 6.1%
Japan JP Russia RU 5.5% 4.4% 3.4%
Japan JP South America LA3,LA4 5.9% 4.3% 3.2%
Japan JP United States US 1.8% 5.4% 4.0%
Japan JP Western Europe EU1 2.0% 3.5% 2.8%
Mexico MX United States US 5.5% 4.6% 4.2%
Middle East ME1 North Africa AF1 9.7% 6.6% 5.0%
Middle East ME1 PRC CN 9.9% 8.2% 6.4%
Middle East ME1 Russia RU 8.3% 6.0% 4.2%
Middle East ME1 South Africa ZA 11.7% 9.0% 7.1%
Middle East ME1 South America LA3,LA4 26.5% 12.7% 8.2%
Middle East ME1 United States US 10.3% 6.7% 5.8%
Middle East ME1 Western Europe EU1 7.9% 5.8% 4.6%
Average Annual Growth Rate
 
Table 37: Average annual growth rates for passenger air traffic from [24], part 2 
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From Region Region Codes Country Codes To Region Region Codes Country Codes Dom / Int 2011-2015 2016-2020 2021-2030
North Africa AF1 PRC CN 12.8% 9.7% 7.1%
North Africa AF1 Russia RU 9.3% 6.5% 5.0%
North Africa AF1 South Africa ZA 8.6% 7.4% 6.2%
North Africa AF1 United States US 8.7% 6.0% 4.6%
North Africa AF1 Western Europe EU1 6.1% 4.7% 3.9%
Pacific SW1 PRC CN 6.8% 6.3% 5.5%
Pacific SW1 South America LA3,LA4 5.9% 4.3% 3.2%
Pacific SW1 United States US 4.2% 3.3% 2.8%
Pacific SW1 Western Europe EU1 5.1% 4.0% 3.2%
PRC CN Russia RU 10.4% 8.6% 6.7%
PRC CN South Africa ZA 8.9% 8.3% 7.8%
PRC CN South America LA3,LA4 7.3% 7.1% 7.0%
PRC CN United States US 8.1% 6.9% 5.8%
PRC CN Western Europe EU1 7.4% 6.5% 5.4%
Russia RU South America LA3,LA4 8.2% 6.2% 5.7%
Russia RU United States US 8.2% 6.2% 5.7%
Russia RU Western Europe EU1 5.8% 5.0% 4.4%
South Africa ZA South America LA3,LA4 6.9% 6.6% 6.1%
South Africa ZA United States US 5.2% 4.1% 3.2%
South Africa ZA Western Europe EU1 3.5% 4.6% 4.9%
South America LA3,LA4 United States US 5.9% 5.4% 4.9%
South America LA3,LA4 Western Europe EU1 5.8% 5.3% 4.6%
United States US Western Europe EU1 4.5% 3.9% 3.6%
World World World World 5.8% 5.0% 4.3%
Average Annual Growth Rate
 
Table 38: Average annual growth rates for passenger air traffic from [24], part 3 
AAGR
From Region Region Codes Country Codes To Region Region Codes Country Codes Dom / Int 2009-2029*
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 4.7%
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 4.7%
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 Central America LA1,LA2 7.7%
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU 4.5%
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 Europe EU1,EU2 5.1%
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 Indian Subcontinent AS1 5.1%
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 Japan JP 1.9%
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 Middle East ME1 5.4%
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 North America NA1 4.9%
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 Pacific SW1 3.8%
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 PRC CN 6.3%
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 South America LA3,LA4 5.3%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 5.3%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 5.7%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Central America LA1,LA2 7.8%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU 6.3%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Europe EU1,EU2 4.7%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Indian Subcontinent AS1 6.8%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Japan JP 4.8%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Middle East ME1 4.6%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 North America NA1 5.4%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 Pacific SW1 5.4%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 PRC CN 8.6%
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 South America LA3,LA4 6.1%
Central America LA1,LA2 Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 8.3%
Central America LA1,LA2 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 4.1%
Central America LA1,LA2 Central America LA1,LA2 8.4%
Central America LA1,LA2 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU 7.8%
Central America LA1,LA2 Europe EU1,EU2 4.9%
Central America LA1,LA2 Indian Subcontinent AS1 8.5%
Central America LA1,LA2 Japan JP 6.3%
Central America LA1,LA2 Middle East ME1 7.1%
Central America LA1,LA2 North America NA1 4.7%
Central America LA1,LA2 Pacific SW1 8.1%
Central America LA1,LA2 PRC CN 6.0%
Central America LA1,LA2 South America LA3,LA4 7.6%  
Table 39: Average annual growth rates for cargo air traffic from [3], part 1 
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AAGR
From Region Region Codes Country Codes To Region Region Codes Country Codes Dom / Int 2009-2029*
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU
Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 3.3%
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU
Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 4.7%
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU
Central America LA1,LA2 7.1%
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU
Europe EU1,EU2 3.6%
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU
Indian Subcontinent AS1 4.6%
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU
Japan JP 4.0%
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU
Middle East ME1 4.4%
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU
North America NA1 3.8%
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU
Pacific SW1 4.2%
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU
PRC CN 5.4%
CIS
AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,
MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU
South America LA3,LA4 4.2%
India IN India IN D 11.3%
PRC CN PRC CN D 9.4%
US US US US D 2.9%
Europe EU1,EU2 Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 4.6%
Europe EU1,EU2 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 5.1%
Europe EU1,EU2 Central America LA1,LA2 6.2%
Europe EU1,EU2 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU 5.3%
Europe EU1,EU2 Europe EU1,EU2 4.5%
Europe EU1,EU2 Indian Subcontinent AS1 8.2%
Europe EU1,EU2 Japan JP 3.0%
Europe EU1,EU2 Middle East ME1 4.7%
Europe EU1,EU2 North America NA1 4.2%
Europe EU1,EU2 Pacific SW1 4.3%
Europe EU1,EU2 PRC CN 7.7%
Europe EU1,EU2 South America LA3,LA4 4.2%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 6.7%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 5.8%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 Central America LA1,LA2 9.6%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU 4.5%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 Europe EU1,EU2 6.3%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 Indian Subcontinent AS1 6.2%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 Japan JP 5.4%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 Middle East ME1 6.3%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 North America NA1 5.2%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 Pacific SW1 4.9%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 PRC CN 6.6%
Indian Subcontinent AS1 South America LA3,LA4 7.1%
Japan JP Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 5.3%
Japan JP Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 5.1%
Japan JP Central America LA1,LA2 6.5%
Japan JP CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU 5.7%
Japan JP Europe EU1,EU2 4.8%
Japan JP Indian Subcontinent AS1 5.5%
Japan JP Middle East ME1 5.2%
Japan JP North America NA1 4.2%
Japan JP Pacific SW1 5.2%
Japan JP PRC CN 8.1%
Japan JP South America LA3,LA4 3.4%
Middle East ME1 Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 5.1%
Middle East ME1 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 4.7%
Middle East ME1 Central America LA1,LA2 9.4%
Middle East ME1 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU 4.9%
Middle East ME1 Europe EU1,EU2 3.6%
Middle East ME1 Indian Subcontinent AS1 6.1%
Middle East ME1 Japan JP 3.1%
Middle East ME1 Middle East ME1 4.4%
Middle East ME1 North America NA1 4.3%
Middle East ME1 Pacific SW1 4.1%
Middle East ME1 PRC CN 6.4%
Middle East ME1 South America LA3,LA4 4.2%
North America NA1 Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 6.0%
North America NA1 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 5.1%  
Table 40: Average annual growth rates for cargo air traffic from [3], part 2 
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AAGR
From Region Region Codes Country Codes To Region Region Codes Country Codes Dom / Int 2009-2029*
North America NA1 Central America LA1,LA2 4.8%
North America NA1 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU 6.0%
North America NA1 Europe EU1,EU2 4.7%
North America NA1 Indian Subcontinent AS1 8.9%
North America NA1 Japan JP 4.1%
North America NA1 Middle East ME1 5.0%
North America NA1 North America NA1 3.2%
North America NA1 Pacific SW1 3.8%
North America NA1 PRC CN 8.0%
North America NA1 South America LA3,LA4 5.6%
Pacific SW1 Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 4.2%
Pacific SW1 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 4.2%
Pacific SW1 Central America LA1,LA2 8.4%
Pacific SW1 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU 5.2%
Pacific SW1 Europe EU1,EU2 4.0%
Pacific SW1 Indian Subcontinent AS1 4.8%
Pacific SW1 Japan JP 4.3%
Pacific SW1 Middle East ME1 5.3%
Pacific SW1 North America NA1 2.5%
Pacific SW1 Pacific SW1 2.3%
Pacific SW1 PRC CN 3.4%
Pacific SW1 South America LA3,LA4 7.4%
PRC CN Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 7.0%
PRC CN Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 8.2%
PRC CN Central America LA1,LA2 7.4%
PRC CN CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU 6.6%
PRC CN Europe EU1,EU2 8.4%
PRC CN Indian Subcontinent AS1 7.3%
PRC CN Japan JP 2.8%
PRC CN Middle East ME1 7.0%
PRC CN North America NA1 8.7%
PRC CN Pacific SW1 6.8%
PRC CN South America LA3,LA4 7.5%
South America LA3,LA4 Africa AF1,AF2,AF3,AF4 5.8%
South America LA3,LA4 Asia AS2,AS3,AS4 5.8%
South America LA3,LA4 Central America LA1,LA2 8.6%
South America LA3,LA4 CIS AM,AZ,BY,KZ,GE,KG,MD,TJ,TM,UA,UZ,RU 5.8%
South America LA3,LA4 Europe EU1,EU2 6.0%
South America LA3,LA4 Indian Subcontinent AS1 7.6%
South America LA3,LA4 Japan JP 5.1%
South America LA3,LA4 Middle East ME1 3.5%
South America LA3,LA4 North America NA1 3.8%
South America LA3,LA4 Pacific SW1 4.9%
South America LA3,LA4 PRC CN 7.4%
South America LA3,LA4 South America LA3,LA4 6.0%
World World World World 5.9%
* Average annual growth rates (AAGR) for 2009-2029 are equally assumed until 2030.  
Table 41: Average annual growth rates for cargo air traffic from [3], part 3 
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Appendix K STANDARDIZATION OF AIRCRAFT CAPACITIES 
In the original flight schedules compiled by OAG, each flight has given seat- and freight 
capacities. Depending on airline policy, these capacities may vary considerably even for a 
single aircraft type. Comfortable seating configurations are often used on longer flights while 
higher seat densities are typically found on short-haul flights. Furthermore, the most modern 
aircraft types are often used in more comfortable seating configurations than older aircraft of 
the same size and range category.  
In order to reduce the complexity of the model, a simplified approach was chosen for 
modelling seat and freight capacities in the Air Traffic Forecast module: in this module, seat 
capacities depend on the aircraft type and the great-circle distance between origin and 
destination airports only. Baseline seat capacities have been obtained for each passenger 
aircraft type based on standardized seating configurations. The baseline seat capacities are 
corrected as function of aircraft category and great-circle distance using results from an 
evaluation of actual seat capacities from the OAG flight schedules. Given the seat capacity 
of a flight, the corresponding freight capacity can be calculated considering aircraft-specific 
limits with respect to cargo volume and maximum structural payload. For all-cargo aircraft, 
baseline freight capacities per aircraft type have been calculated that are applied to all flights 
of such aircraft (i.e. independently from the flight distance). To determine the baseline seat 
capacities and to calculate freight capacities, the following approach is used:  
• Three-class seating configurations described as “typical” by aircraft manufacturers are 
assumed as baseline configurations for widebody aircraft types, whereas all-economy 
configurations are assumed for most narrowbody aircraft. Exceptions are older long-range 
aircraft like the Boeing 707 and Douglas DC-8 and the medium-range Boeing 757 and 
TU-204. For these aircraft types, two-class configurations are assumed as a baseline. 
Typical seat capacities for such configurations have been obtained from websites of the 
aircraft manufacturers, from aircraft airport planning manuals [2], [17], [37] or reference 
look-up sources like Jane’s All The World Aircraft [85]. 
• Limits for each aircraft type’s cargo volume and payload capacity were obtained from 
manufacturers’ documents [2], [17], [37] and sources like OAG [100] or BADA [46]. As 
cargo volumes quoted in literature vary considerably for some aircraft types, both type 
and number of loadable unit load devices (ULD) have been determined for large 
commercial aircraft types in order to calculate the aircrafts’ cargo volumes in a 
standardized way. Table 42 shows the data assumed for different types of ULDs.  
• As will be described later, freight capacities can be calculated based on seat capacities, 
cargo volumes and structural payload limits. A passenger mass of 90 kg (including 14kg 
of checked-in baggage), an average cargo density of 161 kg/m³ and a loadability of 
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baggage and cargo of 85% are assumed for this purpose. The average passenger mass 
and the cargo density values are suggested by ICAO and IATA documents [77], [80].  
ULD Type Assumed cargo volume Suitable for aircraft types 
LD1 container 4.9 m³ Boeing 747 
LD2 container 3.4 m³ Boeing 767 
LD3 container 4.3 m³ Most widebody aircraft 
LD7 pallet, 96x125in 11.8 m³  
LD7 pallet, 88x125in 10.8 m³  
Table 42: Cargo volumes of different unit load devices 
A full list of the baseline capacities determined for this study is found in Appendix N. While 
the baseline capacities reflect the aircrafts’ capabilities and should be comparable between 
aircraft types of the same category, the actual number of seats used by different airlines and 
on different routes may vary. In a comparison of actual seat capacities from the OAG flight 
schedules of September 2009 with the baseline seat capacities described above, the flight 
distance was identified as one of the most influential factors. Figure 112 shows the average 
deviation of OAG seat capacities from the baseline capacities as function of flight distance.  
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Deviation of Seat Capacity 
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Figure 112: Deviation of OAG seat capacities from baseline seating configurations  
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In order to consider the influence of flight distance on seat capacity in the forecast model and 
in order to keep transport performance values on regional or global levels (measured e.g. in 
available seat kilometres, ASK) comparable between the forecast model and historical OAG 
data, the following correction is applied to the baseline seat capacities: 
 (1)  baselineseatscorrectionSeats nkn ,⋅=  
   with  ( )distanceflight  category,aircraft fkcorrection =  
kcorrection corresponds to the functions shown in Figure 112 for five different aircraft categories. 
The formulae which deliver the correction factor as function of the great-circle distance GCD 
(in km) between origin and destination airports are approximated as follows:  
  (2a) For widebody aircraft: 
   
100
106.370023.01044.7 28 +⋅−⋅⋅=
− GCDGCDkcorrection    for GCD < 11,000 (km) 
   9.0=correctionk    for GCD ≥ 11 000 (km) 
 (2b) For narrowbody jet aircraft (except B757, TU204, B707, DC8 and regional jets): 
   957.0=correctionk     for GCD < 2000 (km) 
   
100
5.990019.0 +⋅−= GCDkcorrection  for 2000 ≤ GCD < 5000 
   9.0=correctionk      for GCD ≥ 5000 (km) 
 (2c) For aircraft with two-class configurations as baseline configurations  
   (i.e. B757, TU204 and old long-range aircraft B707 and DC8):  
   95.0=correctionk     for GCD < 3000 (km) 
   
100
113006.0 +⋅−= GCDkcorrection  for 3000 ≤ GCD < 4000 
   89.0=correctionk      for GCD ≥ 4000 (km) 
 (2d)  For regional jet aircraft with less than 110 seats:  .957.0 constkcorrection ==     
 (2e) For turboprop and piston-powered aircraft:    .1 constkcorrection ==  
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By using the above correction, the total transport performance in ASK covered by each of the 
five aircraft categories deviates by less than 0.4% from OAG reference values in a flight 
schedule sample for September 2009. The total ASKs for all flights in this sample are 
underestimated by just 0.04%. These figures confirm that the corrected seat capacities used 
by the model reflect average seat capacities from the OAG schedules at sufficient accuracy.  
Given an aircraft type with a number of seat nSeats, a total cargo volume VCargo and the 
maximum structural payload PLmax, the freight that can be transported additionally to 
passenger baggage is calculated as follows:  
 (3) BaggageoCtedVolumeLimiFreight mVm ⋅−⋅⋅= Seatsarg, nyLoadabilittyCargoDensi  
 (4) BaggagePassengerSeatsdMassLimiteFreight mnPLm +⋅−= max,  
 (5) ( )dMassLimiteFreighttedVolumeLimiFreight mmMinimumacityFreightCap ,, ,=  
While for passenger aircraft, nSeats varies with flight distance, nSeats equals to zero for all-
cargo aircraft. Given the freight capacity from formula (5), the aircraft’s typical payload 
capacity is calculated by the following formula: 
 (6) acityFreightCapmnacityPayloadCap BaggagePassengerSeats +⋅= +  
As mentioned before, a passenger mass of 90 kg (including 14kg of checked-in baggage), 
an average cargo density of 161 kg/m³ and a loadability of baggage and cargo of 85% are 
assumed in this study (see [77] and [80]).  
Freight capacities are also given in the OAG flight schedules, although the quality and 
calculation methodology of this data are unknown. Freight capacities in OAG may vary with 
airline, aircraft type and city pair. In the September 2009 flight schedule, the total transport 
performance with respect to freight (measured in tonne-kilometres offered, TKO) that is 
calculated by the above model is 3.6% lower than the respective OAG figure. The transport 
performance on all-cargo flights is underestimated by 4.3% while on passenger flights the 
transport performance with respect to freight transport is underestimated by 2.8%. For 
reasons of simplicity, a calibration of aircraft freight capacities is omitted in this study. When 
considering the total transport performance for both passenger and freight transport, the Air 
Traffic Forecast Model underestimates the TKOs from OAG by 1.35%. This deviation of the 
total transport performance seems acceptable considering the focus of this study on aircraft 
emissions. 
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Appendix L DEVELOPMENT OF RETIREMENT CURVES 
Aircraft lifetimes assumed by the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module have been derived 
from an analysis of fleet statistics for jet and turboprop aircraft. These analyses have been 
performed as part of this study based on the ASCEND Fleets Database [11]. Using the 
online version of the database, which is limited to pre-defined queries via an online interface, 
the required data was gained from a number of different queries. These queries include:  
• Aircraft deliveries by individual aircraft for 1950-2010.   
• Aircraft retirements by individual aircraft for 1950-2010.  
• Freighter conversions by individual aircraft for 1950-2010.  
• Storage events by individual aircraft for 1950-2010.  
• Historical fleets by individual aircraft for 1950-2010. 
All data from the aforementioned queries were imported into a Microsoft Access database. In 
the data tables, each individual aircraft can be identified by a combination of information from 
the “aircraft type”, “aircraft series” and “serial number” data fields. The data required for 
retirement analyses were transferred into a unified data table using database scripts written 
in Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). The unified table contains – amongst other 
information – an aircraft’s unique ID as well as its order date, build year, delivery date, 
conversion date to freighter (if applicable), retirement date (if applicable) and storage dates 
(begin and end of each storage period, as far as available). From this information, the age at 
retirement, conversion or storage can be calculated for each aircraft. For this purpose, an 
aircraft’s delivery date is used as the reference for all age calculations49.  
Given this information, a VBA script was used to calculate the fraction of all aircraft that were 
retained in the fleet (“survival percentage”) as function of aircraft age. This function is often 
referred to as “retirement curve” and was evaluated in age steps of 1 year for three groups of 
aircraft, namely widebody aircraft, narrowbody aircraft and turboprop aircraft. In principle, the 
survival percentage is calculated as follows:  
 (4) 
r (age)TotalNumbe
(age)ivedNumberSurv(age)rcentageSurvivalPe   =  
   with:   NumberSurvived (age) = aircraft retained in fleet at a given age (or older) 
      TotalNumber (age) = all aircraft in database at a given age (or older) 
                                                
49 The build year is used for a small number of aircraft without available delivery date. 
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Historical Fleet Attrition of Widebody Aircraft
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Historical Fleet Attrition of Narrowbody Aircraft
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Historical Fleet Attrition of Turboprop Aircraft
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Widebody aircraft:
Twin-aisle passenger jet aircraft with OAG aircraft code.
Narrowbody aircraft:
Single-aisle passenger jet aircraft with OAG aircraft code, 
western built, ≥ 50 seats, except old long range types
(DC8, 707, SSC).
Turboprop aircraft:
Turboprop passenger aircraft with OAG aircraft code, 
western built, ≥ 30 seats.
 
Figure 113: Analysis of typical aircraft lifetimes by aircraft category 
Figure 113 shows the resulting graphs that were obtained for widebody aircraft, narrowbody 
aircraft and turboprops. These curves depend largely on:  
a) The exact definition of the group of aircraft examined; 
b) The meaning of “retained in fleet” (i.e. the definition of aircraft “survival”). 
The groups of aircraft used for this evaluation are described on the right hand side of the 
figure. Passenger aircraft that can be attributed to an aircraft code from the OAG flight 
schedules [100] were considered for this evaluation (i.e. ignoring military, research, VIP and 
other “exotic” aircraft types that are not primarily used by commercial airlines). Besides, only 
western built aircraft have been considered in the narrowbody and turboprop segments50.  
Each diagram in Figure 113 contains three graphs which differ by the definition of aircraft 
“survival”. The retirement curves required by the Air Traffic Emissions Forecast Module are 
those which consider both conversions to freighters and storage events. These curves can 
                                                
50 Due to better data availability and -quality for western built aircraft plus the dominance of  
    western aircraft manufacturers in the near future.  
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be approximated by polynomial functions as shown in Figure 114. The retirement curves are 
used by the fleet rollover model to predict the number of aircraft of an existing fleet that will 
be kept in active passenger service in the future. More details regarding the fleet rollover 
model and the way the retirement curves are applied are found in chapter 3.4.4.2. 
"Lifetime" Assumptions for Passenger Aircraft
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Figure 114: Reference retirement curves for different groups of aircraft 
Similar analyses as described above for passenger aircraft were performed for all-cargo 
aircraft. Reliable trends, however, are much more difficult to identify in this segment given 
the small number of aircraft, the high share of converted passenger aircraft and rather 
heterogeneous lifetimes in general. As a consequence, retirement curves for cargo aircraft 
were not implemented into the fleet rollover model. Instead, an average lifetime of 30 years 
is assumed for widebody cargo aircraft types while 25 years are assumed for narrowbody 
freighters51.  
 
 
                                                
51 A small number of (comparably old) cargo aircraft were assigned to retirement curves for passenger aircraft,  
    if in-service numbers and recent retirements seemed to indicate respective trends (see Appendix N). 
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Appendix M FLEET FORECAST DETAILS 
This appendix provides additional information on specific aspects of the fleet rollover model 
described in chapter 3.4.4.  
Estimating transport performance per aircraft for newly introduced aircraft types 
In order to provide a link between aircraft in-service numbers and transport performance in 
terms of available tonne-kilometres (TKO), fleet statistics from the ASCEND Online Fleets 
Database [11] have been combined with TKO obtained from OAG flight schedules [100]. This 
way, the average transport performance per individual aircraft is estimated for each aircraft 
type that is listed in the base year flight schedules. For newly introduced aircraft types, 
however, this value needs to be estimated (see chapter 3.4.4.1). Reference data for older 
aircraft types with similar size, range and operating patterns are used for this purpose. The 
following paragraphs describe the procedure for estimating the average tonne-kilometres per 
individual aircraft for newly introduced aircraft types.  
Each new aircraft type is assigned to one or more comparable reference aircraft types of the 
previous generation. Formula (1) sums up the TKO of these reference aircraft in the 
baseyear flight movements from OAG: 
 (1) ( )∑ ⋅=
i
iFrequencyirefrefSum kTKOTKO ,,,  
    with  
aircraft new
,
, acityPayloadCap
acityPayloadCap
k irefiFrequency =  
The correction factor kFrequency, i accounts for different payload capacities of the new aircraft 
type and the comparable aircraft types assigned to it. Similarly, the total number of reference 
aircraft that are in-service in the base year of the forecast are determined as follows: 
 (2) ∑=
i
irefrefSum nn ,,  
Combining equations (1) and (2) leads to: 
 (3) ( )Efficiency
refSum
refSum
new kn
TKO
raftTKOperAirc +⋅= 1
,
,  
kEfficiency is an optional parameter which provides the possibility to specifiy an improvement of 
the TKOperAircraft from one aircraft generation to another (e.g. by improved utilization). In 
this study, kEfficiency is not used and set to zero. This way, TKOperAircraftnew assumed for the 
new aircraft type corresponds to the average of this value for the reference aircraft.  
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Retirement modelling when fleet statistics are missing  
The retirement model described in chapter 3.4.4.2 is based on aircraft lifetime assumptions 
(retirement curves) in combination with historical fleet statistics. Delivery numbers per aircraft 
type and year are required as input data. For some aircraft types, statistics on delivery 
numbers and/or in-service numbers are not available from the ASCEND Fleets Database 
[11]. This applies mostly to small turboprop-powered aircraft with less than 30 seats and 
some old aircraft types with piston engines. 
If in-service numbers are available for an aircraft type while delivery numbers are missing, 
delivery numbers have to be estimated from in-service numbers. An automated function 
performing this task has been developed and is part of the fleet rollover model. Potential 
retirements during the production period of the aircraft type need to be considered, as many 
aircraft types are produced for several decades. As a consequence, a retirement curve 
needs to be assumed for the aircraft type in order to perform this task.  
Another approach is followed for aircraft with no historical in-service numbers available from 
the fleets database. For these aircraft types, the production periods as well as the total 
number of produced aircraft were obtained from Jane’s All The World's Aircraft [85]. Based 
on this information, a generic distribution of delivery numbers per year is assumed and 
modelled by linear and parabolic functions as shown on the left hand side of Figure 115. 
Given the assumed delivery numbers per year and a retirement curve, in-service numbers 
can be calculated. Although the uncertainty of this approach must be regarded as high, the 
method should be sufficient for the purpose of this study considering that the aircraft types 
affected by the simplification account for less than 1% of the base year transport 
performance. In-production aircraft types and new types not yet in production in the base 
year of the forecast are not affected, as their delivery numbers will be calculated on a yearly 
basis depending on the forecasted traffic demand. 
   
Figure 115: Estimated aircraft numbers vs. time (without detailed fleet statistics)  
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Appendix O VISUALIZATION OF AIRCRAFT DELIVERY PERIODS 
This appendix provides an overview on the assumed delivery periods of aircraft types in the 
fleet scenarios covered in this study. Details regarding assumptions about delivery periods 
are found in chapter 3.4.4.4. The following figures are presented in this appendix:  
• Figure 116 visulises the aircraft delivery periods in the baseline scenario of this study. 
• Figure 117 shows the aircraft delivery periods in an alternative fleet scenario 
assuming development and delivery delays for future aircraft types.  
• Figure 118 shows the aircraft delivery periods in an alternative fleet scenario  
assuming new single-aisle aircraft instead of re-engined A320 and 737 families. 
• Figure 119 shows the aircraft delivery periods in a hypothetical fleet scenario 
assuming no new aircraft types after the year 2010. 
Details about the alternative fleet scenarios and resulting effects on fuel burn and emissions 
of air traffic are found in chapter 4.4. 
  
  
Figure 116: Aircraft delivery periods in the baseline scenario of the forecast 
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Figure 117: Aircraft delivery periods in an alternative fleet scenario 
assuming development and delivery delays of future aircraft types 
  
 
More information regarding the alternative fleet scenario with assumed delivery delays  
of future aircraft types is found in chapter 4.4.3. 
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Figure 118: Aircraft delivery periods in an alternative fleet scenario  
assuming all-new single-aisle aircraft instead of re-engined A320 and 737 families 
 
 
More information regarding the alternative fleet scenario with new single-aisle aircraft types 
is found in chapter 4.4.4. 
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Figure 119: Aircraft delivery periods in a hypothetical fleet scenario  
assuming no new aircraft types after the year 2010 
 
 
More information regarding the hypothetical fleet scenario without new aircraft types is found 
in chapter 4.4.3 
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Appendix Q AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE MODELS 
OF THE NEAR FUTURE 
Simulation models for aircraft and engine types of the near future have been created for this 
study in order to estimate fuel consumption and NOx emissions on flight mission level. Major 
characteristics of these models including weight, lift-to-drag ratios, fuel efficiency and specific 
NOx emissions were described in chapter 3.4.5. This appendix provides additional 
information on engine models and aircraft aerodynamics.  
Table 53 present aerodynamic characteristics assumed for the newly created aircraft 
models. The data shown in the table refer to cruise conditions at the aircrafts’ typical cruise 
speed. Mach-number dependent drag polars for the Boeing 787-8 have been derived from a 
freely available model of this aircraft developed by Lissys Ltd [93]. As an approximation, the 
polars for the 787-8 are equally assumed for the Airbus A350 XWB-900. Drag polars for an 
Airbus A320 were obtained from [92] and are assumed for the A320 NEO. This assumption 
implies that aerodynamic improvements on the NEO compared to the baseline A320 (e.g. by 
sharklets) compensate for a drag penalty from larger engine dimensions. The aerodynamic 
characteristics of the A319 NEO and A321 NEO models differ from the A320 NEO by a delta 
CD0 which was estimated by handbook methods for aircraft design. These methods were 
described by Roskam [111] and Thorenbeek [130] and have also been applied here to derive 
polars for the 747-8 and a generic regional jet.  
 747-8 787-8* A350-900* Generic RJ A319 NEO 
A320 
NEO** A321 NEO 
Wing area [m²] 525 360 443 77 123 123 123 
CD0 0.0147 0.0122 0.0122 0.0204 0.0193 0.0200 0.0210 
CD at (L/D)max 0.0294 0.0238 0.0238 0.0397 0.0337 0.0343 0.0354 
CL at (L/D)max 0.56 0.50 0.50 0.66 0.60 0.60 0.60 
(L/D)max 18.9 21.0 21.0 16.7 17.8 17.4 17.0 
Cruise Mach number [-] 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.78 
* Lift-to-drag ratios assumed for 787-8 and A350-900 correspond to the PIANO model of the Boeing 787-8 [93]. 
** Lift-to-drag ratios assumed for the A320 NEO correspond to the PIANO model of the Airbus A320 [92]. 
Table 53: Aerodynamic assumptions for aircraft models in cruise flight 
Engine performance models simulated by the VarCycle software were provided by DLR 
[106]. Models of the GEnx-1B for the Boeing 787-8 and the Trent XWB for the A350 XWB-
900 are used in this study. No detailed models are currently available for the GEnx-2B 
engines on the 747-8 and the Trent 1000 option for the 787. An uprated version of the GEnx-
1B model is assumed for the 747-853. Similarly, the Trent 1000 engine is assumed to have 
the same fuel specific consumption as the GEnx-1B. Differences in the NOx emissions 
                                                
53 A 2% increase of engine SFC is assumed for to account for the smaller fan diameter of the GEnx-2B.  
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between Trent 1000 and GEnx-1B are accounted for, as will be described below. For use 
with the narrowbody aircraft, an engine similar to the PW1217G is simulated. This engine 
powers the generic regional jet, which resembles the Mitsubishi MRJ-90ER. An upscaled 
version of this engine with slightly improved specific fuel consumption is assumed as 
representative engine for the A320 NEO family.  
All engine models were developed before the respective engine types were certified. Only 
limited and preliminary specifications from [29] and [110] were available as input data. 
Emission indices of NOx have been estimated for sea-level conditions based on the 
characteristic NOx levels per kN take-off thrust that are currently predicted by engine 
manufacturers [110]54. A diagram showing the characteristic NOx levels is found in Figure 48 
on page 85. The fuel flow from the engine models and the assumed emission indices of NOx, 
which depend on engine thrust, are shown in Figure 125 to Figure 129. Correlation methods 
can be used to calculate in-flight emissions of NOx based on reference emissions for sea-
level static conditions. In this study, the p3T3 approach [119] is applied when simulating the 
TAPS combustor of the GEnx whereas the DLR fuel flow correlation [31] is applied as the 
standard method for engines with RQL combustors. Given the lack of reliable data, it is 
difficult to estimate emissions of NOx for future engine types. It is particularly difficult to 
estimate the potential of the TAPS combustor to reduce emissions during cruise flight. A 
significant potential is predicted in [97], but depends on the transition point between pilot 
mode and combined pilot/main mode. The emission characteristics shown in Figure 125 
reflect such claims, as the transition point was chosen such that cruise flight operating points 
are predominantly in the pilot/main zone. However, the uncertainty of the modelled NOx 
characteristics for TAPS combustors must be regarded as high. 
GEnx-1B64: Fuel Flow vs. Thrust
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GEnx-1B64: EI NOx vs. Thrust
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Assumptions:
- Sea level EIs estimated for a characteristic NO x 
  level of D p /F 00  = 39.8 at π00  = 42.6;
- Cruise emissions calculated by p 3 -T 3  method.
 
Figure 125: Fuel flow and NOx emission index vs. thrust for GEnx-1B engine (simulation) 
                                                
54 Assumptions about the number of engines tested for certification are required when estimating emission indices  
    from a given characteristic NOx level. One test engine is assumed for large turbofans above 200kN take-off  
    thrust while two such engines are assumed for smaller turbofans.   
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Trent 1000-H: Fuel Flow vs. Thrust
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Trent 1000-H: EI NOx vs. Thrust
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Assumptions:
- Sea level EIs estimated for a characteristic NO x 
  level of D p /F 00  = 55 g/kN at π00  = 41;
- Cruise emissions calculated by 
  DLR fuel flow method.
 
Figure 126: Fuel flow and NOx emission index vs. thrust for Trent 1000 engine (simulation)55 
 
Trent XWB-84: Fuel Flow vs. Thrust
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Trent XWB-84: EI NOx vs. Thrust
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Assumptions:
- Sea level EIs estimated for a characteristic NO x  
  level of D p /F 00  = 52 g/kN at π00  = 44*;
- Cruise emissions calculated by 
  DLR fuel flow method.
(* based on design target of 55 g/kN at π00  = 45.5)
 
Figure 127: Fuel flow and NOx emission index vs. thrust for Trent XWB engine (simulation) 
 
PW 1217G: Fuel Flow vs. Thrust
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PW 1217G: EI NOx vs. Thrust
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Assumptions:
- Sea level EIs estimated for a characteristic NO x  
  level of D p /F 00  = 34 g/kN at π00  = 30;
- Cruise emissions calculated by 
  DLR fuel flow method.
 
Figure 128: Fuel flow and NOx emission index vs. thrust for PW 1217G engine (simulation) 
                                                
55 The diagrams for the Trent 1000 refer to the version with 285kN maximum thrust at sea level. 
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Generic Engine (150kN): Fuel Flow vs. Thrust
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- Sea level EIs estimated for a characteristic NO x  
  level of D p /F 00  = 34.5 g/kN at π00  = 39*;
- Cruise emissions calculated by 
  DLR fuel flow method.
    (* π00  estimated)
 
Figure 129: Fuel flow and NOx emission index vs. thrust for A321 NEO engine (simulation)56 
Given the aircraft and engine models, the VarMission software can be used for flight mission 
simulation. For each aircraft-engine combination, a full set of emission profiles was created, 
i.e. standardized flight mission protocols for different load factors and ranges. The resulting 
fuel efficiencies measured in fuel burn per passenger-kilometre or per tonne-kilometre are in 
line with expectations by aircraft manufacturers (see chapter 3.4.5).  
In addition to analyses on mission level, payload-range diagrams can be calculated for the 
aircraft models (see Figure 130). The payload-range chart for the Boeing 747-8I shown in the 
left hand diagram compares well to published reference data in Boeing’s airport planning 
manual [17]. The difference in terms of maximum range at maximum payload is less than 1% 
while the model delivers a maximum range at maximum fuel load that is 2.6% higher than in 
the manual. No reference data is currently available for the remaining aircraft types.  
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Figure 130: Payload-range performance of new aircraft types (simulation)   
                                                
56 Data refers to a RQL combustor. 20% lower NOx emissions on flight mission level are assumed  
    for a similar engine with TAPS combustor (see chapter 3.4.5.3). 
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Appendix R DESIGN APPROACH FOR A FUTURE NARROWBODY 
AIRCRAFT FAMILY  
Performance models have been created for a generic family of narrowbody aircraft expected 
to enter service during the early 2020s. These aircraft are intended to replace the Boeing 737 
and Airbus A320 families in a hypothetical fleet scenario. While aircraft design specifications 
and most aircraft characteristics are described in chapter 3.4.5.4, this appendix provides 
additional information on the engine model and presents an overview on the design process.  
An ultra-high bypass ratio (UHBR) engine originating from the CLAIRE 2 project by DLR and 
MTU [35] is assumed to power the aircraft family. The engine model from CLAIRE 2 has 
been scaled to meet the thrust requirements of the aircraft. Engine emission characteristics 
of NOx have been estimated assuming a TAPS combustor with a characteristic NOx level 
Dp/F00 of about 29 g/kN at an overall pressure ratio π00 of 42.8 (and assuming two engines 
are tested for certification). This corresponds to a technology level that can be expected for 
the year 2020. Figure 131 shows fuel burn and NOx emissions of the UHBR engine. 
Generic UHBR Engine (140 kN): Fuel Flow vs. Thrust
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Assumptions:
- Sea level EIs estimated for a characteristic NO x  
  level of D p /F 00  = 28.6 g/kN at π00  = 42.8;
- Cruise emissions calculated by 
  p 3 -T 3  method.
 
Figure 131: Fuel flow and NOx emission index vs. thrust for UHBR engine (simulation) 
The following steps were performed iteratively during the design process:  
• Operational empty weight and maximum take-off weight are calculated following 
Roskam [111].  Engine weight is estimated separately and structural modifications on 
the aircraft required for engine installation are accounted for. Correction factors are 
applied in order to consider improvements in the fields of lightweight construction and 
materials: A 7.5% reduction57 of the maximum zero fuel weight (MZFW) compared to 
state-of-the-art materials used for the A320 generation is assumed in this study [132].  
                                                
57 Compared to aircraft of the A320 generation including “snow-ball” effects, but not considering the extra weight  
    from the new engine systems. 7.5% of the MZFW correspond to roughly 11.1% of the OEW.  
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• Aircraft aerodynamics are evaluated using methods from Roskam [111] and 
Torenbeek [130]. A 4% improvement of the lift-to-drag ratio during cruise compared to 
the previous generation of narrowbody aircraft is assumed [65]. This value is based 
on the assumption that revolutionary concepts in aircraft aerodynamics e.g. laminar 
flow control are not yet introduced on this aircraft.  
• Engine thrust requirements are calculated for take-off and top-of-climb conditions 
according to certification requirements. The engine model has been scaled in order to 
deliver the required thrust.  
The iterative design process is repeated until aircraft weights, aerodynamics and engine 
characteristics are matched. Assuming a family concept, both a stretch and a shrink version 
have been derived from the baseline aircraft. Figure 132 compares the payload-range 
performance of the future narrowbody aircraft compared to the Airbus A320 family. The 
design mission of the baseline aircraft is also shown in the figure. More details regarding 
preliminary design methods and more information on the assumptions for the future 
narrowbody family can be found in a separate report [131].  
 
Payload-Range Chart: Future Narrowbody vs. A320
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Payload-Range: Future Narrowbody (Shrink) vs. A319
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Figure 132: Payload-range performance of a future narrowbody aircraft family  
compared to the Airbus A320 family (simulation) [2]
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Appendix S ASSUMPTIONS FOR CARGO AIRCRAFT  
Performance models for cargo aircraft are currently not available from the BADA database. 
Cargo aircraft are often variants of passenger aircraft types with similar characteristics in 
terms of aerodynamics and engine performance. Their characteristic weights, however, 
usually differ from the passenger version. Particularly the empty weight of cargo aircraft 
(which is typically lower than for the corresponding passenger versions) and the maximum 
structural payload (which is typically higher) will influence fuel consumption and emissions on 
flight mission level.  
When simulating flights of cargo aircraft, VarMission uses existing models of passenger 
aircraft in combination with characteristic weights of the corresponding cargo version. This 
way, the differences between passenger and cargo variants are accounted for. As a first 
order approximation, aircraft aerodynamics and engine parameters are assumed to remain 
unchanged. Table 54 to Table 57 show the characteristic weights assumed for the most 
important cargo aircraft. A full list of all simulated aircraft types is found in Appendix F. 
 Boeing 747-8F* Boeing 747-400F  Boeing 777-200F  
Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) [kg]  442 253 396 894 347 815 
Operating empty weight (OEW) [kg] 191 053 165 087 144 379 
Maximum payload (MPL) [kg]  133 901 122 945 103 736 
Maximum fuel capacity (MFC) [kg] 182 981 173 425 145 379 
Source of data Preliminary airplane characteristics [17] 
Boeing airplane  
characteristics [17] 
Boeing airplane  
characteristics [17] 
* Used in combination with the newly developed aircraft model described in chapter 3.4.5.2. 
Table 54: Characteristic weights of major cargo aircraft types 
 Boeing MD-11F  Boeing 767-300F Boeing 757-200PF  
Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) [kg]  273 294 186 880 116 650 
Operating empty weight (OEW) [kg] 112 748 85 275 51 700 
Maximum payload (MPL) [kg]  90 719 54 885 39 000 
Maximum fuel capacity (MFC) [kg] 115 000 73 364 34 260 
Source of data Boeing airplane  characteristics [17] 
Boeing airplane  
characteristics [17] 
Boeing airplane  
characteristics [17] 
Table 55: Characteristic weights of major cargo aircraft types (continued) 
 Airbus A380-800F Airbus A330-200F Airbus A300-600F  
Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) [kg]  590 000 233 000 170 500 
Operating empty weight (OEW) [kg] 250 560 109 100 81 900 
Maximum payload (MPL) [kg]  151 440 63 900 50 340 
Maximum fuel capacity (MFC) [kg] 243 350 109 185 48 980 
Source of data Preliminary airplane characteristics [2]  
Airbus airplane  
characteristics [2] 
Airbus airplane  
characteristics [2] 
Table 56: Characteristic weights of major cargo aircraft types (continued) 
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 Boeing 737-700C  Boeing 737-400SF Boeing 737-300SF  
Maximum take-off weight (MTOW) [kg]  77 560 65 921 63 049 
Operating empty weight (OEW) [kg] 38 360 32 458 31 910 
Maximum payload (MPL) [kg]  18 780 19 705 16 639 
Maximum fuel capacity (MFC) [kg] 20 816 19 131 19 131 
Source of data 
Boeing website / 
information for airline 
startups 
ASCEND online fleets, 
average [11]  
ASCEND online fleets, 
average [11] 
Table 57: Characteristic weights of major cargo aircraft types (continued) 
While the aforementioned aircraft are modelled by VarMission, fuel burn and NOx emissions 
of aircraft types with no available performance model can be estimated by using a 
“representative” aircraft model with similar characteristics. As was described for passenger 
aircraft in chapter 3.4.5.5, deltas of specific fuel burn and emissions can be specified 
between the actual aircraft type and its representative model. Table 58 presents the 
assumptions made for future cargo aircraft types with no available performance model. The 
improvements in terms of specific fuel consumption and NOx emissions compared to the 
representative aircraft model correspond roughly to the deltas that were observed for the 
respective passenger versions.    
Aircraft type Representative model Assumption for aircraft representation 
Boeing 787 Freighter Airbus A330-200F 
15% reduction of fuel burn and  
15% reduction of NOx emissions per kg payload* 
Airbus A350 XWB Freighter Boeing 777-200F 
25% reduction of fuel burn and  
40% reduction of NOx emissions per kg payload 
* assuming an “average” engine between the GEnx with TAPS combustor and the Trent-1000 with RQL combustor. 
Table 58: Simplified assumptions for future cargo aircraft  
without available performance models  
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Appendix T ASSUMED STRINGENCY OF NOX EMISSION STANDARDS  
This appendix summarizes the assumed stringency scenarios for engine NOx emission 
standards:  
• Table 59 shows the assumptions used in the baseline scenario of the forecast.  
• Table 60 refers to an alternative scenario assuming a delayed introduction of  
low-NOx technology.  
Detailed information regarding the baseline assumptions are found in chapter 3.4.6.2.  
The alternative stringency scenario for NOx emission standards is discussed in chapter 4.4.3. 
Year NOx regulatory limit for  newly certified engines 
NOx regulatory limit for  
in-production engines 
2004 CAEP/4 CAEP/2 
2008 CAEP/6 CAEP/2 
2014 CAEP/8 CAEP/6 (from 2013) 
2017 CAEP/8 – 17% CAEP/6 
2020 
CAEP/8 – 35% 
(~Mid-term goal from [109] for low π00*) CAEP/8 
2025 CAEP/8 – 50% CAEP/8 
2030 Long-term goal from [109] 
CAEP/8 – 35% 
(~ Mid-term goal from [109] for low π00*) 
* higher slope compared to mid-term technology goal for π00 > 30, see Figure 55.  
Table 59: Stringency of NOx emission standards in baseline scenario  
Year NOx regulatory limit for  newly certified engines 
NOx regulatory limit for  
in-production engines 
2004 CAEP/4 CAEP/2 
2008 CAEP/6 CAEP/2 
2014 CAEP/8 CAEP/6 (from 2013) 
2018 CAEP/8 – 17% CAEP/6 
2023 
CAEP/8 – 35% 
(~Mid-term goal from [109] for low π00*) CAEP/8 
2030 CAEP/8 – 50% CAEP/8 
2035 Long-term goal from [109] 
CAEP/8 – 35% 
(~ Mid-term goal from [109] for low π00*) 
* higher slope compared to mid-term technology goal for π00 > 30, see Figure 55.  
Table 60: Stringency of NOx emission standards in scenario with development delays 
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Appendix V VISUALIZATION OF AIR TRAFFIC EMISSIONS 
This appendix presents figures that visualize the regional distribution of air traffic emissions. 
The diagrams have been produced by the FATE software based on results from this study.  
 
 
Figure 133: Visualization of global scheduled aviation’s fuel consumption  
in September 2000 and September 2010 (Source: DLR-FW) 
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Figure 134: Visualization of global scheduled aviation’s NOx emissions  
in September 2000 and September 2010 (Source: DLR-FW) 
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Figure 135: Visualization of global scheduled aviation’s CO emissions  
in September 2000 and September 2010 (Source: DLR-FW) 
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Figure 136: Visualization of global scheduled aviation’s HC emissions  
in September 2000 and September 2010 (Source: DLR-FW) 
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Figure 137: Visualization of global scheduled aviation’s soot emissions  
in September 2000 and September 2010 (Source: DLR-FW)
